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Introduction to the series Why We Post
This book is one of a series of 11 titles. Nine monographs are devoted to 
specific field sites (including this one) in Brazil, Chile, China, England, 
India, Italy, Trinidad and Turkey – these have been published in 2016– 17. 
The series also includes a comparative book about all our findings, How 
the World Changed Social Media, published to accompany this title, and 
a book which contrasts the visuals that people post on Facebook in the 
English field site with those on our Trinidadian field  site, Visualising 
Facebook.
When we tell people that we have written nine monographs about 
social media around the world, all using the same chapter headings 
(apart from Chapter 5), they are concerned about potential repetition. 
However, if you decide to read several of these books (and we very much 
hope you do), you will see that this device has been helpful in showing 
the precise opposite. Each book is as individual and distinct as if it were 
on an entirely different topic.
This is perhaps our single most important finding. Most studies 
of the internet and social media are based on research methods that 
assume we can generalise across different groups. We look at tweets in 
one place and write about ‘Twitter’. We conduct tests about social media 
and friendship in one population, and then write on this topic as if 
friendship means the same thing for all populations. By presenting nine 
books with the same chapter headings, you can judge for yourselves 
what kinds of generalisations are, or are not, possible.
Our intention is not to evaluate social media, either positively or 
negatively. Instead the purpose is educational, providing detailed evi-
dence of what social media has become in each place and the local con-
sequences, including local evaluations.
Each book is based on 15 months of research during which time the 
anthropologists lived, worked and interacted with people in the local 
language. Yet they differ from the dominant tradition of writing social 
science books. Firstly they do not engage with the academic literatures 
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on social media. It would be highly repetitive to have the same discus-
sions in all nine books. Instead discussions of these literatures are to be 
found in our comparative book, How the World Changed Social Media. 
Secondly these monographs are not comparative, which again is the pri-
mary function of this other volume. Thirdly, given the immense inter-
est in social media from the general public, we have tried to write in an 
accessible and open style. This means we have adopted a mode more 
common in historical writing of keeping all citations and the discussion 
of all wider academic issues to endnotes.
We hope you enjoy the results and that you will also read our com-
parative book – and perhaps some of the other monographs – in addition 
to this one.
vii
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Panchagrami and its complexities
On a blistering summer afternoon in April 2013, a 24- year- old man 
named Selva, the first graduate in his family, met me at a roadside tea 
stall to recount his experience of social media. He had first discovered 
Facebook four years earlier, while in college, and since then had also 
explored WhatsApp. He had experimented with Twitter, but his sojourn 
there had been short- lived. He was intimidated by the platform and said 
you needed to be an English ‘Peteru’ (a colloquial phrase for a show-off 
in the use of English) to tweet and get followers.
Selva spoke of how much he loved Facebook and WhatsApp. He 
boasted about how he had accumulated female friends on Facebook, 
some of whom had become sufficiently close that their chats had moved 
from Facebook to WhatsApp. Throughout the conversation he praised 
the positive impact of social media on his personal life.
Two months later, however, Selva had closed his Facebook account 
and was chatting only through WhatsApp. When we met at the same tea 
stall, he cursed Facebook as having spoilt his life and family honour. A 
few weeks earlier he had discovered that his younger sister, a 17- year- old 
high school student, was having a romantic relationship with a fellow 
student at his university, in a lower year: the student was also from a 
different caste1 group than the siblings. Both had met and friended each 
other via Selva’s Facebook profile. When Selva’s parents and extended 
family got to know of this, they blamed him for encouraging his sister to 
be on social media. His family viewed his sister’s romance as disrespect-
ful to the family and caste honour. For his part, an irate Selva closed 
both his own and his sister’s accounts on Facebook.
Selva lamented that he should have listened to his kin and friends 
from his village who had warned him not to allow his sister access to 
a mobile phone or to Facebook. They had told him that it was his pri-
mary duty to safeguard his sister from the ‘romantic clutches’ of young 
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men from other castes who were on the lookout for such vulnerable 
women. They had also told him that an ideal young unmarried Tamil 
woman would not be seen on such a dangerous platform, nor with a 
mobile phone.
A week later, in an upmarket coffee shop just a few hundred 
yards away from the tea stall, Vijaya, a software professional in her 
mid- twenties, explained her journey on social media. She was mar-
ried with a two- year- old daughter and was then five months pregnant 
with her second child. She was on multiple social media platforms, 
with some dormant accounts on Facebook and Twitter and more 
active accounts on WhatsApp and LinkedIn. WhatsApp connected her 
family while LinkedIn took care of her professional interests. Leaving 
her toddler at a nursery close to her workplace was a source of guilt for 
Vijaya, as it went against her in- laws’ expectations of an ideal mother. 
She found out that the nursery, which largely catered to parents in 
the IT sector, offered a service of hourly WhatsApp updates on the 
children throughout the day for an additional fee. She had immedi-
ately opted for this service, since taking note of what her daughter did 
throughout the day assuaged her guilt and allowed her to monitor her 
child through WhatsApp.
This book is a narrative description of a 15- month ethnography2 of 
social media in a peri- urban area, next to the city of Chennai in Tamil 
Nadu. This region of South India is undergoing a rapid transformation 
from a rural to an urban landscape owing to an Information Technology 
(IT) revolution, which started at the turn of this century when the gov-
ernment decided to set up a special economic zone catering to the IT 
sector in the midst of five rural villages. We will henceforth refer to this 
area as ‘Panchagrami’.3 The arrival of the IT sector made Panchagrami a 
setting in which tradition met with modernity and the local encountered 
the global. It seemed appropriate to connect a study of social media with 
a setting that includes one of the iconic examples of modernisation in 
India, namely a new IT hub.
Panchagrami has a populace of around 30,000. This combines a 
population of 14,000 long- term resident villagers who trace their ances-
try to this area with around 16,000 newly settled residents; among the 
latter are people working in IT and in its associated service sector, entre-
preneurs, small- time traders, construction workers and a host of other 
unskilled labourers looking for employment opportunities. In addition 
to these permanent residents, Panchagrami also caters to a floating pop-
ulation of 200,0004 people who commute to work in the IT and other 
service sectors, including those that cater to the IT employees.
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One of the assumptions for choosing this location was that it would 
enable me to understand the differences in social media usage between 
two distinct populations: the IT employees and the long- term resident 
villagers. While the former are urbanised, fairly affluent and thought 
to be expert users of social media, the latter are rural, less affluent and 
novices in the use of new technologies. With the start of the ethnogra-
phy, however, it soon became apparent that the use of social media in 
both communities was actually governed by deeper layers of traditions 
influenced by social categories such as gender, kinship, age, caste, class, 
religion etc. and not just by a superficial dichotomy of IT employees and 
villagers. Such traditions, and the social categories that sustain them, 
are deeply embedded into the daily lives of the residents of Panchagrami 
and continue on to social media.
The case of Selva illustrated how he carried notions about caste, 
family honour, discourses about ‘ideal’ womanhood and notions of hyper 
masculinity5 from his offline world to the online world of social media. 
Similarly, in Vijaya’s case, she carried the expectations about ideal moth-
erhood and tried to fulfil them by mothering through WhatsApp. The 
original intent behind this research might have led to these two cases 
being used to represent the difference between an IT employee (Vijaya) 
and the villager (Selva). However, a deeper layer of commonality con-
nects both these cases. People bring their offline traditions into social 
media, be it in terms of gender, kinship, age, caste, religion, class etc. 
Tradition to a large extent is mapped onto social media and reasserted 
on it, thus reflecting offline social categories online as well. Online is 
also a place to which individuals on social media strive to bring along 
their social groups, for example friends and kin. In so doing they show-
case social media as a group media, and perform on it for the wider 
world to see how they uphold normative Indian traditions.
This notion of continuity6 between offline and online spaces is noth-
ing new in the Indian context; indeed claims to continuity are themselves 
a fundamental part of Indian cosmological thinking. This is illustrated 
in the case of Nagamani, a 56- year- old owner of a hardware store at 
Panchagrami. Nagamani had lost his third son to cancer six years previ-
ously, and at the ceremony to mark the sixth anniversary of his son’s death 
the ritual included the common offerings of food for the departed soul, 
known in Tamil as ‘Padayal’. Next to the banana leaf with the food, how-
ever, there were items such as a fancy watch, a ‘Cinthol’7 perfumed soap, 
sunglasses, a ‘Parker’ ballpoint pen and an ‘Axe’8 deodorant. Nagamani 
explained that these were his son’s favourite items, which he would need 
in his afterlife too. If a belief in continuities has an ability to transcend 
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space and time – whether from this world to the afterworld or from rural 
to urban9 – it is no surprise that there can also exist continuity between 
the offline and the online.
The continuity of offline traditions and social categories into the 
online space of social media in Panchagrami takes various forms. One 
commonly observed offline tradition in social media is that of network 
homophily:10 the concept of friending people from similar backgrounds. 
In Panchagrami, network homophily was practised specifically with 
regard to caste and class. This kind of in- group behaviour also gives 
rise to the sense of online ‘otherness’ as represented by everyone else. 
Interactions with the latter are then viewed as essentially functional 
rather than social.
This kind of network homophily also provides evidence for the 
emergence of digital inequality. One of the key findings of the entire 
project11 was that online equality does not necessarily mean offline 
equality, and this certainly holds true in Panchagrami.
At one level the increasing affordability of communication technol-
ogies such as smartphones and internet data plans has created a grow-
ing level of equality of access. However, access to the same media does 
not translate to social equality online. Merely because one is capable of 
‘friending’ people from different backgrounds does not mean that any-
one will, especially if one of the people is from a lower socio- economic 
background.12
The maintenance of these more traditional groups also leads to an 
emphasis on social conformity expressed through social media interac-
tions, be it through postings of visuals, texts or other responses. Most 
people tried to conform by strategically crafting and directing their 
communication to the expectations of their group. Expressing dissent 
within such groups took place privately or through indifference and 
silence. People also resorted to the creation of multiple profiles or fake 
identities on social media to express dissent to normative expectations. 
As we shall see, for some people the authentic self is now comprised of 
multiple identities expressed through different genres of posting on dif-
ferent platforms, and sometimes even on the same platform.
While it may seem as if the continuity between offline and online 
spaces influenced by social categories such as caste and class leads to 
socially different networks, in fact many commonalities rather than oppo-
sitions emerge when we look at their social media activities and responses 
(for example, their visual culture or network conformance), which are 
influenced by a deeper Tamil culture. This also explains the high degree 
of commonalities between the ‘super groups’ of IT professionals and 
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villagers. The different chapters of this book elaborate all of this in detail 
with examples derived from the ethnography.
This idea of continuity is better appreciated by first understanding 
the offline and the online spaces independently. This is precisely the task 
of the first two chapters. This chapter thus introduces Panchagrami, its 
residents and the social categories that underpin their everyday lives. It 
also examines the complexities arising from the radical juxtaposition of 
a massive knowledge economy fuelled by the IT sector and a traditional 
rural space dominated by agriculture.
This is followed in Chapter 2 by an exploration of the communi-
cation practices and the social media landscape. This chapter starts by 
examining the history of communication at Panchagrami and moves on 
to detail the use of different social media platforms across diverse social 
groups. Chapter 2 also examines how the norms associated with offline 
communication are also reflected in their social media interactions.
With an understanding of both the offline and the social media 
landscape of this area, we move on to explore one of the most common 
forms of social media communication at Panchagrami, the visual post-
ings.13 Chapter 3 serves to showcase how these visuals are most often 
only a continuation of offline visual practices. This is done by segre-
gating the social media visuals into different categories as seen in the 
offline space, namely public genres, private posts and ‘in  betweeners’14 
(those placed between the public and the private). This chapter will also 
examine how people strategically craft their visual communication in 
accordance with social norms and tend to conform15 to the expectations 
of their networks.
Central to the idea of conformity and normative group behaviour 
is kinship.16 Chapter 4 thus focuses on the domestic sphere of family and 
kin relationships, which also become the primary domain for much of 
everyday communication; a detailed discussion of the major classes of 
kin relations is therefore required. Indeed the most commonly cited 
social category in India is essentially a kin category. Caste is based on 
endogamy17 (an idea that no one marries outside of the caste they are 
born in), making caste in effect an extended unit of kinship. This brings 
with it several dimensions such as social control, surveillance, gendered 
space,18 power, hierarchy, group performance etc. Some of these are best 
exhibited in the idea that it is the responsibility of Selva to safeguard his 
sister from the clutches of social media – and indirectly from the men 
who belong to other social groups and ‘prowl’ online. Social control can 
range from total prohibition to allowing restricted access to social media 
within one’s home, where a young woman can be protected from other 
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dangerous masculine spaces.19 Conversely the pressure of Vijaya’s in- 
laws’ expectations of ideal motherhood drives this professional woman 
to make WhatsApp a feminine space adapted for mothering.
Hierarchy and power within family circles are most visible when 
it comes to intergenerational communication, and specifically those 
forms that involve the elderly. Many older people try hard to dictate 
which platform is appropriate for communicating with them. In many 
families what should be conveyed through voice, what communication 
is considered too personal to be allowed on Facebook and what should 
be personally conveyed only through WhatsApp is more or less dictated 
by older family members. Most commonly, private familial communica-
tion is routed through WhatsApp, with Facebook used as a platform on 
which the entire family can perform to convey notions of ideal family 
life to the wider world. The intimacy expressed by fictive kin groups on 
social media is also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 5 discusses how social media may undermine the bound-
aries between work and non- work spheres of life in a modern work set-
ting. This is crucial, since the IT sector and other modern work settings 
were responsible for the socio- economic transformation in Panchagrami 
in the first place. This chapter shows how people conform to the author-
ity of traditional social categories by tactfully mediating the authority 
of modern workplaces. Having been part of an agricultural economy 
until a decade ago, people never viewed work and non- work as dichoto-
mous or as bounded areas; most often one flowed into another, and the 
boundaries between them were constantly in flux. This was to a certain 
extent true of the South Indian work culture in itself, where constant 
interactions with the non- work space were considered a part of everyday 
sociality. However, with the advent of the IT sector and its associated 
modern workplace norms, notions of work and non- work changed; while 
allowing work outside the office space was considered to be conforming 
with modern workplace expectations, bringing non- work aspects into 
the workplace was viewed as dissent and was frowned upon by man-
agement.20 Social media has helped to circumvent such restrictions and 
undermine the strict boundaries of work and non- work in these settings. 
It is the older and prior forms of authority, such as caste and class, that 
now infiltrate the workplaces in the form of kinship- based21recruitment 
and familial communication through social media.
Chapter 6 then explores social media and education, describing in 
detail the tensions and the varying attitudes towards social media among 
various stakeholders, for example teachers, students, parents and the 
school system. In this chapter we examine the impact of social media within 
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education, a topic of particular importance given the way in which this 
field site resonates with the idea of a new knowledge economy.22
Gomathi, a 54- year- old teacher, explained over a nice, home- 
cooked lunch why social media was a waste of time and a distraction to 
students. She had strong views on why students should be discouraged 
from using it and cited several popular media articles which described 
the ills of social media. She was also opposed to teachers friending stu-
dents as she felt this could reduce the amount of control that the former 
wielded in the classroom.
Picking up the ideas expressed by Gomathi, we shall see how social 
media has contributed to an inherent tension on how to align the tradi-
tional teacher– student hierarchy with a new relationship of ‘Friend’ on 
social media. Social class and the type of school system bring an addi-
tional layer of complexity to this already tenuous relationship among 
teachers and students on social media.
Having introduced the topics of the various chapters, we now move 
on to describe Panchagrami, its people and their lives in more detail.
Where is Panchagrami?
Panchagrami, a pseudonym for a group of five villages, is situated on 
the outskirts of the 375- year- old23 metropolis of Chennai, in the state 
of Tamil Nadu, South India. It belongs to the district of Kanchipuram.24
These five villages, which occupy an area of around 14.25 sq. km, 
are discrete units and do not make up an administrative whole. For the 
purposes of this ethnography, the boundaries of Panchagrami are artifi-
cially drawn to describe this space under rapid transition (Fig 1.1).
Panchagrami is not a single strip of land, but comfortably occupies 
the two sides of a major road (called the Information Technology Highway) 
which runs from inside the city of Chennai to areas in Kanchipuram dis-
trict, with just a part of the IT Highway passing through Panchagrami. 
Panchagrami is bordered on one side by the backwaters of the famous 
Chennai Buckingham Canal and is 2 km (1.25 miles) away from the Bay 
of Bengal, the sea that runs alongside the Tamil Nadu coastline. A few 
decades ago this canal served as an important waterway, which helped 
to boost trade in this area, but use of this waterway has since been dis-
continued for several reasons.25 Although it is several decades since this 
took place, many of the area’s elderly, long- term residents recount with 
fondness their memories of travel on this canal and regret the closing 
down of a beautiful waterway. If you want to get to the coastline now, 
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you must travel a few kilometres away from Panchagrami to get onto the 
link road that joins with another highway, which then has smaller roads 
connecting to the sea. To the west of Panchagrami are several paddy 
fields and a number of vacant lands, now being made available for real 
estate development catering to businesses, the IT sector and residential 
complexes. This western side borders onto another national highway that 
links southern Tamil Nadu to Chennai and to other states in India.
To the south of Panchagrami are a chain of other villages which 
go on to connect to a tenth- century Hindu pilgrimage centre for Lord 
Muruga (also known as a Tamil god), the son of Lord Shiva, one of the 
gods in the Hindu trinity. Further south is the UNESCO26 World Heritage 
Site called Mamallapuram or Mahabalipuram27, a port city of the Pallava 
dynasty,28 which dates from the seventh century and is celebrated for 
its rock sculptures and architecture. To the north of Panchagrami is 
the city of Chennai (formerly known as Madras/ Madarasapattnam/ 
Chennapattnam).29
A drive on the highway to Panchagrami from the centre of the city 
of Chennai takes around an hour and a half. By this stage the landscape 
has changed from urban to peri- urban, with agricultural land adjacent 
to high- rise corporate buildings or residential complexes on both the 
sides of the highway. You are welcomed to Panchagrami by a discreet 
highway board announcing the name of one of the villages that forms 
Panchagrami; after that you might easily witness a herd of around 20 cows 
right in the middle of this road, along which the cars of IT workers pass 
Fig. 1.1 An aerial view of Panchagrami (Google Earth map)
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at high speeds. The powerful contrast between the remnants of these 
villages and their fields and a thriving modernity fuelled by the IT sector 
makes this an extraordinary sight.
What you do not expect to see in typical Tamil villages are outlets 
of KFC (Kentucky Fried Chicken) and Domino’s Pizza. Yet on entering 
Panchagrami you behold them, occupying the ground floor of a vast mul-
tiplex cinema on one side of the road and a huge multi- storeyed apartment 
complex on the other side, followed by the offices of a major multinational 
Information Technology company. Both sides of the road are now packed 
with franchisees of bakeries and hair salons and several multi- storeyed 
residential apartments, as well as more traditional Indian village houses, 
restaurants, small eateries, roadside tea stalls, upmarket coffee shops, 
star hotels, supermarkets, smaller shops (selling hardware, mobile acces-
sories etc.), a village market, huge corporate buildings catering to the 
Information Technology sector, international schools, village schools, col-
leges, hospitals and dispensaries, panchayat (village council) offices and 
roads that lead to paddy fields. The transportation in this area in a way 
reflects the transition and the growing economic prosperity. Public trans-
port such as buses is common, but one can also find personal vehicles, for 
example cycles, mopeds, scooters, motorcycles and a range of cars, from 
affordable to luxury sedans. People’s clothing also reflects the diversity of 
the landscape, in a spectrum ranging from traditional sarees and dhoties 
to salwar kameez, jeans, formal trousers, T- shirts and shirts.
Panchagrami also plays host to a large Special Economic Zone. 
This caters to several Information Technology conglomerates and is now 
under expansion, but still retains vast, underdeveloped plots of land 
typical of the area’s landscape a decade ago. Several abstract accounts 
discussing India’s current development as an emerging economy are 
made visual and immediate at Panchagrami.
A brief history of Panchagrami
The villages that constitute Panchagrami were formed when families 
belonging to particular caste30 groups settled in this area around 150 to 
200 years ago.
The villages’ proximity to an ancient temple town and an ancient 
port city raise the possibility that Panchagrami has a history dat-
ing back further than this wave of settlement. Scholarly works on 
Pallava administration and Mammalapuram,31 as well as oral history 
gathered from this area, have suggested some links. These have been 
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further validated by the still-visible relics of a few stone ‘mandapams’ 
or rest houses, and the waterless tanks and lakes of the region, now 
being used for sand mining. Such construction accords with the policy 
of the Pallavas, known to have built huge tanks and rock/ stone rest 
houses for travellers. There are smaller temples to the gods Shiva32 
and Vishnu33 around this area, while a 1000- year- old Vishnu temple34 
lies a little further to the north of Panchagrami.
Infrastructural development post 1990
The Information Technology sector started booming in India by the mid- 
1990s, just after the liberalisation of the Indian economy.35 Bangalore 
and Hyderabad were the first centres that saw huge growth and infra-
structural developments related to this sector. Chennai was next in line, 
and the establishment of a well- known IT company in Panchagrami in 
the late 1990s laid the foundation for the area’s subsequent and rapid 
transformation. At first the grand entry of the IT sector into Chennai 
proved rather slow but steady. The first few IT companies that were 
established in the city were initially quite dispersed, until the year 2000, 
when Tidel Park, a huge Special Economic Zone catering specifically to 
IT companies, was planned and established by the Government of Tamil 
Nadu inside the city of Chennai. The establishment of the Tidel Park 
attracted several IT companies to Chennai. Early in the 2000s Indian- 
based multinational companies such as TCS (Tata Consultancy Services 
– the IT subsidiary of the Tata group of companies) set up a huge com-
plex adjacent to the area’s new arterial road, which is now called the IT 
Highway.
As a result geographies that might merely have developed as 
outer suburbs of Chennai were designated for huge IT complexes. 
Panchagrami, being just outside Chennai, provided cheap land for 
easy occupation. This was why, in the year 2000, a Special Economic 
Zone that catered specifically to IT companies had been planned and 
established at Panchagrami by the Government of Tamil Nadu. As 
a sector- specific Special Economic Zone, this designation provided 
basic infrastructural facilities and the necessary tax deductions for 
IT/ ITES36 companies. Potentially it may lead to the area becoming inte-
grated into the city of Chennai in the near future.
Panchagrami houses not only these leading Indian IT/ ITES com-
panies, but also residential apartments, built or under construction as 
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a housing investment option for these IT professionals, some of whom 
wish to live close to their workplaces. Following the growth of residen-
tial complexes catering to the IT population, a number of well- known 
private schools now work in tandem with housing construction com-
panies to set up private schools for the children of these IT workers. 
Several small- time traders local to this area, as well as others who are 
newcomers, have also set up their businesses and shops to cater to this 
population.
Aerial view snapshots showing the infrastructural changes in Pancha-
grami over the last decade are provided below (Figs 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4).
Fig. 1.2 Panchagrami in 2002 (Google Earth map)
Fig. 1.3 Panchagrami in 2010 (Google Earth map)
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Though the long- term residents of Panchagrami acknowledge the 
considerable economic advantages gained through the emergence of 
the IT economy in this area, many also voice regrets in the same breath. 
Very often looking at the current six-lane highway, they fondly recall 
the days when the area had a one- way track with trees on either side, 
providing much-needed shade from the scorching sun to humans and 
animals alike. For example Vijayan, a 43- year- old long- term resident of 
Panchagrami, recalled his younger days there, when there was a smaller 
population and less traffic, describing it as the most environmentally 
friendly area. Today a few streets remain in Panchagrami which are 
reminiscent of the villages in the 1980s. With input from people such 
as Vijayan and others, a local artist helped to depict how Panchagrami 
would have looked then (Fig. 1.5).
By contrast, the subsequent image depicts Panchagrami as it now 
appears (Fig. 1.6).
The last couple of sections in this chapter have provided an over-
view of Panchagrami’s history and the infrastructural changes that 
this area has undergone in the past decade. The next few sections 
offer an overview of the people and social structures now found in this 
area, and then move on to a brief discussion of the built environment 
of Panchagrami.
Fig. 1.4 Panchagrami in 2014 (Google Earth map)
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People of Panchagrami
Panchagrami, though predominantly Hindu, also has a sizeable popula-
tion of Christians, while Muslims and Sikhs are found in smaller num-
bers. They can again be grouped into various economic, linguistic and 
caste categories. Panchagrami houses at least 10 Hindu temples of var-
ied sizes, mostly medium to small. Annual temple festivals normally 
happen in July and August (the Tamil month of ‘Aadi’), specifically well 
known for the worship of Amman, the Hindu mother goddess.
Fig. 1.5 An artist’s depiction of Panchagrami in the 1980s
Fig. 1.6 Panchagrami in 2014
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This area also houses a couple of small mosques and at least five 
churches. On Sundays one can see groups of women and children from 
the villages proceeding to the churches for services and mass through-
out the day. Most Christians in the high- rise apartment complexes do not 
go to the local churches; instead, they attend their own denominational 
churches within the city of Chennai. Another part of Panchagrami 
wakes up every morning with the early morning ‘Adhan’, a call for wor-
ship from the mosques. Religious festivals such as Pongal/ Sankaranthi, 
Diwali and Christmas are popular in this area, given the large popula-
tion of Hindus and Christians.
The complexity of this area dawns when one considers the mixture 
of locals and migrants of various socio- economic backgrounds. Even 
with such a diverse population, it should be noted that most locals are 
Tamils37 and therefore the major language spoken here is Tamil. As a 
result of migration, however, a growing number of people speak other 
Indian regional languages such as Telugu, Malayalam and Hindi, and 
fall into various economic categories. While English is mostly the lan-
guage of choice in schools and IT companies, everyday transaction with 
the locals takes place in a mix of Tamil and English. People form groups 
within their own circles to celebrate regional festivals such as Onam,38 
Tamil/ Telugu New Year39 or even Karva Chauth.40
Local oral accounts posit that people speaking Telugu have lived in 
this area for around half a century. The locals also do not generally dif-
ferentiate between the Telugu- speaking population and those speaking 
Tamil, in contrast to native Hindi speakers or people from other states of 
India, whom they regard as culturally and ethnically different.
Panchagrami accommodates a range of economic classes, from 
the very rich to the extremely poor. Several locals are either middle- 
class or have become wealthy in the past decade, due to selling land 
to the real estate and the construction sector. For ease of understand-
ing, the rich or upper class would include the local millionaires, the 
most senior IT and corporate executives and businessmen who invest 
on properties in the region. The middle classes can be divided into the 
upper middle class (for instance, mid- level and senior managers in 
IT/ corporate businesses, entrepreneurs) and the lower middle class 
(agriculturists, traders, entry- level IT employees etc). The lower classes 
or the poor are generally the agricultural labourers, hawkers etc. The 
poorest are the low- level migrant workers, ranging from the unskilled 
rag pickers to the semi- skilled astrologers and the construction work-
ers who migrate in search of jobs, following the construction boom in 
Panchagrami. They live in groups and occupy small, temporary houses. 
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It is not uncommon for at least four people to stay in houses only 200 
sq. ft in size.
Indian society is organised around ‘castes’, a social system which 
assigns a social status to an individual from birth. He or she thus belongs 
(theoretically for life) to an endogamous and socially distinct group. It is 
a derivative of the ancient Hindu varna system that categorised people 
based on their occupation, and has been around for at least 2,000 years. 
Over the centuries the occupation- based varna categorisation eventu-
ally became an identity bestowed on a person at birth, regardless of the 
actual occupation he or she chose to do later in life. The caste system in 
India was organised as a hierarchy and a social order, and thus move-
ment between castes was impossible. While the varna system catego-
rised the population into four groups, today the caste categories are 
innumerable, and are divided even further by subcastes.
The ills of the caste system are manifested in the discrimination 
that the so- called higher castes (such as the Brahmins) have histori-
cally shown towards the so- called lower castes (for example the Dalits). 
Though social thinkers such as B. R. Ambedkar41 and Periyar42 have 
argued for the annihilation of the caste system, it continues to exist and 
is deeply imprinted in the minds of the people; even if someone changes 
religion, they still retain their caste identity. While the castes are often 
identified by their local names (castes in Panchagrami include Chettiars, 
Brahmins, Mudaliars, Vanniyars, Dalits43 and Irula Tribes, for example), 
for administrative reasons the Indian government44 places these innu-
merable caste groups into five major categories: Other Castes, Backward 
Castes, Other/ Most Backward Castes, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. This government categorisation has become almost as important 
as local terminology, especially in the realm of policies and politics.
At Panchagrami, caste names are mostly alluded to only in the case 
of locals who are long- standing inhabitants of this area. Most under-
stand the hierarchical structure of the caste system and sometimes even 
refer to themselves and others based on this understanding. While caste 
would not come up in a general conversation with most people in this 
area, this is not to say that they shy away from referring to their castes 
when necessary. While certain locals refer to their castes in the govern-
ment terms, several others specifically identify themselves with their 
traditional caste names.
The head of each of the original families who settled at Panchagrami 
around 150 years ago was referred to as ‘Thalakattu’. Before long this 
initial group expanded and was soon joined by other caste groups for 
trade, agriculture and other labour. The groups divided and reorganised 
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their lands and living areas, drawing their boundaries to prevent peo-
ple of the lower castes from settling too close to higher- caste villages. 
Notions of ‘pollution’ and ‘purity’ arose, leading to demarcating terri-
tories as ‘Ooru’ (a space where so- called upper caste people lived) and 
‘Colony’ (a space where so- called lower caste people lived). This demar-
cation of areas based on caste was a standard practice as documented in 
anthropological works on Tamil Nadu45 and South India; it is not specific 
to this area alone.
Traditionally the economic structure was such that a few so- called 
upper castes would own lands and others would work as labourers in these 
lands. Wages were supplied in cash and kind (often involving a complex 
system of payment through distribution of the harvest). In the 1970s and 
1980s schools in this area were run by the local village panchayats46 and a 
few Christian missionaries; there were no university- level facilities in this 
area until the 1990s. So, for reasons of education and economic mobil-
ity, several so- called upper caste families migrated to Chennai. Some sold 
their lands to the people who worked for them (namely the Scheduled 
Castes or Dalits), who in turn sold their lands to the IT sector in the 2000s.
The Scheduled Castes or Dalits were earlier discriminated against 
by the so- called upper castes in this area, but over time some of them 
have achieved social and economic mobility; others have not. With their 
increased economic prosperity, some Dalits can be placed in the upper 
middle class, or even be described as rich. However, most Dalits in this 
area would fall under the broader categories of the lower middle class 
and lower classes.
Among the long- term residents, the poorest are a group of 
Scheduled Tribes called the Irula.47 They are locally referred to as 
‘pambu pudikiravanga’ or snake catchers, their traditional occupation, 
and they live in tribal settlements around this area (Fig. 1.7). The Irulas 
in this settlement generally prefer boys to be educated rather than girls, 
but many males fail to achieve literacy. They drop out of schools to earn 
and supplement their family’s income – not a surprising decision given 
the general level of poverty that exists within their community. Several 
young illiterate Irula women are sent as domestic workers to households 
in this area, providing the cheapest labour available at Panchagrami, 
while young Irula men are employed in low- status jobs; some still prac-
tise their traditional occupation of snake catching. The other locals in 
this area tend to identify the Irulas by their physical features, referring 
to them as people with usually dark skin and a general look of poverty. In 
comparison with other castes, very few Irula have jobs in even the lower 
rungs of the IT sector. However, this situation is gradually changing, 
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with some of the younger Irula members starting to emerge from these 
traditional constraints.
The other caste groups that exist in this area can be placed under 
the broad government categories of Most Backward Castes, Backward 
Castes and the Other Castes, and most fall under the broad range of 
the middle classes. Some were former landowners who have become 
wealthy through the sale of lands to construction and real estate compa-
nies. They are influential in this area, owning buildings and lands that 
they have now rented out. Many are well educated and most youngsters 
hold at least a first degree. Some have their own businesses while others 
work for IT and other corporate companies.
The gender ratio of men and women in this area is around 1.1 to 
1.0. While Panchagrami’s official literacy rate is 76 per cent, and might 
go up by a few percentage points due to the newly settled skilled IT 
employees, there are cases where men and women of the lower classes 
have missed even basic education. The literacy level in this area is higher 
than India’s average, and might even be equal to Tamil Nadu’s average 
literacy rate.48
With the economic boom Panchagrami has attracted a lot of 
migrants, coming from diverse socio- economic backgrounds. The 
poorer migrants find jobs as construction workers or as service providers 
Fig. 1.7 Irula settlement in Panchagrami in 2014
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of various kinds (for example the cleaning staff in hotels as well as in 
the offices of IT companies). While the construction workers (often 
the poorest) have generally low levels of literacy and hail from Bihar, 
Andhra Pradesh, Bengal and Orissa, the service staff in hotels come 
from Manipur, Mizoram and even from Nepal, and are in general more 
literate.
The construction workers normally arrive in groups; they have 
a nomadic lifestyle and move from one construction site to another.49 
They live in each site based on the demand for labour and tend to move 
on after between six months and a year in each site. This group is largely 
unaccounted for in government censuses due to its migrant lifestyle. 
People live by the roadside, constructing temporary houses, or rent tem-
porary accommodation from the locals. Similar are the cases of rag pick-
ers and astrologers in Panchagrami, who hail from the south of Tamil 
Nadu and also tend to be nomadic in their lifestyles.
The IT professionals who migrate to this area to work in IT compa-
nies at entry level normally tend to remain for a maximum of two to three 
years. They are usually single and stay in hostels or shared accommoda-
tion with other such workers, or rent apartments. They often move away 
of their own volition, choosing to ‘go onsite’ (to work in foreign countries 
with active IT projects) within a couple of years. These transient workers 
may arouse criticism from the locals for causing general inflation in the 
area. However, people who occupy mid- level positions and are married 
usually stay here longer; some even invest in apartments.
Since there are at least two universities and 10 colleges around 
Panchagrami, a migrant student population is also found here. They 
stay here for four years (for degrees in engineering) or at least two to 
three years for degrees in other subjects. Engineering students come to 
study here from all over India, specifically from Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, 
Karnataka, Bihar, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Orissa, Mizoram, Assam 
and Manipur. There are several small food stalls and restaurants in this 
area (around workplaces and educational institutions) which cater to 
this group.
Small- time traders migrate on a different scale at different levels 
and tend to be focused on the food business. They own tea stalls or res-
taurants. Restaurants catering for specific ethnic migratory groups are 
plentiful, for example Rajasthani Dhabas, Andhra Mess, Kerala Mess 
and so forth. Small- time hawkers selling cigarettes, chewing gum, 
sweets and mints erect temporary shops in front of IT companies; these 
are normally the preferred retail outlets for IT employees, removing the 
need for them to walk long distances during breaks to buy cigarettes. 
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This practice has encouraged several small- time hawkers to migrate into 
this area, catering specifically to the IT crowd. Tea stalls or tea ‘Kadais’ 
are a similar example. Several migrants have opened tea ‘Kadais’ in 
front of IT companies, catering both to IT staff and to construction work-
ers. At a normal tea stall groups of employees (men and women) from IT 
companies can be seen hanging out together, but only men stand around 
the temporary cigarette stalls.
The boom in the construction sector for residential apartment 
complexes designed for middle- and upper-middle- class occupiers has 
also contributed to migration. Elderly retirees who prefer to stay in the 
suburbs of Chennai generally prefer to invest in homes in this area. Most 
retired people who settle down in this area have children living abroad 
or working in the IT sector. In addition, people who work in mid- level 
and senior-level positions also invest in properties in this area; so do 
wealthy businessmen from Chennai, who tend to move here with their 
families. A rough estimate of non- IT people in these apartment com-
plexes would be around 30 per cent.
Transformation of space
The socio- economic transformation of this area from a rural to an urban 
landscape has brought about a shift in the social landscape as well. This 
change, though fuelled by the IT sector, is associated with both the real 
estate/ construction businesses and the migration of people into this 
area. This area now reveals a huge spectrum of classes from the really 
poor to the rich, as suggested earlier in the chapter. What has changed 
in the past decade, however, is that while a few years ago the differences 
in incomes would have shown a close correspondence to the hierarchy of 
caste, the rich of today are not necessarily the so- called upper castes, nor 
are the poor necessarily from the so- called lower castes.
Yet, as noted earlier, until recently it was caste that determined the 
spatial organisation of these villages,50 which were traditionally divided 
into three sectors – the Village (where Backward Castes, Most Backward 
Castes and Other Castes lived), the Colony (where Scheduled Castes 
lived) and the Tribal settlements.
Specifically, in one of the villages that constitutes Panchagrami, on 
one side of the highway was the Village (inhabited by Backward Castes 
and Other Castes); on the other was where the Colony (inhabited by the 
Scheduled Castes) was established, with its own burial ground. This is 
an established structure in village India, where people do not cross ritual 
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boundaries of purity and pollution. While such practices prevailed up 
to the turn of the last century, they have now almost disappeared, due 
to the development of the IT industry and the real estate boom. Over 
the last five to eight years several new commercial centres and residen-
tial complexes have been created in the space formerly referred to as 
the Colony. Adjacent to the Colony were agricultural lands and mango 
groves; the land was acquired and reworked for bigger apartment com-
plexes. The original inhabitants of the Colony have sold their houses, 
sometimes along with small land holdings, to these most recent settlers 
and builders.
At least 17 residential buildings (each containing between 170 and 
800 housing units/ apartments) are under construction on both sides of 
the highway. A  further 25 huge apartment complexes already exist in 
Panchagrami. Property builders include well- known Indian builders. 
A two- bedroom apartment could cost a minimum of 3.5 million Indian 
rupees, and range up to 9 million Indian rupees.51 A five- bedroom apart-
ment from a reputed builder and including a scenic view could cost 
around 50  million Indian rupees, while independent villas cost any-
thing between 6.5 million rupees to 70 million Indian rupees.
Though there has been development on the village side too, the 
Colony, situated right next to a canal (or at least its backwaters), had more 
economic value, as it guaranteed the residents of the high- rise apartments 
a scenic view. Former inhabitants of the Colony used their newly acquired 
financial power to move across or down the road. Previously dispersed 
castes have moved in together and the earlier demarcation of space has 
vanished. The Colony has been obliterated. The so- called lower castes, 
including those previously considered ritually impure and thus once 
excluded, now live in close proximity to the so- called upper castes.
The presence of a cemetery in the midst of an elaborate, multi- 
storey apartment complex in Panchagrami further helps to elucidate 
this merger of modern and traditional spaces. This multi- storeyed apart-
ment complex houses blocks of apartments with starting prices ranging 
from around 17 million rupees to around 50 million rupees. It is close 
to the backwaters, offering a scenic view, and was built a few years ago. 
However, since it was built on lands belonging to the Scheduled Castes, 
it also houses a cremation ground for the Scheduled Castes, situated 
right in front of one of the blocks. Attempts to move it by the construc-
tion company when the apartment complex was being built have failed.
The residents now occupying the apartment dislike this crema-
tion area, which they feel spoils the landscape and offends their sen-
sibilities. One of the residents (in his late sixties) mentioned that it 
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reminds him of his own mortality. However, the area has been used for 
this purpose by locals who have been living here for a very long time. 
Given the predominance of money and the pressure from the apart-
ment owners and residents (who generally belong to the so- called 
higher castes) a ‘solution’ seems imminent, and the cremation grounds 
are likely to be re- positioned to the other side of the road. In effect 
what would once have been largely a caste- based struggle over the rel-
ative position of settlements and activities has now become a conflict 
of both class and caste.
The only exception to this merging of spaces has been that of areas 
used by the Irula tribes. They still live in settlements specifically desig-
nated for them, and their position remains largely unaltered.
There might be a temptation to conclude at this point that class 
is now becoming paramount over caste- based divisions. Yet when 
we turn to the local political divisions, we find that caste still plays a 
significant role.
Politics and governance
The two biggest parties in Tamil Nadu are the DMK (Dravida Munnetra 
Kazhagam)52 and the AIADMK (Anna Dravida Munnetera Kazhagam).53 
These parties are found throughout the state, including Panchagrami, 
and are vehemently opposed to each other at the state level. They boast 
immense power in the state and are pretty diversified with respect to 
caste and gender. Other than these major parties, parties such as the 
MDMK (Marumalarchi Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam),54 DMDK (Desiya 
Murpokku Dravida Kazhagam),55 VCK (Viduthalai Chiruthigal Katchi)56 
and the PMK (Pattali Makkal Katchi)57 also have large numbers of fol-
lowers. One must note that VCK and PMK are caste- based political par-
ties. VCK is a Dalit- (Scheduled Caste- )based political party and PMK is 
a Vanniyar- (Most Backward Class- )based political party. A couple of 
these villages have a significant proportion of Dalit inhabitants, while 
others have a significant proportion of people from the Most Backward 
caste category. Given that this site is under transformation, it must be 
noted that the area’s diversity has definitely increased, but you can still 
find caste- based political party support here. Although people are loyal 
to the parties they support, the violence that might accompany political 
struggle at the state or national level did not seem to affect this area. 
Similarly, though Panchagrami has a diverse religious population, 
opposition during religious festivals from other religions seems never 
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to arise. One reason may be the absence of any religion- based political 
groups here.
A couple of villages that form Panchagrami come under the affir-
mative action plan policies58 of the government of Tamil Nadu. The office 
of the panchayat president can thus only be occupied by the members of 
the Scheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribes, and as a result people here 
sometimes prefer to contest elections as independent candidates, even 
if openly supporting a political party. For instance, one of the panchayat 
boards here has a president who belongs to the Scheduled Caste and 
the AIADMK; he stood as an independent candidate for this Scheduled 
Caste- based reserved position.
Having introduced Panchagrami and its people we now move onto 
the next section, which details the research framework and the method-
ology used in this project.
The project framework
This book is the result of a 15- month online and offline ethnographic 
study of Panchagrami. Ethnography59 as a research methodology encom-
passes methods such as participant observation, interviews, surveys and 
so forth. All of this was performed offline as well as online60 (the latter 
involving friending people on Facebook, becoming members of various 
WhatsApp groups, following several on Twitter, connecting with profes-
sionals on LinkedIn and observing their online activity over this period). 
This process required living with the people of Panchagrami, meeting 
them every single day for 15  months and participating in their daily 
lives. Meeting people many times and having both formal interviews 
and informal conversations with them were thus part of the process. 
Over 100 formal interviews and innumerable informal and casual con-
versations were conducted to get a deeper understanding of the people 
and their usage of social media.
Conducting ethnography at Panchagrami was not easy. The main 
challenge was to build trust and gain access to peoples’ inner circles, so 
that they would give access to personal social media interactions. This 
required experimentation, imaginative thinking and a lot of patience. 
For the first three months, owing to a portion of Panchagrami being very 
traditional, it was challenging to recruit young women in particular as 
research participants. Style of dress and how I projected myself mat-
tered a lot. On the one hand, wearing a T- shirt and jeans aroused doubts 
about the genuineness of the research; on the other, formal clothing led 
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to my being perceived as a salesman. In the end it was only by wear-
ing traditional items of clothing such as kurtas, seemingly the garb of 
an ‘Indian intellectual’, that I cemented my position as an academic, to 
whom women thought it was safe to speak.
Over the period of 15 months, the number of Facebook respondents 
who agreed to be friended for research purposes was 172. While 132 
were friended on a research profile specifically created for the purpose 
of online ethnography, 40 more were friended on my original Facebook 
profile, as they did not wish to be friended on the research profile. 
Further, around 53 personal contacts were established on WhatsApp; 
this number kept increasing over the period of field work and even 
afterwards, eventually reaching around 210. A similar situation arose 
with the WhatsApp groups. 41 informants were followed on Twitter and 
67 connections were established on a separate LinkedIn profile; once 
again this number continued to grow even after the end of the field work.
Two project questionnaires were undertaken,61 namely Question-
naire 1 (Q1) and Questionnaire 2 (Q2). Both were administered to 
people who were on social media. Q1 was administered to around 
130 people at the beginning of the field work, and Q2 to 150 people at 
the end of the field work. Other than these two project questionnaires, 
which were administered uniformly across the nine sites of the larger 
project,62 three other smaller surveys were administered at Panchagrami 
in order to help understand certain aspects of the society in more detail. 
The field work also used social media interactions (such as data mined 
from Facebook and WhatsApp), communication diaries, communication 
maps, relationship circles, browsing history files and archival research 
to understand the impact of social media in this area better.
Signed ethics and consent forms guaranteeing anonymity were 
obtained from all those who agreed to be interviewed as research 
participants.
Conclusion
To anyone unfamiliar with the study of Indian society, some of the 
details provided in this chapter may seem somewhat daunting. What 
is a caste and how does it relate to class? How do the government’s 
categorisations of people fit with the ones they use to describe them-
selves? It would be hard enough to gain a clear understanding of all of 
this in a static situation. But the context for this ethnography is any-
thing but static. What happens when, simply because of changes in 
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real- estate values, some local villagers who have remained in most 
respects much as before find themselves with assets and incomes com-
parable to the employees of the IT sector that caused this upsurge in 
property values? How do they now relate to other inhabitants who did 
not benefit? The penultimate chapter addresses issues that parallel 
this point. What happens to an education system that everyone now 
perceives as geared towards something called a ‘knowledge economy’, 
as it seeks to embrace the requirements of both the villagers’ children 
and those of IT professionals?
Fortunately by looking at this context as a whole we can see two 
complementary properties of these changes. Clearly there are all sorts 
of divisions and differences that must be taken into account through-
out. One of the most significant is that of gender, which cuts across 
many of the others; another is the differentiation between a family’s 
internal dynamics and the way in which it faces outwards. But the 
larger point is that these differences are mainly traditional divisions, 
with categories such as caste going back thousands of years. So in a 
way this also expresses what all these groups have in common – all 
are regulated by caste differences, gender differences and the rules of 
family life. As noted at the start of this chapter, that is really the story 
of this book; how a society that appears to be characterised by dif-
ferences is actually showing continuity with the long- term traditions 
that lie behind them.
Only by bearing these points in mind can we embark on the way 
this narrative is expressed by and through social media. For this book, 
as with others in the same series, is not dominated by evidence of how 
social media has transformed society, but rather the exact opposite: how 
social media has itself been transformed by its adoption in this context. 
We can only come to appreciate what social media is in South India when 
we recognise that within a few years social media has become a power-
ful expression of a much older and wider story of Tamil society itself.
25
  
2
The social media landscape:  
people, their perception and  
presence on social media
‘Chennai has one of the largest user bases of social media in 
India . . . we have contributed to India being one of the top coun-
tries in adoption of new technologies.’
 Venugopal, a digital media analyst
With the IT sector thriving in Panchagrami and the nearby city of 
Chennai ranking fifth in Indian cities in terms of the number of 
Facebook users,1 it would not be surprising to see Panchagrami in the 
vanguard of technological development. Communication technologies 
arrived at Panchagrami less as a step- by- step process of gradual evolu-
tion, and more in a series of rapid leaps,2 the latest of which is the advent 
of social media.3 In order to understand the social media landscape in 
Panchagrami more clearly, it is best to begin with a brief discussion of 
the history of communication in this area.
Traditional communication within Panchagrami always involved 
meeting people face to face,4 be it to discuss everyday matters or 
those involving important life events such as birth, marriage or even 
death. Both the nature of the message and the social status of the 
receiver determined who conveyed it,5 as well as the degree of formal-
ity required in delivering such messages. For example, if a housewife 
cooking breakfast for the family discovered that she lacked an essential 
spice for a dish, it was acceptable for her to send one of the children to 
her neighbour’s house to borrow the required ingredient. However, if 
a family wanted to invite their neighbours to an event the family were 
hosting, convention dictated that the adults visited their neighbours 
in person to extend the invitation. In addition, news related to deaths, 
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temple festivals, announcements from the local governing village coun-
cil (panchayat) or policies concerning the community were only con-
veyed through male messengers appointed for the specific tasks.6
Alongside such channels of communication, gossip7 also helped 
in the rapid spread of social news in this tightknit rural community. 
Squabbles within family, matters of romance, the dowry charged by a 
groom’s family and similar concerns were passed along as gossip. Such 
information was always transmitted by word of mouth, and the carriers 
were as diverse as the items of gossip themselves. Murthy, a 27- year- old 
entrepreneur, remembers an event that occurred almost 15 years ago. 
His distant great-aunt, who lived in a neighbouring village, had once 
come to the house confronting them with the news of his uncle’s engage-
ment; she demanded to know why she had not been informed of this 
development. This surprised Murthy’s family, since the topic of his 
uncle’s marriage and the need to look out for prospective brides had 
only been casually discussed the previous evening. They soon discov-
ered that the maid who helped in their house had met with someone 
from his great-aunt’s village at the market and had mentioned this dis-
cussion, though there was no actual engagement. This then found its 
way to his great-aunt, but with enough spice added to it to make her feel 
slighted.
One heard of numerous such stories in this area. Though men 
blamed women for spreading gossip, both sexes were equally involved 
in the practice. While women met with each other in the alleys between 
their homes to exchange news about interpersonal and family issues, 
men tended to meet at local tea stalls or in other public spaces. Here they 
chatted about the latest business deals that other men in the area had 
struck, or about political matters, at both local and state level. Younger 
men often gossiped about the young women in the area, or about the 
latest films and their stars, while younger women chatted about fashion, 
cinema, domestic issues and the area’s young men. Though women of 
the household always updated the men on important pieces of interper-
sonal or family gossip, the reverse generally did not take place.
People who migrated from Panchagrami stayed in touch with their 
relatives through stamped post cards or inland letters. A post office in 
this area not only functioned as a clearing house for letters, but also as 
a communal space where the locals met.8 Telegrams or ‘Thandhi’9 were 
used to convey urgent messages. However, people were generally anx-
ious about receiving a sudden telegram, as they immediately assumed 
that it brought the news of the death of someone they knew. This ser-
vice thus quickly came to be associated with inauspiciousness. Such an 
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association for telegrams was not unique to Panchagrami; it was the 
case with several other Indian villages as well. In July 2013 the Indian 
Telegraphic Service closed down after 162 years of service,10 thereby 
bringing this channel of communication to an end. Local, national and 
international courier services appeared on the scene only in the early 
part of the twenty- first century; they now cater to several sections of the 
local populace as well as to the IT sector as a means of communicating 
urgent and important news.
Radio, television (TV), newspapers and magazines11 traditionally 
conveyed international, national and regional news, along with trivia 
and gossip about famous personalities such as cinema stars, sportspeo-
ple, politicians and other regional celebrities. While the government- 
run ‘Akasha Vani’ radio channel was the only radio channel until the late 
1990s, private Tamil radio channels such as Suryan FM, Radio Mirchi 
and Big FM12 gained immense popularity in Panchagrami in the 2000s. 
Possession of radio sets of varied sizes, and listening to radio through 
mobile phones, has increased the popularity of these radio channels for 
entertainment and local news.
In the 1980s and early 1990s, several families in Panchagrami 
did not own a television. They almost always assembled in the local 
panchayat offices to view news and the weekly Friday ‘Oliyum Oliyum’, 
a half- hour programme featuring Tamil film songs. The latter part of the 
1990s and early 2000s saw more families buying television sets. Also 
with both the leading political parties in Tamil Nadu vying with each 
other to include television sets as a part of their election freebies13 to 
the lower socio- economic classes, almost all homes in Panchagrami now 
own a set. Television channels also increased in the latter part of 1990s 
and the 2000s, moving from the sole, government- run Doordharshan 
channel that existed in the late 1980s and early 1990s to cable and pri-
vate network channels such as Sun TV, Vijay TV, Jaya TV14 and a host of 
other Tamil, English and other Indian language channels. While most 
pay for their own cable connection, there are cases where such connec-
tions are illegally clustered and borrowed from one single connection. 
As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 3, cinema is very popular in this area 
as it is in the rest of Tamil Nadu, and all the above channels feature pro-
grammes dedicated to film- related news.
While Tamil newspapers such as Dhina Thanthi or Dhina Malar15 
are a common sight in the local tea stalls, English- language dailies such 
as The Hindu, The New Indian Express, Deccan Chronicle, The Times of 
India and The Economic Times16 find their middle- and upper middle- 
class readership through both print and online versions. Similarly 
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weekly Tamil magazines such as Kumudam and Ananda Vikatan17 are 
a common sight in both middle class and lower socio- economic class 
households, while English magazines such as India Today, Business 
Today, Femina and Vogue18 appear in upper middle- class households. 
Tech magazines such as Dataquest and Digit19 are also visible in the 
homes of middle- class IT employees. Telugu, Hindi and Malayalam 
newspapers and magazines are also read by IT workers and their fami-
lies, and by the low- wage migrant workers from other states.
The mobile phone, internet and Orkut
Following telegraph and postal services, the next in line for communi-
cating personal news was the landline phone. Though the local govern-
ing council owned one in 1970s, the high demand– supply ratio of such 
phones and the resultant bureaucracy in their allocation20 ensured that 
personal ownership of a landline was concentrated among a few influ-
ential families at Panchagrami as late as the 1990s; use of the phone 
was shared with their neighbours, extended kin or caste members.21 
Telephone numbers were exchanged with relatives living far afield, as 
well as with locals who had migrated from the village, to enable them to 
contact relatives in times of emergency.
This was followed by the development of the public telephone sys-
tem called the ‘STD/ ISD booths’, which allowed people to place local, 
national or international calls for an associated fee.22 Though mobile 
phones were introduced in India in 1995,23 only around the beginning 
of the new millennium did people in this area equip themselves with 
them. Various factors, such as a rise in the number of phone manufactur-
ers, choices of telecom providers and low prices contributed to the rapid 
spread of mobile phones, especially non- smartphones.24 These mobile 
phones very soon became an affordable item, radically changing the 
channels and processes of communication in this area.
Parallel to the growth of mobile telecommunications in this area, 
the influx of information technology companies at Panchagrami also 
stimulated a general interest in acquiring a computer. This interest 
coincided with the increased affluence of a section of the traditional 
population who had made lucrative real estate deals. One common 
use of these new funds was to buy computers25 for the younger mem-
bers of the family. Ownership of a computer by a younger member of 
the family was to a certain extent seen as an intergenerational attain-
ment26 by the local residents. However, in practice these computers 
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were used by the children of long- term residents more for purposes of 
gaming, watching films and listening to music rather than for formal 
education.
During this period, most skilled IT workers were still commut-
ing from the city of Chennai by private, company- owned or public 
transport to work for the emerging IT industry; housing in the form of 
multi- storeyed apartment complexes closer to their offices was still in 
the process of development. So, although IT employees may well have 
owned personal computers, mostly desktops, they were at this stage 
mostly residents of Chennai, not of Panchagrami. However, in the lat-
ter part of the 2000s and the early 2010s, ownership of both desktops 
and laptops rose in this area, coinciding with the rise in the number 
of skilled IT workers and their families relocating to Panchagrami to 
work.27 It was also during this period that computers (both desktops 
and laptops) were becoming more affordable, and with the govern-
ment’s scheme promoting one laptop per child, the influx of computers 
into families with children at high school was rapid. There were cases 
where these laptops were either shared within extended families or 
were sometimes even sold on at a price lower than the market price. 
Nevertheless, computers remain a faraway dream for the lower socio- 
economic classes who do not have children in high schools or cannot 
afford to buy personal computers.
Access to the internet in the early years of the millennium was 
patchy, as it was still the ‘dial up’ era and required landline phones to 
connect to the internet. Since a majority of Panchagrami’s inhabitants 
did not possess a landline phone, their personal computers (for those 
who owned them) were not connected to the internet. Access to the 
internet in this area was only through a browsing centre/ cyber café,28 
which seems to have always been crowded with male college students 
or IT workers. Apart from general browsing, other popular uses of the 
internet in the browsing centres included online gaming, checking 
emails, viewing pornography and chatting through Yahoo and ICQ chat 
rooms.
Orkut, owned by Google, was one of the first social media plat-
forms to be available in India.29 While it is now closed, as the rest of the 
world has moved on to similar social media platforms like Facebook and 
others, Orkut was initially a very popular avenue for online friending 
in India. It scaled up in the mid- 2000s and a large proportion of traffic 
to the site was generated from India.30 Though people appear to have 
viewed Yahoo groups and email groups as predecessors to Orkut, the 
former failed to have the same impact.
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Vikram, a 34- year- old senior consultant who has worked with an 
information technology multinational in Panchagrami since it was first 
set up in the area in 2002, observed:
By late 2005, we were all into Orkut. It was fun. We used to dis-
cuss it in the office all the time. I wasn’t married at that time and 
stayed with a group of IT friends. After reaching Chennai . . . you 
know how this area was, bad roads and all, it took almost an hour 
to reach Chennai . . . I used to get to a browsing centre and was on 
Orkut until late in the evening. Saturdays . . . Sundays . . . Orkut was 
the world for us.
Sujatha, a 29- year- old homemaker who now lives in Panchagrami, noted:
Orkut at that time was the cool thing in my college. It was cool 
to be on Orkut, but it wasn’t like if you weren’t on Orkut you did 
not belong to the group. Several of my friends weren’t on Orkut. 
They were from villages outside Chennai . . . there was always this 
Peeping Tom mentality on Orkut . . . even now people do that on 
Facebook, but with Orkut you knew who visited your profile . . . it 
was fun to start with, but became very irritating after some time.
Arjun, a 31- year- old Non- Resident Indian,31 owns an apartment in 
Panchagrami. He moved to the US after completing his Bachelors’ 
degree in computer engineering from Chennai to pursue his Masters 
degree there. He commented:
Earlier, it was only through Orkut that I could stay in touch with sev-
eral of my Indian classmates. Now you have several other means, 
but in 2005 it seemed like the only medium after email . . . Orkut 
was definitely more fun than emailing.
However, their use of Orkut seems to have faded away in the early 
2010s.32 None of those quoted above had cancelled their accounts; they 
had simply forgotten their account details when they moved onto other 
media such as Facebook and WhatsApp. Memories of using Orkut were 
common among those who had recently migrated from the cities to set-
tle at Panchagrami.
Unlike recent middle- class and upper middle- class migrants to 
Panchagrami from other cities, who remember Orkut with fondness, the 
service was not popular with the locals of Panchagrami. Only a few of the 
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long- term residents of Panchagrami had even used the platform, as Siva, 
a 37- year- old entrepreneur dabbling in the transport business, puts it:
That was the time when development in this area had just started 
flowing in full force . . . in my generation, you didn’t have too many 
people who were educated. Further, not many had an internet con-
nection. I think several in my generation missed out on Orkut but 
found Facebook. Internet cafés were popular, but it was all inside 
Chennai. We just had one café at that time. Did you know these 
students from other cities who came to study in these engineering 
colleges . . . they would always be in the café, they were the ones 
who accessed Orkut, not us. I  was on it only because one of my 
friends from Chennai told me about it.
Sundar, a 32- year- old resident of Panchagrami, explained:
I was on Orkut, when one of my friends introduced me to it in my 
college . . . it was in the city . . . not here . . . none of my area friends 
were on it . . . I  told my friends about it . . . they were initially 
interested but then lost interest as they did not have computers 
to access it. All my Orkut connections were my friends from the 
city. Now . . . with Facebook it’s all different . . . you can access it on 
mobiles . . . ten years ago . . . this wasn’t the case. You needed to go 
to the cafés to access it. There was a friend of mine who stayed on 
it for some time but lost interest . . . now he is on Facebook . . . why 
speak of Orkut when several here did not even have an email 
account?
Access to social media through personal devices had to wait until the 
internet infrastructure evolved and broadband became popular and 
affordable. The early adopters of broadband and Wi- Fi were the middle- 
class and upper middle- class families in Panchagrami. Access to the 
internet through USB dongles also started gaining ground with the 
influx of laptops. Use of such dongles is evident among the IT profession-
als and college students who live in hostels, and the local lower middle 
classes who are unable to afford a broadband connection at home.
Parallel to the arrival of broadband and internet through USB 
dongles came the influx of the cheap, Chinese- made, local and branded 
(for example, Samsung) smartphones manufactured specifically for 
the Indian market.33 This was closely followed by the rise of afforda-
ble data plans, thus allowing lower income groups also to connect to 
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the internet.34 These cheap smartphones were pared- down versions of 
average smartphones, with reduced technical capabilities. Such phones 
transformed the communication set- up in India,35 and had a significant 
effect on Panchagrami for its part. While the national average for smart-
phone36 penetration in 2014 was around 21 per cent37, at Panchagrami 
observational analysis and a sample survey suggests a penetration of 48 
per cent among the residents;38 the presence of smartphones among the 
floating population of skilled IT workers39 might well be higher, possi-
bly reaching as high as 70 per cent. However, the kind of smartphones 
that people possessed varied in brand, technical capabilities and prices. 
High- end smartphones were mostly owned by the upper middle- class IT 
workers and their families or well- to- do long- term residents. However 
there were also instances of young men in their early twenties from 
lower socio- economic classes who owned such costly smartphones as 
well. They bought them by borrowing money from their social circles 
and through instalment schemes offered by the phone retailers.40 For 
these customers a phone’s size and functionality were status symbols 
among their peers.
Interviews with mobile phone outlets at Panchagrami revealed that 
the most popular smartphones were the entry- level phones in the price 
range of Rs. 3,000/–  to Rs. 5,000/–. 41 Samsung’s mobile phone models 
for the Indian market seemed to be the most popular choice for several 
consumers opting for this price range. Consumers of high- end mobile 
phones, such as iPhones, HTC, Sony and the more expensive Samsung 
product lines in Panchagrami, preferred to purchase such phones from 
branded outlets inside Chennai rather than from the local shops at 
Panchagrami. This was due to the wider range of options of phone mod-
els, payment schemes and after sales services such outlets could offer.
Smartphones here, as elsewhere, are used for a wide variety of 
services ranging from calling and texting to gaming, accessing emails 
and social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and 
WhatsApp, to snapping and uploading pictures or even watching films. 
While gaming on smartphones had become merely an attractive ‘time 
pass’ 42 for those in their late twenties and thirties, it was an important 
aspect of several teenagers’ lives. In fact several children at Panchagrami 
had first become members of Facebook specifically for gaming, and they 
used smartphones, computers and tablets43 for this purpose.44
A few from lower income groups possessed laptops (provided for 
free by the government of Tamil Nadu under the ‘one laptop per child’ 
scheme),45 which they tethered46 to a pre- paid mobile internet connec-
tion obtained through their cheap smartphones. This acted as a channel 
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for accessing newer television programmes on YouTube and watching 
several new pirated Tamil movies.47 In short it was their television, and 
to a certain extent a cinema in itself, providing affordable entertain-
ment. The same thing occurred with the middle classes as well, only this 
time they used either broadband or USB dongle to access these services 
over their branded laptops or assembled desktops.48 With the current 
ruling party announcing freebies such as mobile phones, laptops and 
free Wi- Fi connection49 in public places, there are expectations of a steep 
rise in both internet and social media usage in the near future.
Choice between voice and social media
The presence of smartphones did not necessarily mean that all commu-
nication was routed only through social media. In fact several social fac-
tors determined communication systems in Panchagrami. For example, 
communication with the elderly members of a family mostly takes place 
through voice. This could be due to comfort with a more traditional 
media, parental control and disapproval of the use of other media by 
younger people. Sometimes factors such as literacy, absence of knowl-
edge of a specific language such as English or even lack of interest or 
confidence in learning newer skills also play a role in channelling com-
munication through voice.
This is evident in the case of Ravi’s mother, whose limita-
tions force Ravi to call her over the phone even for routine everyday 
communication.50
Ravi, aged 25, belongs to a lower middle class family and works 
as a data entry operator in a medical information processing company 
in Panchagrami. His younger sister is married and lives in Chennai. His 
father, a farmer, also works as a plumber to supplement his income, 
and his mother is a homemaker. Though all the family members now 
have personal mobile phones, his sister acquired one only after she got 
married; until then she used her mother’s phone. Ravi’s parents own 
non- smart Micromax phones, while Ravi owns a Samsung Galaxy core 
smartphone.
On workdays Ravi generally packs his lunch from home. If this 
gets delayed, he calls his mother around mid- morning from his office 
to check if he can drop in at home for lunch. This would just involve a 
brief chat for around two minutes, with the conversation only extend-
ing if she wants him to run an errand. Their understanding is that if he 
does not call her, she will not prepare lunch for him. On one occasion 
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his busy schedule at the office meant that Ravi was unable to call his 
mother; instead, he just sent her a SMS51 to let her know of his arrival 
for lunch that day. When he went home, he was surprised to find that 
she had not prepared anything for lunch, and she startled him further 
by stating that he had not informed her of his arrival. To prove other-
wise, he seized her mobile phone to show his message. That was when 
Ravi discovered that his mother never read any messages. She did not 
know how to read them, especially if they were in English. Ravi was 
particularly surprised since on an earlier occasion he had received a 
response from his mother’s phone to an English text of his. He subse-
quently discovered that it was his sister who had messaged him from 
his mother’s phone.
Ravi now makes a point of calling his mother, recognising that the 
only way to communicate with her is by speaking directly. He says that 
she was not interested in learning how to message, even in Tamil. Now 
the pair seems to have worked out a way to communicate even when 
Ravi is busy at work and cannot talk to her. He gives her a missed call;52 
if the phone rings twice, the message is that he will be at home for lunch; 
if he doesn’t call, it means he will not be there. Ravi feels that for his 
mother a mobile phone has simply replaced a landline; she uses it to 
make calls and for nothing else.
Ravi calls his father very rarely, and never during work hours, 
since his father might be busy working either in the field or on plumbing 
jobs. However, his father can read text messages, so Ravi messages his 
father in Tamil or in an Anglicised script of Tamil. The texts are mostly 
very short ones, usually meant to pass on information. For example, one 
of his messages to his father was ‘Arisi vangiyachi’ which means ‘I have 
bought rice’ – letting his father know so that he does not buy it as well. 
His father rarely replies, but Ravi knows that he reads his messages. He 
also knows that if he tells his mother whatever information needs to be 
conveyed, it will be passed on to the entire family. He jokingly refers to 
his mother as the ‘telephone exchange’.
Though Ravi tends to restrict conversations with his sister when 
he is at work (calling her over the phone only during the weekends 
or after work), he does message her occasionally. Most messages to 
his sister are forwards and jokes (though he makes certain that he 
does not send her any ‘adult’ ones). His sister calls their mother sev-
eral times a day to chat; she also rings their father at least once a day. 
Generally chats with the entire family take place only at weekends. 
Ravi says that his parents insist on hearing his sister’s voice at least 
once a day.
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The case of Ravi’s mother very clearly illustrates the choice of 
voice over text functions due to issues with literacy and technical 
skills. Emotional concerns may also arise, especially in the relationship 
between parents and daughters.
Consider the case of Shobana, a 22- year- old college student in her 
final year of study. She owns a Nokia smartphone, a birthday present 
from her uncle, and a non- smart Nokia feature phone. While her smart-
phone is meant for social media activities and chats with her friends, 
Shobana uses her feature phone exclusively for her family; she does not 
give this number to her friends. This exclusivity in channels of commu-
nication only began after an incident involving her parents when she 
returned home late from college. Shobana says that she messaged her 
mother letting her know that she would be late, immediately after which 
her mother called her a couple of times; she received no response, which 
seems to have irked and worried her. From her mother’s perspective, all 
she needed to know was that Shobana was safe, and hence answering 
her call in such situations should be mandatory.
Shobana, an only child, is aware that her safety is the highest pri-
ority for her family. She feels that her mother had become more anxious 
with news of various rapes53 and murders happening in the country. 
Here lies the reason why Shobana does not use the same phone for her 
friends and family. Her mother and, to a certain extent, her father get 
irritated when their calls do not immediately get answered; as Shobana’s 
mother says, her daughter tends to talk to her friends for hours on end, 
and calling her does not get any response. Hence, the need for an exclu-
sive phone line for her parents. Her feature phone doesn’t have any data 
(internet) pack added to it, while her smartphone has a 3G internet data 
pack. Her parents communicate through SMS at other times, but when 
it comes to Shobana they seem very specific that communication should 
be by voice.
Even in upper middle- class families, which had social media savvy 
elders, their hierarchy within family circles and expectations of respect 
influenced the choice of platform for intergenerational communication. 
They considered the use of new media for certain communication to be 
impersonal and disrespectful. Expectations from family elders in this 
direction are clearly elucidated in the case of Raghavan, a 65- year- old 
retired head of training and development of a major pharmaceutical 
company. He much prefers people to call him to inform him about life 
events, rather than just sending a message on social media. He even con-
siders an email announcing certain life events as impersonal and disre-
spectful to elders.
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We see here both a preference for voice and for synchronous com-
munication rather than asynchronous communication.54 So sending 
voice messages over WhatsApp to them does not appeal as much as hav-
ing a phone conversation or Skype/ Google Hangout conversations for 
those living far away. However, this perspective slightly shifts when 
communicating with immediate family members who have migrated to 
a foreign land for work or education. Chapter 4, which examines family 
relationships, discusses this aspect in much more detail, and extends it 
to other forms of kinship as well.
Nevertheless, when we move from the use of communication 
platforms by the elderly or parents, we encounter a wider world that 
is now populated by social media. The first social media survey Q1, 
as discussed in Chapter 1, was conducted in 2013 when the field work 
began, on a sample of 130 respondents, all of whom were users of social 
media.55 The results showed that Facebook was the most popular social 
networking site (84 per cent), followed by WhatsApp (62 per cent) and 
Twitter (34 per cent) for this sample of social media users. Though sites 
such as LinkedIn (31 per cent) did appear in the survey, it was specific 
to the IT population and people who were working in other corporate 
sectors. Over the course of the field work there was continued evi-
dence of this general trend of platform popularity among the residents 
of Panchagrami who used social media. An exception might be that of 
WhatsApp, as it seemed likely that during field work its popularity might 
have even overtaken that of Facebook.56
Very few people had accounts on Instagram, and while BBM was 
popular among upper-middle- class corporate employees who still hung 
onto their Blackberry phones, Snapchat or Instagram did not feature to 
any significant extent.57 People were members of multiple platforms at 
the same time, for example people on Facebook were also on Twitter or 
WhatsApp, and the reverse was also evident.
Among the users of social media who were surveyed through 
Q1, 83 per cent58 suggested that they accessed social media platforms 
through smartphones, though the range of smartphone brands and 
the associated data plans varied widely as suggested earlier. The other 
popular channels for accessing social media were laptops (61 per cent) 
and desktops (47 per cent). While most used broadband or USB dongles, 
there were cases of people who tethered their phones for internet access. 
The following sections of this chapter provide an introduction to the 
presence of three important social media platforms, namely Facebook, 
WhatsApp and Twitter, as they appeared at Panchagrami. LinkedIn was 
used more by the IT sector as both a professional networking tool as 
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well as a knowledge resource. LinkedIn groups helped users to develop 
professional contacts for furthering career prospects, while at the same 
time providing news on current developments in their respective tech 
domains and articles on leadership and personal or professional devel-
opment. Within the IT sector, LinkedIn is seen as both a knowledge net-
work and a network to increase opportunities in users’ professional lives.
Facebook: class, caste and gender
Though Facebook finds a presence among both the IT employees who 
have settled with their families at Panchagrami and the long- term resi-
dents of this area, social factors such as class, caste, age and gender have 
an impact on the use of Facebook within these groups. Examining their 
influence will help us to understand how Facebook fits into Panchagrami 
in general.
Among the lower middle classes and lower- income groups at 
Panchagrami, it is the younger people who are predominantly on 
Facebook. This group, mainly comprising literate men, have some form 
of employment, be it as a driver, a housekeeper or even as an entry- level 
IT support worker. They generally access Facebook through smart-
phones with a pre- paid internet connection. Most of the female friends 
on their friends lists are from other areas or even from other Indian 
states, since young single women in this area and from these strata were 
restricted from using phones, a restriction that consequently extends to 
accessing Facebook as well. The men belonging to certain caste groups 
in these strata perceive Facebook as a dangerous influence for women in 
their families. Such a perception of Facebook comes from their use of the 
platform as a tool to flirt, the fear of inter- caste romances, their commu-
nities’ perception of cross- gender friendship and the fear of losing fam-
ily honour within their community if others become aware that a girl 
has been exposed to such friendships.59 The men acknowledge that sev-
eral women from their respective communities in this area might be on 
Facebook, but they would generally discourage them if they discovered 
their existence on the platform, since they routinely search for young 
women from their communities on Facebook.
The main impact of caste on Facebook is therefore essentially in 
regard to gender issues. For example, the leadership of a caste- based 
political group (this caste claims to be higher up the social hierarchy 
than the Scheduled Castes) had recently declared that the girls of their 
caste were being targeted and wooed by young men from the Scheduled 
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Castes, and that this had to be stopped as it was leading to inter- caste 
marriages. The young men from this caste group, who more or less 
fell into lower middle- class backgrounds, expressed a similar opinion, 
echoing the thoughts of their leader. This led to even tighter restrictions 
on the younger women in their families, who were barred from using 
mobile phones and having access to Facebook. All of this was justified 
by the claim that they needed to be protected from young men of the 
Scheduled Castes; through such restrictions the risk that young women 
would be attracted to and marry males of these castes, which would be 
viewed as pollution,60 could be avoided.
Interviews with young women belonging to this class and caste 
revealed that in reality most of them had an account on Facebook, since 
they did not want to be left out of a social network that their peers from 
the city enjoyed. However, the use of this account was not as constant 
or active as they wanted it to be. They normally accessed it from college 
through phones that their classmates from Chennai or from less con-
servative backgrounds brought along with them.61 This was also true 
of several other caste groups in these economic strata, which normally 
had stricter controls over women accessing social media.62 The kind 
of controls ranged from a complete ban on accessing social media to 
 controlling the time and space of such access. For example Manjula, a 
20- year- old college student from the lower middle class, and compara-
tively a less strict family, was allowed access to social media through 
their family desktop only until 8 pm every evening.
While Manjula’s restriction was based on time of access, there is 
an underlying restriction based on space of access as well. For example 
Archana, aged 20, studies in a college at Panchagrami and has a smart-
phone, which is barred for use outside the home. This is yet another idea 
of using a phone and social media at home vs. outside home – most fami-
lies allow younger female members to access phones and social media 
from home because they are in a safe environment, and contact can be 
conducted under the watchful eyes of other family members. The idea 
that the domestic sphere or the home space is secure for women while 
the space outside home is dangerous and masculine63 came up several 
times in conversations with people of these communities. Archana pre-
fers using her friend’s mobile phone (her friend belongs to the same caste 
group, but comes from a less conservative family and lives in Chennai) 
to access Facebook while in college. She continues to access Facebook on 
her own phone once she is back home.
The restrictions for these young women are usually not imposed 
by their mothers, but by their brothers who were within approximately 
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three years of their age. They exercised tight control over their sisters, 
keeping a constant check to see if their sister was on Facebook and with 
whom was she communicating on the platform. It was normally a girl’s 
friends at college or a cousin from the city who helped her to open a 
Facebook account. The profiles of these young women on Facebook in 
a way reflected the restrictions that these women faced; they would 
never post their own pictures, for example, and usually had images 
of actresses, landscape views, babies or female cartoon characters. In 
addition, they also had fewer than 60 friends and most were either their 
extended kin network or female friends from their colleges.
Shilpa, a 21- year- old college student, has a Facebook profile, which 
only has her immediate and extended family members (brother, cousins, 
uncles and aunts) as her friends. She had turned down requests from sev-
eral of her male classmates as her extended family on Facebook would 
not like it if she had male friends on her profile. The maximum leeway 
allowed to her was to friend her best friend Vasudha, a 21- year- old, who 
was both her neighbour and her classmate, and faced a similar situation. 
The case of K. Preethi, a 20- year- old computer science student, is similar; 
she had only five friends on Facebook, of which two were her uncle and 
her brother. These young women never revealed that they had Facebook 
profiles during their first interviews, as men were nearby. It was only dur-
ing their subsequent interviews, when no other men were around, that 
they opened up about their Facebook presence.64
However, things were different for women who had no male sib-
lings, many of whom had several of their male classmates as friends on 
Facebook. For girls growing up in a large family in which male cous-
ins (approximately the same age as actual brothers would have been) 
were treated as brothers, the case reverted back to one of restrictions. In 
families that had a much greater age difference between a girl and her 
brother, restrictions tended to be looser. The same was true for families 
with only sisters. However, marriage or employment, whichever comes 
sooner in a woman’s life, is treated as the rite of passage for owning a 
phone and having access to social media. Marriage is seen as the end 
of a major responsibility for a girl’s family, while the financial benefits 
of employment bring with them a certain status for female employees. 
Even if actual restrictions on accessing Facebook no longer occur at these 
stages, a kind of soft control takes over, as most male kin members or 
married women from their community would start friending them now. 
The women thus have to ensure their posts on Facebook do not embar-
rass them in front of their community members. Naturally most married 
women in these groups resorted to posting socially relevant messages, 
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religious posts or pictures with their family, which were normative, and 
conforming to the expectations of the group on ideal Tamil womanhood.
However, when it came to upper-middle- class people65 who had 
recently migrated to Panchagrami, restrictions were not very evident; 
most women from these classes seemed to be on either Facebook or 
other social media platforms. If they were not on these, it was of their 
own accord and not due to any strict restrictions. Their presence on 
social media was in a way influenced by their offline social networks 
as well; these women’s friends were all on some kind of social media 
and so such memberships were automatically warranted. Though some 
parents suggested that they had cautioned their daughters of dangers 
online when it came to posting personal pictures or friending strangers, 
the latter’s access was not limited in terms of time or space.
However, several young women had their parents or other fam-
ily members as friends on Facebook, bringing its own ‘soft’ control over 
what they post. For example Krithi, a 19- year- old college student who has 
both her parents and her extended family on Facebook, along with over 
100 other college friends, noted that she only posts things that would 
not embarrass her family. This trend was also visible among married 
women belonging to these groups; they ensured that they only posted 
messages that would cause no embarrassment to their social networks, 
which also comprised their families. It was evident that the imposition 
of gender restrictions on accessing phones or other social media was due 
to a complex mix of several factors, among them caste, class, patriar-
chy, emotions etc. There were cases where people belonging to the same 
caste but different classes perceived social media differently. In these 
cases, therefore, seeking to pinpoint one specific factor might in itself be 
very restricting.
Meanwhile the men in Panchagrami, irrespective of their socio- 
economic status, became members of Facebook at a much younger age. 
Several young men in the middle classes had first accessed the platform 
between the ages of seven and ten, while for the lower- socio- economic 
classes the age of first use was around 12 or 13. Most young men of 
this age group access Facebook for playing games. Networking for them 
only happens over games, and their discussions are centered on games 
rather than anything else. A few young middle- class men in the age 
group of 14- 15 have cousins (mostly staying abroad or in other Indian 
cities) as their friends on Facebook. While several middle- class teenag-
ers alternate between their Playstation and Wii to games on Facebook, 
for others from a lower socio- economic background, Facebook more or 
less become their primary source for a world of games. From Figs 2.1 
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and 2.2, we can get a glimpse of the ages at which middle- class and 
wealthy boys and those from lower socio- economic backgrounds tend 
to get introduced to Facebook, along with the list of major influencers 
who introduced them to the platform (Figs 2.1 and 2.2).
At the age of 16 or 17, cinema, sports and an interest in the opposite 
sex take precedence, along with games on Facebook. However, as not 
many girls from lower socio- economic classes are on Facebook at the 
ages of 16 or 17, cross- gender friendship online for men in this stratum 
is more restricted. However, younger middle- class men of 16 or 17 do 
friend girls whom they know from their school or neighbourhood.
Things change when we observe college students. Men under the 
age of 22, who are still attending college, perceived Facebook primar-
ily as a tool to woo girls, flirt66 and, if possible, meet with them face to 
face. The female college students of this age group who were active on 
Facebook noted that they would generally friend their male classmates 
on the platform, since they met them every day and knew them well. 
Age
Age of Access 7–10 years
12–13 years Friending,
Access of
other aspects
on FB
Games
Use
Parents
Siblings
Uncles/Aunts Cousins
SNS
School Friends
Friends from
Neighbourhood
Fig. 2.1 Social networking sites – middle class
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Age
Age of Access 12–13 years
14–15 years Friending,
Access of
other aspects
on FB
Games
Use
Friends from
Neighbourhood
SNS
Cousins
SiblingsFriends from
School
Fig. 2.2 Social networking sites – lower socio- economic class
Another common usage was to share video clips of Tamil cinema com-
edies, film songs, film news and political news.67 Some used Facebook 
for developing specific interests such as bodybuilding, fashion, music, 
vegetarianism etc.
Mostly Facebook was perceived as a place for fun and socialising, 
which might include even sending messages of everyday greetings such 
as good morning or good evening, as discussed in Chapter 3.
There was clear evidence of competition among young men to 
accumulate maximal likes and comments for their posts, especially 
photographs, since they equated this to higher status among their 
peers. They usually uploaded a picture or a made a post, then called 
their friends over the phone and asked them to like it. They also can-
vassed their friends to like a post of theirs when they met them in per-
son or while they chatted live on Facebook. Sometimes even personal 
text messages were sent asking friends to like their latest posts. This 
trend was also evident among female college students from this age 
group.
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In Panchagrami, the users of Facebook in the age group of 22 to 
25  years were mostly new graduates (some of whom were searching 
for jobs), postgraduates and new entrants into companies. Irrespective 
of gender and class, the new graduates used Facebook for serious pur-
poses. Some subscribed to pages that post about employment opportuni-
ties, job- oriented skills and interview preparation tips. Others supported 
social issues and causes, joining groups that propagated or subscribed to 
their viewpoints. For this age group Facebook is a space for collective 
knowledge and information sharing.
Users between the ages of 25 and 40 in this area are not gener-
ally as active as their younger counterparts. Though they still access 
Facebook and maintain contacts, several become passive users, prefer-
ring to like and comment on the postings of others rather than post on 
their own profile. Even when they do post, most are forwards or links to 
news stories or articles. Irrespective of the gender or class, this age group 
was active on WhatsApp groups with a tighter social network. However, 
only the middle- class IT employees were active on work- related net-
works such as LinkedIn or even Twitter. While they are pretty careful 
and specific about how their profile on Facebook should look, these users 
did not generally seem to be too bothered about privacy settings. Many 
young married couples in this age group post pictures of their children 
(specifically young babies) publicly, not bothering with the privacy set-
tings. Women belonging to upper middle- class families in this age group 
seemed more active on Facebook than their counterparts.
Users aged between 40 and 60 seem to be pretty clear that Facebook 
is for personal use only, while reserving LinkedIn for professional use. 
Segregation of media takes place based on how these people segregate 
their lives. They generally belonged to the middle class or upper mid-
dle classes, and were either entrepreneurs or skilled IT employees and 
their families. They actively try to get back in touch with their old col-
lege and school friends and relatives, and are careful and selective about 
their friends list. They are more worried about privacy settings on their 
Facebook profile as they consider this site very personal. While they set 
up groups, they maintain them as closed groups for various reasons. 
Mothers who post pictures of their children are usually pretty careful 
about privacy settings. However, there are also people in this group who 
friend everyone who sends them a request. They only unfriend people 
if they witness activities that they do not normally endorse, for exam-
ple posting pornographic material, misogynistic posts etc. Anything 
that would undermine their reputation in the view of the public (their 
Facebook friend network) would be regarded seriously.
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Users above the age of 60 years are mostly retired from formal 
work. They generally belong to the upper middle class or are rich. 
Interviews with elders aged above 60 revealed that their perspective of 
Facebook differed, with a range of sentiments being attached to it. Some 
seemed to have experimented with Facebook and then dropped out, 
not liking it much and associating it with immaturity; others seemed 
to have loved the platform and enjoyed experimenting with it. Some 
of the elderly female respondents post video recipes to daughters who 
are married and living abroad.68 They also used Facebook to share and 
comment on pictures of their grandchildren or relatives living abroad 
or away from them. However, most expressed the view that Facebook 
has taken away the personal communication that Indian culture69 once 
guaranteed.
The case of Mr Raghavan, whom we had met earlier in this chap-
ter, can help illustrate this sentiment and the expectation about hierar-
chy in communication.
Mr Raghavan, aged 65, was on Facebook until very recently. He 
closed his account on it because he felt that younger users did not respect 
the elders as a consequence of Facebook’s entry into India. A couple of 
incidents seemed to have particularly irked him. Firstly, his niece invited 
him to her son’s first birthday party via Facebook and not in person over 
the phone, and secondly his nephew let him know of the birth of his son 
by posting a picture on Facebook, rather than calling him personally. In 
recounting these scenarios, Mr Raghavan stressed that in his view peo-
ple should know how to communicate important life events to elders. He 
had the perspective that Facebook was becoming a mass media rather 
than a platform meant for personal communication. Conversely his wife 
felt that his expectations were unrealistic and that personal communica-
tion (generally through voice) could only be stressed upon and expected 
from the immediate family.
On the other hand Mr Karan, aged 66, declared that he is not 
averse to using Facebook as it could connect him to his nieces and neph-
ews living abroad. He has created a Facebook page for the community 
that he lives in, as well as for an environmental project on saving a lake 
close to his home.
Thus, Facebook has helped some elderly users to give back to the 
community and to stay in touch with their children and other relatives 
living abroad. For others, however, it has removed the personal commu-
nication that they expected from family members.
Fake profiles or multiple profiles on Facebook do exist in Pancha-
grami. Users had fake profiles for multiple reasons, from forgetting their 
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earlier account information to keeping different social networks strate-
gically apart, and even to reasons such as watching porn, wooing women 
and escaping social control. There were cases of Non- Resident Indians 
having double profiles to maintain relationships in a foreign land as 
well as in India.70 A few anonymous gay profiles also exist on Facebook 
in Panchagrami in order to avoid ostracization and to maintain social 
conformity. Though Facebook as a company might deem such multiple 
profiles as being disintegrated and not conforming to their policy of hav-
ing a single identity online, for some people at Panchagrami the frac-
turing of their personalities through multiple profiles is an authentic 
and necessary way of maintaining their identity.71 Having established 
this general idea of Facebook’s presence in Panchagrami, the chapter 
will now move on to discuss WhatsApp – a platform gaining popularity 
in Panchagrami following the influx of mobile phones and affordable 
internet plans.
WhatsApp
In early 2013 WhatsApp72 at Panchagrami was relatively a less popular 
social media platform than Facebook.73 In fact people considered it to be 
a natural extension to texting (one to one or to groups).74 It was also clear 
that the WhatsApp presence was more of a conditional presence based 
on Facebook, i.e. people who said they had a WhatsApp account were 
almost always present on Facebook too. Only a very few people were on 
WhatsApp without also having a presence on Facebook. This was also a 
time when people were experimenting with WhatsApp as a viable plat-
form for certain types of communication.75
However, by the later part of 2013 WhatsApp seemed to be rising in 
popularity, and was sometimes even independent of Facebook – i.e. peo-
ple on WhatApp were not on Facebook.76 The affordability of the mobile 
internet was one of the major reasons for the popularity of WhatsApp 
in this area. Prior to the later part of 2013 the buying pattern for pre- 
paid internet mobile cards was Rs. 25/ – for 200 MB of internet data, in 
comparison to phone texting booster packs for Rs. 15/ – (enabling you to 
sometimes send up to 3,000 messages free of cost). Those from a lower 
economic stratum, given the limited social circle they could network with 
on the same platform, preferred texting packages to WhatsApp. Further, 
if one watched any streaming online content, for example a video on 
YouTube, this reduced their data balance drastically. This consumption 
pattern altered with the change in prices of internet packages; these 
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were made much more affordable, so that users could go online for an 
entire month with just a single top up of an affordable package such as 
500 MB data for Rs. 20/ - . You had to visit these mobile stores daily, as 
offers changed every day and cheap offers would be missed if you failed 
to update yourself. This was significant, since even deals on the inter-
net were shared by word of mouth rather than through other channels, 
except when telecommunication companies marketed their latest offers 
through text messages.
With the increased affordability of internet packages, middle- class 
and upper-middle- class groups working in the IT sector were the earliest 
to embrace WhatsApp with a 3G connection. Thus affordability, coupled 
with functionalities such as text, visual and voice communication, plus 
the ability to scale communication from individuals to groups,77 made 
WhatsApp an evident close second to Facebook, as it seemed more eco-
nomically viable and decreased the cost of communicating with one’s 
social circles in the long term.
This growth was not isolated, however, as it occurred at the same 
time that the smartphone market in India was taking shape. Such an 
expansion in the smartphone market also meant the rise of cheap and 
affordable smartphones. As seen in Chapter 1, the growth of India into 
one of WhatsApp’s biggest user bases78 was certainly connected to the 
parallel growth of the smartphone market.
For the residents of Panchagrami, WhatsApp fell between 
Facebook and texting on the phone. For them the platform offered the 
intimacy of personal, one- to- one communication while at the same 
time offering possibilities for communicating with groups that shared 
similar interests.79 When it came to group communication, where 
users were a part of a bigger interest group, they perceived the others 
in the group as acquaintances and connections that shared a similar 
interest, rather than as strangers. On the other hand Facebook was not 
considered as intimate as WhatsApp, since it still offered the option of 
friending complete strangers with no common interests. Twitter was 
not associated with intimacy, and continued to be seen as a public plat-
form, where communication was with a faceless wider world. Further, 
though a majority of users felt that WhatsApp was much more addic-
tive than Facebook, none wanted to move away from it.80
However, WhatsApp was still used on phones – and for young 
women the use of phones, as discussed earlier, was restricted, due to 
fear of romance and related caste transgressions. Their WhatsApp usage 
was thus clearly restricted. The caste, class and gender trends, which 
were visible for Facebook, repeat themselves for WhatsApp as well.
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General messages, from the sharing of jokes and good wishes, or 
even sharing a prayer every morning, were a common practice. Even 
more common were everyday greetings, for instance wishing everyone 
‘good day’ in the morning and ‘good night’ in the evening. All these prac-
tices are explored in Chapters 3 and 4.
Sharing of pictures, whether artwork or just selfies, group pic-
tures, images of landscapes or of users’ children,81 was much more com-
mon than sharing videos. Personal video clips on WhatsApp were more 
usually related to a family function or a party. Sharing video clips of 
cinema comedies, songs, socially relevant messages, sarcastic clips on 
politicians etc., though common, was much less popular than the sharing 
of static visual images. However, the frequency with which videos were 
shared on WhatsApp increased in tandem with the increase in afford-
able higher internet speeds. These were either downloaded from the 
internet or forwarded to the user in the first place. Sharing video songs 
or audio files, which had previously happened through the Bluetooth 
functionality offered by most phones, had now moved onto WhatsApp.
For Panchagrami residents, WhatsApp added value due to the 
voice messaging functionality that it offered. For example, Lakshmi, 
aged 33, is now in her third job as a manager for a team of business 
analysts in a highly regarded IT firm. She has an eight- year- old son who 
attends a school in Panchagrami and a three- year- old daughter, while 
her husband works for another IT company in Chennai. Lakshmi uses 
WhatsApp often, claiming that it is what keeps her sane during intense 
work deadlines:
I would love to stop working so that I can spend time with my chil-
dren; my daughter is just three years old and I leave her with my 
mum or my mother- in- law who live close by. But it’s just not the 
same as being with her myself.
By using WhatsApp, however, she sends voice messages to her mother’s 
mobile phone,82 mostly addressed to her daughter. Her messages had 
a warm, cuddly tone, and Lakshmi addressed her daughter as though 
she was right in front of her. Her mother would play this message to her 
daughter, then record messages from her daughter and send them back 
to her. Lakshmi also does this with her son, asking him about his prog-
ress on homework. This, she says, keeps her going; it is the next best 
thing to phone calls. Her busy schedule at the office does not afford her 
to have conversations over the phone, which are synchronous in nature. 
Yet a quick WhatsApp voice message helps her to feel connected to her 
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children. She admits that this saves her from a lot of guilt, and allows 
her to mother her children even from work.
Similarly, for middle- class homemakers at Panchagrami, who 
were mostly spouses of IT employees or entrepreneurs, WhatsApp also 
acts as a visual online tool of personal communication. Sharing jokes 
and artwork is an important part of their daily active participation on 
WhatsApp. Circulation and collection of arts and pictures becomes a sort 
of an electronic hobby requiring only electronic, not physical, space. The 
appreciation of novelty in craft assumes a different form with a ready 
audience in WhatsApp groups. Further, such circulation also speaks to 
the social life83 of a joke or a picture, and how jokes in response to jokes 
assume a life beyond the original humorous comment itself.
For couples at Panchagrami, WhatsApp offers a unique decision- 
making capability. Decisions on buying provisions for the home are col-
lective and are sometimes made over WhatsApp. The husband might be 
at his office helping his wife make decisions on buying a product at a 
supermarket, just by looking at its picture on WhatsApp. This helps in a 
way to undermine the constraints of absence and still to build intimacy.
Similarly, middle- class homemakers at Panchagrami in particular 
loved WhatsApp for the perceived84 mobility that it provided. Homemakers 
often described how they could multitask with WhatsApp, and even mes-
sage while cooking or taking care of other priorities at home.
There were different variables that contributed to understanding 
why a particular social media such as WhatsApp became a preferred 
media among a certain group of people (in this case homemakers) over 
another media. Speed of response (though asynchronic, it’s almost 
assumed to be synchronic), ease of access to the media (over mobile 
devices) and the economy of using the platform were a few significant 
variables which speak to this preference. As WhatsApp played to all of 
these factors, and particularly to being synchronous and asynchronous 
at the same time (based on how one perceived it), it was a preferred 
medium. Further, though many homemakers maintained profiles on 
Facebook, their social media activity cycle showed that they were much 
more active over WhatsApp than over Facebook.85
The idea of asynchronous communication over voice was primary, 
not only for Lakshmi and other working mothers or to the homemak-
ers discussed above, but also to young men such as Anand, striving 
to maintain his long- distance romance. Anand, aged 26, is in a stable 
relationship with a girl from his previous job. His girlfriend was trans-
ferred to Coimbatore, a city in southwest Tamil Nadu, and the couple 
has been apart for almost six months now. He sends her images of him 
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(selfies and posed- for pictures) taken in different settings, along with a 
voice message that speaks of his love for her. Earlier in their period of 
separation, Anand would either try to call his girlfriend or she would try 
to reach him over the phone. However, they had to slot times and plan 
ahead on when they would be free to chat. However, Anand declares 
that WhatsApp has taken his relationship with her to the next level, as 
his messages can be much more spontaneous. The couple shares numer-
ous messages throughout the day.86
A major issue that female users in particular had with WhatsApp 
was the issue of sharing phone numbers. Though people perceived inter-
est group members as acquaintances, a few women did still feel uncom-
fortable in sharing their phone numbers with strangers, although they 
had to do so to be part of an interest group on WhatsApp. For others, 
the issue was more of segregating their social circles. Even a casual 
contact or an acquaintance whom they had met offline and had shared 
their phone number for some reason could message them if they were 
on WhatApp. This was considered to be an intrusion into their personal 
space. For example Sindhu, a 45- year- old housewife, received a message 
from a previous male domestic help of hers in a greeting on WhatsApp. 
The case of Saroja, a 30- year- old housewife, was similar: she was sent a 
greeting by a male interior designer who had helped to design her pre-
vious home. Neither woman welcomed such communications, seeing 
them as intrusions into their privacy.
Yet these issues with privacy do not deter women from using 
WhatsApp. In fact WhatsApp in Panchagrami is an extremely popular 
tool among the upper middle- class housewives; they use it to organise 
community functions, programmes at local churches or even kitty par-
ties.87 For example, at the start of this chapter we saw how traditionally 
homemakers might send one of their children to borrow spices from a 
neighbour if they happened to run out while cooking. Now homemakers 
in larger apartment complexes send WhatsApp messages to friends liv-
ing nearby if they discover they are running out of an ingredient while 
cooking; the child can then be sent to pick it up once the sender receives 
a response. In the case of lower socio- economic classes, however, bor-
rowing spice still meant sending their children to their neighbours’ 
homes without first submitting requests over WhatsApp.
There were also several instances where a middle- class husband, 
undertaking the grocery shopping, might send the picture of a product 
to his wife to check if that was the right product to purchase – similar 
to the example of couples helping each another with shopping deci-
sions discussed above. A  few homemakers also turned entrepreneurs, 
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using WhatsApp as their marketing channel; they thus marketed the 
product to their friends and neighbours,88 perceiving them as potential 
consumers.
In some cases, the frequency of personal photos sent over Whats-
App was higher when compared to Facebook. For example Rangan, a 
32- year- old driver with a popular taxi company in Chennai, often trav-
els on business to Panchagrami; he takes selfies with the foreign IT del-
egates whom he drives from the hotel to offices. He sends these pictures 
to his friends on WhatsApp to showcase and build status among his 
peers, establishing himself as a person with international connections. 
Other personal selfies, taken while on duty, are sent to his newly mar-
ried wife. At Panchagrami selfies are much more commonly distributed 
on WhatsApp than on Facebook, as it helps with privacy and controls 
(or is at least perceived to control) the audience to whom the user wants 
to send the picture. In Chapter 4, which discusses the family and rela-
tionships, we also explore case studies on the circulation of newborn 
baby pictures to immediate and close family members; such images 
are placed on WhatsApp rather than on Facebook in order to avoid the 
‘evil eye’.89
The perception that WhatsApp was more ‘official’ than Facebook 
emerged in the practice of some office workers sending text messages 
to their bosses/managers on WhatsApp.90 An added attraction was that 
WhatsApp was free. While in 2013 WhatsApp was said to be a paid ser-
vice after a year’s use,91 many Panchagrami locals professed their igno-
rance of this fact. A few that knew of this just reinstalled WhatsApp on 
their phones towards the end of the free year. This changed in January 
2016, when WhatsApp announced a free service for life.92 Nevertheless, 
it is doubtful that Panchagrami residents even knew of this change: for 
them, WhatsApp had always been free.
Though factors such as class, caste and gender do have an influ-
ence on the use of WhatsApp as well, there has been no detailed dis-
cussion of them in this section as in the case of Facebook. This is partly 
because, as mentioned earlier, several trends caused by these factors 
visible on Facebook repeat themselves on WhatsApp too. Significantly, 
these factors move into sharper focus in public- facing social media such 
as Facebook, which have public profiles for individuals. WhatsApp, 
being a more private platform than Facebook, has such factors pushed 
to the background. As a result this section on WhatsApp in Panchagrami 
has concentrated upon a more general discussion of the platform and 
its uses.
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Twitter
Twitter did not seem to be as popular or widespread as Facebook or 
WhatsApp in Panchagrami. Survey results and interviews made it clear 
that Twitter was perceived as a platform for the educated and the rich,93 
while Facebook and WhatsApp were viewed as more democratic plat-
forms meant for everyone. This was because Twitter was somehow 
associated with knowledge of English, and seemed like a medium that 
required exertion in order to gather followers. Further, communication 
over Twitter was non- directional and did not have a ready audience. In 
addition, one needed to have an active participation and work to gather 
one’s audience, even though one did not need a Twitter membership to 
view others’ tweets, as most were public.
Many such reasons were quoted, although some Panchagrami resi-
dents admitted they had signed up for Twitter – more out of curiosity 
about what the medium was than because they actually wanted to use 
it. Some tried and failed, such as Vinoth, a 23- year- old college gradu-
ate; he signed up for Twitter four times, each with a new handle, and 
ended up using none of them, as communication on Twitter felt difficult 
for him. However, he did read tweets of his favourite cinema celebri-
ties. Several cinema celebrities from the Tamil film industry, known 
as ‘Kollywood’,94 express their thoughts through their Twitter account 
and have a huge following.95 Sarath, a 22- year- old college student, has a 
Twitter account only to follow his favourite movie star, named Dhanush; 
he doesn’t tweet, re- tweet or share anything on the platform. Early on 
in his sojourn into Twitter, Sarath dabbled with posting pictures of his 
cinema idol, but he could not attract followers for himself.
Sarath, like Vinoth, has multiple Twitter accounts after his failure 
to attract followers. His guesstimate was around 22 to 25 accounts. He 
also constantly pesters a few of his friends to sign up for Twitter accounts 
and follow his favourite star’s page. The reason is simple: Sarath wants 
to boost the number of followers that his star has on Twitter. He said it 
was the least he could do for his film idol. Similarly Priya, a 22- year- old 
college student, dabbled with re- tweeting tweets of her favourite film 
stars for some time before giving up, again because no- one was follow-
ing her on Twitter. She felt that it was much easier to garner followers if 
you were well known offline; otherwise acquiring Twitter followers was 
something you really had to work at.
Many skilled IT employees were active to a certain extent on 
Twitter, however, or at least engaged with it on a passive basis. They felt 
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that Twitter was an ideal knowledge platform if you followed someone 
of repute, such as Guy Kawasaki or Robert Scoble, both ‘thought leaders’ 
from Silicon Valley. Many also followed Narendra Modi, the Prime 
Minister of India, on Twitter. Although most of these users were sharing 
news and information through re- tweets, they agreed that they had to 
put in the initial effort of gaining followers for themselves. Suden, a 30- 
year- old business analyst with a major IT company, said that he followed 
several of his friends and they followed him in turn, thereby mutually 
boosting each other’s follower numbers.
Twitter became a major tool of expression at Panchagrami when a 
female IT employee was murdered in the area. Several IT professionals, 
both men and women, took to Twitter to express support and concern 
for women working in their sector. Devi, a 28- year- old IT professional, 
explained:
I tweeted saying women needed security immediately after the 
incident and all of a sudden I was retweeted and once the heat 
of the incident had died down none of my tweets received a 
retweet . . . my friends who are my followers sometimes do it to 
share information. Now I have followers who I don’t even know . . . I 
have a sense of losing control over my followers, I don’t really know 
who they are.
A few entrepreneurs used Twitter to promote awareness of their brand 
names. Most entrepreneurs preferred presenting themselves as ‘thought 
leaders’ on Twitter. One of these was Anandhi, a 45- year old expert in 
soft skills and communications, who tweeted to build her profile as a 
thought leader in communications. She said that her brand- build-
ing presence on Twitter attracted business for her. The case of Rishi, a 
40- year- old technology entrepreneur and writer, was similar: his sole 
purpose for being on Twitter was to build a personal brand for himself. 
Several small businesses in Panchagrami existed on Twitter, but at least 
70 per cent had now been inactive for some time.96 Multinationals with 
a presence in Panchagrami were on Twitter, but their tweets were more 
global than local; their social media team did not appear to be situated 
in Panchagrami.
There was a strong sense of using Twitter with a purpose 
rather than as a means of everyday communication in Panchagrami. 
Comparing the usage of Twitter to that of other social networking sites 
such as Facebook or WhatsApp clearly showed that the kinds of mes-
sages exchanged on Twitter were different from those exchanged on 
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Facebook. Twitter was perceived to be a platform on which one had to 
be normative and politically correct. There was a fear that the inter-
net community would troll you if you did something stupid on Twitter, 
requiring messages to be careful, normative and neutral. In contrast, 
it was easy to be your true self on Facebook, and even more so on 
WhatsApp.
Conclusion
This intention of this chapter was to introduce the social media and 
communication landscape at Panchagrami, beginning with the tradi-
tional forms of communication and moving on to explore the various 
social media platforms present in the area. In doing so, the chapter also 
presented the layers of complexities that govern social media use in 
Panchagrami. What also became evident was that both emotional fac-
tors, such as care and concern for a family and social factors like age, 
hierarchy, social status, literacy, gender, class and caste, which mutually 
influence each other and affect the traditional offline communication, 
also had an impact on social media.
Even the use of voice communication over the phone within fami-
lies was influenced by several factors, including age, hierarchy, position, 
status within a kinship network and literacy, as evident in the cases of 
Mr Raghavan and Ravi’s mother. They were further complicated with 
emotional concerns over children’s wellbeing, as was apparent in the 
examples of Shobana and Lakshmi. While the solution proved to be syn-
chronous phone communication in Shobana’s case, it was asynchronous 
voice over WhatsApp in that of Lakshmi.
Such emotional concerns when influenced by factors such as 
caste, class and family honour take the form of social control and sur-
veillance of social media. The impact of such concerns is specifically 
felt on gender issues. Social control and surveillance of women, which 
influenced their use of social media, can be classified into two kinds: 
hard restrictions and soft controls. Within the lower  socio- economic 
classes and lower middle classes, hard restrictions manifested in four 
distinct forms:
1 Complete restriction:  This occurred in the cases of male fam-
ily members trying to keep a watchful eye on young unmarried 
women in their families and caste. The men barred these women 
from accessing social media for fear of inter- caste romantic 
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relationships that could shame them and their families within 
their communities.
2 Time restrictions: This form of control appeared in families who 
perceived themselves as ‘less conservative’,97 since they allowed 
access to social media. Time limits on access over multiple 
devices were imposed, however, and a specific time limit strictly 
maintained.
3 Space restrictions: This again appeared in families who believed 
themselves to be ‘less conservative’. Space outside the home was 
perceived as a potentially threatening, ‘masculine’ arena that 
could have a detrimental effect on girls and young women. They 
were thus allowed access to social media only within their homes 
under the watchful eyes of other family members. The concept 
of ‘safe’ space vs. elsewhere was constantly pronounced in these 
families.
4 Intentional surveillance: This was evident in families who allowed 
younger female members to be on social media, while limiting their 
friend contacts to their extended family or those whom the fam-
ily knew offline. A strict surveillance was kept on young women’s 
profiles, with families monitoring their social media posts. Such 
intentional surveillance also took place in families that imposed 
time and space restrictions.
Soft controls, which were generally unintentional in nature, appeared 
in families where family members had been friended online along with 
others. Though no specific restrictions were imposed on social media 
activity, the very presence of family members as friends ensured that 
these women self- censored their posts. Such a form of social control is 
also exerted on young men of different classes. Both teachers and stu-
dents who friended each other on social media felt that such friending 
also led to soft controls. This scenario is explored in detail in Chapter 6.
However, in order to escape such surveillance, whether hard or 
soft, multiple profiles or fake profiles are created. For several social 
media users at Panchagrami, this seemingly fragmented way of express-
ing themselves, through a range of multiple profiles, in fact makes their 
identity more complete.
These issues were discussed in detail under this chapter’s section 
on Facebook. However, several facets of these issues were also evident 
in the use of other platforms.
While WhatsApp’s affordability and functionality makes it a 
popular choice for Panchagrami residents, it was often considered an 
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extension of SMS/ texting functionality that allowed users to scale their 
communication, and thus move seamlessly between public and private 
spheres.98 Factors such as emotional concerns, class and gender also 
influence WhatsApp’s usage patterns.
Similarly, Twitter was closely associated with issues of class 
and literacy in English. For many living in Panchagrami, the platform 
involved exerting more energy to gain a following than was required for 
Facebook and WhatsApp. Some correlated popularity and brand- build-
ing over Twitter to offline popularity and others used it to build their 
brand images as ‘thought leaders’. Fear of trolls on Twitter influenced 
the normative, non- controversial postings of users.
However, exclusive use of and existence on only one social media 
platform was rare; in Panchagrami there was a strong case of polyme-
dia.99 While there were people who ensured that they posted the same 
content concurrently on multiple platforms and kept their contribution 
to their networks active (for instance sharing links to a news story on 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and WhatsApp groups in just one sweep), 
when it came to communicating with individuals interactions became 
more personal and contextual – a strong case of scalable sociality100 as 
well.
Irrespective of the social media platform, another significant 
theme that emerges – due to social control by families on Facebook, or 
group norms over WhatsApp groups, or even of the fear of trolls over 
Twitter – is the expectation of social conformance. Once again this has 
a strong offline continuity. Chapter 3 will explore how this continuity 
between offline and online spaces influences social conformity, and how 
such pressures to conform lead to strategic presentation of the self to 
one’s social network.
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3
Visual posting: continuing 
visual spaces
Introduction
Thiru, a 21- year- old automobile mechanic, and his friends Vadivelu, 
aged 23, and Lakshmanaswamy, 19, travel on alternate Sundays to 
locations in and around Chennai to photograph themselves in shop-
ping malls and other scenic tourist spots. The trio refer to these trips 
as ‘Photo tours’, and the pictures are specifically intended for display 
on their social media accounts. A  few other friends are occasionally 
invited to join them, but it was mostly the trio who ventured out on 
such photo tours, using Thiru’s clients’ motorcycles. At least 60 per cent 
of the pictures on their respective Facebook profiles are from these 
photo tours.
While most of the group pictures taken in 2013 involved a lot of 
posing to the camera, the later ones in 2014 moved on to become self-
ies.1 What remained constant, however, was the trio posing as a group. 
Though each of them had independent pictures of themselves on their 
respective profiles as well, it was the group pictures that really mattered 
to them. These group pictures showcased not only the young men’s 
‘friendship’ but also their lifestyles and the way in which they experi-
enced their lives through friendship.2 Uploading such pictures consis-
tently on social media where their social networks3 converged was very 
important to the trio, since this showed their true bonding as friends for 
life to the people who mattered to them.
Friendship is a celebrated ideal in Tamil Nadu.4 A good friend or 
‘Nanban’ is perceived as having a higher status than one’s own family or 
kin, and such friendships are viewed as chaste relationships. This ideal 
finds repetition in public discourse through popular visual media such 
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as Tamil cinema. With such concepts deeply embedded in youth ideol-
ogy, following them and, more importantly, showcasing them to a wider 
society becomes important. These three young men do exactly that 
through their pictures on Facebook (Fig. 3.1).
Veena, a 42- year- old homemaker and a mother of two children 
of school age, lives in an elegant and smart three- bedroom apartment 
in a multi- storeyed apartment complex. She makes a point of taking 
part in several charity and civic events such as beach cleaning, charity 
marathons or even cooking for charity occasions along with her friends 
Anushya, aged 37, and Gowri, 45. None of these events are complete 
without selfies or posed- for photographs. These are immediately shared 
over WhatsApp, but only to a group of extended friends and family; Veena 
believes that such images reflect private moments in a public event, and 
so can only be shared with a specific group of people she knows person-
ally. Veena does not have a Facebook account, and believes that show-
casing pictures of her charity participation publicly would amount to 
exhibitionism. However, she does acknowledge that such images could 
encourage5 her network of friends and family to participate in such 
charitable events by showing the fun to be had in coming together for a 
good cause. While philanthropic actions, volunteering for charity events 
and giving something back to society are considered important ideals 
for women generally in India,6 they also form an important aspect of 
a specifically middle- class ideology.7 For Veena these events double as 
Fig. 3.1 Photo tour at a mall
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opportunities for creating fond memories of being together with friends 
and for re- living them later.8
Rathinavelu, a 42- year- old entrepreneur, deals with supplying 
hardware materials to construction companies. Both Rathinavelu and 
his wife Alamelu, a 38- year- old homemaker, have Facebook accounts 
where they upload images not only of themselves, but also of their 
immediate family (including their two school age children and events 
and celebrations with their extended families or their closest friends, 
with whom the couple share a close ‘fictive kinship’9 relationship). 
Even their WhatsApp messages to their respective networks feature 
pictures of family outings or family get- togethers. Other than these, 
they also share moralising memes10 and forward socially relevant 
comments and jokes or pictures of Hindu gods. Their social media 
albums are dotted with family pictures, both with their immedi-
ate and extended family (Fig.  3.2). Rathinavelu and Alamelu make 
a point of illustrating their family bonding to their social network, 
since strong family and kinship bonds are ideals in Tamil culture.11 
Such pictures on their Facebook page receive constant feedback and 
support in the form of likes and comments, or personal messages from 
their social networks.12
Fig. 3.2 Family picture posted on Facebook
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Gurunath, a 20- year- old student of biochemistry, regularly posts 
pictures of his favourite Tamil film star ‘Vijay’, as well as pictures of the 
actresses who appear with him and posters of his star’s upcoming film 
releases and earlier films (Fig. 3.3). These are uploaded for the networks 
of fans on Gurunath’s social media and the actor’s fan club page on 
Facebook. Fan clubs for popular male film stars are an important aspect 
of Tamil cinema culture, and have been a constant feature in Tamil 
Nadu for over half a century.13 Predominantly a male club, the fans of an 
actor who are members of such fan clubs are expected to showcase their 
loyalty and sense of belonging. Gurunath does this on Facebook, where 
his network consists of actor Vijay’s fans. The likes and comments he 
receives are typically from the actor’s fans.
Each of the above cases is typical of a particular genre of visual 
posting by one of the many different groups of people who live in 
Panchagrami. What was significant in each of these cases was that this 
appropriation of an online platform as a space to showcase their cultural 
ideals, norms and everyday values was in effect a means for transmit-
ting some larger and already established aspect of collective morals 
– for instance valuing friendship, charity, family or displaying loyalty 
towards a group or to a social network that the users deem important 
and identify themselves with.
This chapter on visuals thus deals with how for the people of 
Panchagrami the online visual space on social media is about show-
casing larger established collective ideals, which have always found 
Fig. 3.3 The actor Vijay with a co- star
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a representation in the area’s offline visual culture. It will provide a 
brief background of Panchagrami’s offline visual culture by examin-
ing the public visual culture, the visuals at home and those that fall 
in between these two realms. It will then move on to explore their 
replications and continuity on social media by looking at public visual 
postings on cinema and politics, followed by visuals presenting pri-
vate selves. Everyday greetings accompanied by memes that help 
build sociality with the online network are also examined as a third 
category of visuals that fall between the public and the private. By 
considering the above, the chapter shows how postings in the online 
visual space conform to the expectations of the social networks 
that people build for themselves on platforms such as Facebook and 
WhatsApp.
An overview of offline visual culture at Panchagrami
One of the major findings of this ethnographic research exercise across 
all nine field sites was that social media has made our communication 
more visual than textual.14 While this represents a significant shift, it 
is still possible that this change, as well as the visual content, is mainly 
derived, in each specific instance, from prior traditions and genres.
Tamil Nadu, like the rest of India,15 has been a visual society in 
both public and private spheres. Pictures have traditionally appeared as 
still images of gods, politicians, film stars, advertisements,16 cartoons 
and caricatures17 in the form of posters, billboards or large banners 
(locally referred to as ‘cut outs’) and moving images such as cinema in 
public18 or through religious images,19 calendars, framed photographs20 
and personal videos21 at home.
Public visual culture
Tamil Nadu is a place where most events are celebrated publicly and visu-
ally, from cinema, cricket, religion, politics and birthdays to puberty- 
related rites or ‘coming of age’ ceremonies for women, weddings, deaths 
or any other life  cycle ceremonies. Of these the most striking are the 
religious festivals and events relating to cinema and politics. Various 
religious festivals, depending on the seasons, tend to dominate the pub-
lic visual culture of Tamil Nadu. For example, in the month of Aadi22 
(July– August) a celebration takes place for the Hindu mother goddess, 
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commonly referred to as Amman,23 followed by festivals for Hindu gods 
such as Krishna and Ganesha.24 All are celebrated with a public display 
of banners and posters that speak of celebrations in the nearby temples. 
Posters also announce celebrations at Christmas and Ramadan in the 
nearby churches and mosques. Several village festivals also follow suit 
with public and visual displays of devotion.25
Another striking genre that dominates Tamil Nadu is cinema.26 
Several researchers have attested to the extraordinary power of local 
cinema (popularly known as ‘Kollywood’)27 and have noted its close 
relationship in Tamil Nadu to political success.28 Tamil Nadu is arguably 
the only state in India that can boast of five chief ministers (heads of 
state) in the last half century who have had connections with cinema. In 
fact both Tamil Nadu’s current head of state and the head of its largest 
opposition party have a background in the film industry.29
Panchagrami is no different when it comes to exhibiting visual cul-
ture, as proved by a drive down the main roads with their brilliantly 
coloured posters. For example, as the villages prepare to celebrate Aadi 
(a Tamil month dedicated to celebrating the village fair, with offerings 
to the Hindu mother goddess) local roads and streets are adorned with 
posters and huge banners of Hindu gods and goddesses (Fig. 3.4). A reli-
gious festival such as Deepavali (Diwali) is often heralded by a mixture 
of banners and posters of deities,30 along with new cinema releases, 
images of film stars and advertisements of discounted product sales. 
Very often, Hindu gods and goddesses share banner space with local 
politicians, caste group leaders and local businessmen who sponsor free 
food distribution (‘annadhanam’) or entertainment programmes. The 
latter could typically be light music programmes (such as stage shows of 
Fig. 3.4 Amman – Hindu mother goddess
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popular Tamil cinema songs) or staged street plays (‘Therukoothu’) for 
the people of Panchagrami.
Posters of cinema stars and films adorn public walls and change 
to reflect new cinema releases,31 the popularity of the star cast or the 
lead actor. While visuals in the form of ‘cut outs’ mostly appear around 
cinemas, posters for individual films are normally dotted over the entire 
area. At election time, or at the time of another political event, lifesize 
banners of political leaders based on that particular event spring up 
around the main roads of Panchagrami. Most often they are accom-
panied by laudatory remarks or rhetoric in Tamil for the party leaders, 
often praising them as ‘Singame’ (the lion, which supposedly signifies 
honour), ‘Thamizhane’ (the ideal Tamilian) or ‘Thamizh Thaaye’ (the 
mother of Tamils) and so on. Such symbolic terms reflect the general 
political rhetoric used in Tamil Nadu.32
Most public visual material at Panchagrami is temporary in nature; 
it changes with the seasons and the events that represent the patterns 
of the year.33 They are designed for impact and information, not to be 
remembered. Elections, political events, new cinema releases and fes-
tivals are catalysts for the frequent changes of such material. At home, 
however, visual material is of a different category; personal images are 
displayed for a longer period of time, and serve as artefacts to kindle 
memory.
Visual culture at home
At the homes of local residents one can find photographs of themselves, 
as well as images of gods and national leaders. Family photos, wedding 
photos, photos of children in elaborate photo frames and photos of dead 
relatives adorn the living room walls or the pages of photo albums. Video 
recordings (normally found as DVDs) commemorate functions cele-
brated in the family, such as birthday parties, puberty ceremonies, wed-
dings, temple festivities of their family deities, or even house- warming 
celebrations. Most recordings are professionally made, either at a photo 
studio or filmed by a professional cameraman.34
In Hindu and Christian homes35 pictures of gods and saints, along 
with small statues of various deities, adorn the altars where family wor-
ship is conducted. In Hindu homes calendars with pictures of deities 
are of two kinds, either plain monthly calendars or those with an alma-
nac attached to them, which sometimes are more elaborate. Those in 
Christian homes were just monthly calendars.
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The still images that move out of photo albums to adorn the cabi-
nets or living room walls, where guests can see them, pass through a 
kind of a censoring process. Only images that are ‘posed’ for, and those 
that showcase a certain aspect that the family wants to display, are put 
on public display (Fig.  3.5). Pictures that adorn the living rooms are 
images that demonstrate attainment (graduation ceremonies or prize 
winning ceremonies), family photos that portray unity or pictures of a 
late ancestor that show remembrance of one’s loved ones and the main-
tenance of a strong bond towards one’s lineage.36 Other pictures are kept 
in photo albums to renew memories when close family or friends visit. 
Embarrassing pictures never make it to the living room, and most often 
stay hidden in the photo albums.
Images displayed at home do not change often.37 They are some-
times archived, but are rarely destroyed, in contrast to the images that 
define public visual culture at Panchagrami. They serve as artefacts for 
passing symbolic information (such as attainment or family unity) to a 
guest, and also for memorialisation within the family.
People living in Panchagrami do not generally bring life- size post-
ers into their homes. They clearly demarcate the zones for such visuals, 
except for those that can be classified as ‘in betweener’ – belonging com-
pletely to neither the public or private realm.
Fig. 3.5 Photograph showcasing personal achievement
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‘In betweeners’
Certain images fall somewhere in between home display and public 
display. These are usually in the form of large banners announcing a 
family celebration, such as a marriage or a puberty ceremony of a 
young girl, and are most often found along sections of the main roads 
of Panchagrami (Fig. 3.6). Such banners feature not only the images of 
the bride/ bridegroom, the girl who has attained puberty or the child 
whose birthday is being celebrated; they would also very often carry the 
names, and sometimes the images, of the people who wish for the event 
to be a great success – mostly close friends or kin. These images are spe-
cifically geared towards letting their social networks (caste group mem-
bers, people from neighbouring villages, distant relatives etc) know 
of an event in their family, and the strong sense of bonding that they 
share with the person is demonstrated by erecting such banners. Most 
of these banners or posters are temporary and – with the exception of a 
few retained for sentimental value – most are destroyed after the event, 
as are political and film posters.
Here again domestic images of a family event may move to the 
public area. Most do not return back home, however:  they are geared 
Fig. 3.6 Family announcement in a public space
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towards addressing specific messages to specific social networks, after 
which their job is done.
How does social media reflect this visual culture?
Visual material and visual- related functions constitute a major portion 
of everyday activities on social media at Panchagrami. These could 
range from uploading images to sharing, liking or commenting on the 
visuals. Affordable technologies, especially smartphones with cameras 
(front- and back- facing) and pre- paid mobile internet connections, have 
played a large part in visual- related functionalities becoming central to 
social media usage at Panchagrami.
The images that people of Panchagrami post on their social media 
(Facebook and WhatsApp) are not very different from what are seen 
offline. They generally fall into either one or more of the categories 
listed above, i.e. public, private or ‘in betweeners’. The pictures gener-
ally considered to belong to the public visual culture of Panchagrami, 
such as those of religious festivals or Tamil cinema stars, or even those 
of politicians or political issues, are usually deleted after an event or 
the season (just as their offline counterparts are). If not, they descend 
lower in the Facebook album space (chronologically) and are updated 
with newer ones higher up the page. Such images are either shared 
or uploaded onto Facebook. The people who uploaded such images 
onto Facebook from their mobile phones sometimes use Facebook 
as a cloud to store images, thereby saving on their mobile device’s 
storage space.
The personal pictures uploaded on Facebook profiles are not 
deleted when they are replaced with newer ones; they just remain 
archived in the albums. One can observe that it is mostly the upper 
middle- class women who keep updating their profile with recent pho-
tos,38 as events in their lives unfold. These personal pictures are most 
often saved on their phones as well as on their Facebook walls. Wedding 
invites or greeting cards for festivals or family events – or even every-
day greetings with worded memes, specifically targeting a social net-
work of friends and family (just like the ‘in betweeners’) – are saved 
on their phones and posted onto their Facebook walls. Yet only a few 
remain saved or archived on their phones or Facebook after the event; 
others are deleted, to make space for new updates. Most often the tem-
porary nature of images on Facebook reflects the offline nature of these 
images. This is seen above in the case of saving images for memories, 
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or using them to communicate a specific piece of information to a social 
network.
Continuing visual culture
In order to showcase how the offline visual culture continues onto social 
media, this section is also divided into the three categories of public, 
home and in betweeners discussed above as representing visual culture 
offline. The first section deals with the online visual postings on cinema 
and politics, which fall into the category of public visual culture. This is 
followed by visuals of the users themselves, which fall into the category 
of visual culture at home. Finally we explore the everyday greetings that 
are embedded in the Tamil culture, discovering how people bring this 
to social media and in a way relate it to a cosmological understanding 
of Hindu theology. Since the latter section of this chapter discusses reli-
gion, the section on public visuals will only discuss cinema and politics. 
Before moving on to considering these categories in detail, however, it 
is important to understand the scale of visual postings on social media 
at Panchagrami.
There are a couple of things to note with respect to the visual post-
ings to be discussed in this chapter. Firstly, though video clips related 
to cinema and politics do float around on people’s profiles, this chap-
ter will only deal with the still images, as these occur with greater fre-
quency than moving images. In addition, visuals at Panchagrami are a 
mixture of both original and forwarded content. So while not everyone 
at Panchagrami produced original visual content on social media, sev-
eral took an active interest in sharing and forwarding visual content that 
they came across on Facebook and WhatsApp.
A snapshot of visuals at Panchagrami
In order to provide a snapshot of the scale of visual postings, the fol-
lowing exercise was carried out using the Facebook39 profiles of a sam-
ple of 20 Facebook friends from Panchagrami (Table 3.1). The sample 
pool consisted of 10 women and 10 men, covering a broad age range 
of 15 years to 67. The photos included all visuals found on the person’s 
Facebook photo albums, i.e. tagged or posted of their own accord. The 
following statistics refer to both original and forwarded content, for 
example memes are generally forwarded/ shared content.
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Section 1: Public
Cinema
As noted above, Tamil cinema is a very popular40 form of entertain-
ment at Panchagrami, and you can very often find the Facebook pro-
files of young college students dotted with images of Tamil film stars 
(Figs 3.7 and 3.8). The most popular in this area seemed to be two male 
actors, Ajith (referred to as ‘Thalai,’ meaning the head or leader) and 
Vijay (referred to as ‘Thalapathi’, meaning the commander- in- chief). 
Fans normally enter into networks that like and support a specific actor, 
then post images of him or share his images on their albums. A peak in 
such activities is normally witnessed when a famous actor’s new film 
Table 3.1 Facebook metrics relating to visuals at Panchagrami
Total number of visuals 1367
Min number of visuals 18
Maximum number of visuals 102
Average number of visuals 68
Average percentage of pictures including the informant 43%
Average percentage of pictures showing the informant alone 20%
Average percentage of pictures showing the informant within 
groups
23%
Average percentage of pictures featuring memes 38%
Fig. 3.7 The actor Ajith in the film ‘Veeram’
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is scheduled to be released on a certain date, or just before the star’s 
birthday. Pictures of the film’s promotional material are shared on social 
media through such networks.
Very often these are the same images that appear across the area 
on either posters or banners when the film is released. People also post 
social media images of their star with his family (portraying an aspira-
tional vision of an ideal family), at a public event or even enjoying lighter 
moments together with his co- stars, highlighting the sociality of their 
favourite actor (Fig. 3.9).
Historically such genres of images have long been seen in 
Tamil Nadu. Pictures of the former chief minister, the late Dr M. 
G. Ramachandran41 (MGR in popular reference), who was also an 
extremely popular film star, appeared on posters around Tamil Nadu 
almost 40 years ago (Fig. 3.10). Such images have been repeated with 
other film stars, who have become celebrities in their own right.42
As seen in Gurunath’s case at the beginning of this chapter, such 
images when posted by the actors’ fans indicate loyalty to the star. They 
thus receive a lot of likes and comments as responses from other fans on 
their network. However, the scale of responses to each fan posting such 
images is highly enhanced and visible when it is done on social media 
rather than offline.43
Pictures of Tamil film heroines also circulate on social media 
(Fig. 3.11). While it is mostly young men who post images of Tamil film 
actors, both young women and men post images of Tamil film actresses 
on their social media profiles. The pictures of popular actors most often 
remain the same, while the images of Tamil actresses (especially those 
Fig. 3.8 The actor Vijay in the film ‘Puli’
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Fig. 3.9 Cinema: various faces of actors Ajith and Vijay
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Fig. 3.10 Cinema: various faces of former actor MGR  
(M. G. Ramachandran)
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Fig. 3.11 Cinema: the actresses Nayanthara, Anushka and Nazriya
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playing the heroines) are more transient; they change as frequently on 
social media as they do on cinema posters offline. This reflects the more 
transient position that the film actresses hold within Indian cinema, and 
as such has a historical precedent.44
Both young men and women tend to use pictures of actors and 
actresses as their profile display pictures. They do not create them, but 
either download such pictures from the internet or film websites or use 
forwarded pictures.
Politics
In Panchagrami the offline visuals pertaining to politics – namely 
banners and cut outs – fall into four major categories: the local level, 
regional level, national level and international level. The local level gen-
erally consists of local representation of major state-level, or sometimes 
even of national-level political parties.45 Officials at local level play a 
major role in governing the local village and town councils. The offline 
‘cut outs’ or banners generally feature the state party leader, with a 
small image of the local representative at the bottom of the banner. You 
are also aware of the importance of gender here, as it is normally men 
who are actively involved in presenting political power through offline 
visuals. In this area it is generally frowned upon for women to display 
their pictures on public banners, even though they may be interested in 
politics.46 Such a display would be regarded as a deviant social practice 
by their close networks, and as a result most women tend to avoid this 
practice. Though there are women representatives in local party politics, 
the practice of featuring images of local women, especially unmarried 
women, on the party posters occurs rarely, and only if they are really 
well known.47
Posters are mostly laudatory of the party leaders, and are pasted 
onto public walls by party workers belonging to a specific party. Such 
activity has been a part of Tamil politics for a long time now, and it is also 
reflected in the social media visuals of party workers in Panchagrami.
The following examples all show support for a state level political 
leader. For example, the images of DMK48 leader Dr M. Karunanidhi and 
his son (the future leader of the party) Mr Stalin are uploaded only by 
members of this party, or by members of allied parties during elections 
(Fig. 3.12). With a few party leaders such as Mr Stalin present on social 
media,49 the images of themselves in party meetings that they post on 
their official social media profiles are also shared and replicated by party 
workers.
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Fig. 3.12 Politics: Dr Karunanidhi and Mr Stalin
Similarly pictures of Ms Jayalalitha, the leader of AIADMK,50 also 
appear on the profiles of members of this party.
One deviation from this pattern may derive from caste con-
cerns. For example, Panchagrami has a significant population of Dalits 
(Scheduled Castes). Pictures of the late Dr Ambedkar, a national leader 
and founding father of India who represented the Dalit struggle for 
social justice and equality, are frequently posted on Facebook profiles 
of the party workers of the Viduthalai Chiruthaigal Katchi (VCK, or 
Liberated Panthers Party), a major representative of the needs of the 
Scheduled Castes. The local party representatives mostly tend to do this, 
to show their commitment to and identity with the cause of social jus-
tice and equality (Fig. 3.13). As a political strategy, members of various 
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other locally represented political parties now also vie to post pictures of 
Dr Ambedkar on their social media profiles.
As noted in Chapter 1, a portion of Panchagrami is a reserved con-
stituency for the election of members of Scheduled Castes/ Tribes for 
leadership positions in the village council. Several belong to the VCK 
party. Mr Thirumavalavan, a Dalit leader, heads the party at the state 
level and pictures of him are plentiful on the profiles of a few informants 
who either belong to this party or support the cause that it raises (Fig. 
3.14). Pictures taken with the party leaders are also common, as they 
showcase the support, influence and status of the person posting the 
image. As noted above, the area has a strong and long- established public 
visual culture, and sometimes it is the most prominent forms of these 
visuals – such as the offline ‘cut outs’ and posters of the Dalit leader – 
that are reproduced on Facebook51 or WhatsApp.
Fig. 3.13 Politics: garlanding Dr Ambedkar’s statue
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Fig. 3.14 Politics: the Dalit leader Thirumavalavan
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However, this does not preclude people from putting up posters 
that highlight other social issues, for example alcoholism or corruption. 
Posters such as these are often either satirical or show concern; they 
attack only the top state or national party leadership, or are sometimes 
even related to international issues that might affect the state or the 
nation. Local representatives are almost never criticised. This pattern is 
more or less replicated on social media too. It is certainly a safer strategy, 
since it is less likely to incur the anger of local friends and colleagues 
who support a different party and are also on Facebook or Whatsapp. The 
issues or the party leaders are often caricatured52 or morphed, and the 
visuals are then shared on social media (Fig. 3.15).
Fig. 3.15 Politics: sarcastic and satirical memes of social issues
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Although it is usually long- term residents from the lower socio-
economic class (generally men who are already involved in politics) who 
contribute to the offline visual banners at Panchagrami, political visuals 
as postings on social media transcend class boundaries. The postings of 
the lower socio-economic classes are often laudatory of one party and 
scornful of others. However, the middle classes often post visuals and 
satirical memes on issues arising at state, national or international level, 
such as the images presented above.53
These expressions of scorn normally take the form of trolling, a 
common activity in social networks to which most people do not seem 
to object. Instead they accept it as a form of humour (teasing, or the 
social joking process known as ‘Kalaaikarthu’ in Tamil) – again viewed 
as something that is normative and conforms to an expected pattern of 
behaviour.54 While mocking politicians through caricature has always 
been part of Indian culture,55 sharing electronic trolling on social media 
has become more democratic. For example, trolling of Vijayakanth, a 
Tamil cinema star turned political leader, takes place over both Facebook 
and WhatsApp (Fig. 3.16). While younger groups of users might share 
this on Facebook, middle- aged ones tend to share them on WhatsApp 
groups.
The next section will deal with visual postings of people on social 
media, which can be compared to visual culture at home.
Fig. 3.16 Politics: an example of trolling Vijayakanth
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Section 2: Private and home
At Panchagrami social media images of oneself may be compared to the 
pictures found in one’s living room. Living- room photographs are on dis-
play to visitors, and hence very often tend to conform to the norms of 
propriety and gender expectations. Pictures of oneself on social media 
also tend to conform to the same norms and expectations. Normally pic-
tures such as these are tailored to garner as many likes and positive com-
ments as possible from one’s own network.
This section begins with the simplest and the most overt presenta-
tions of the self. It then moves on to illustrate how people present them-
selves through association with others, and the contexts in which they 
place themselves. This section is thus divided into subsections/ categories 
for ease of understanding, and it contains images from Facebook.
Category 1: The focus is on me!
Starting with an overt individual portrayal of oneself, many images 
are clearly created for the sole purpose of being posted on social media 
(Fig. 3.17).
As can be discerned from the pictures above, they do not really 
have anything significant in the background, nor show the exact loca-
tion of the subject or offer clues about what he or she does. The idea 
behind such pictures is simply to ensure focus on the person, not the 
background. Most often the person in the picture knows that they are 
          
Fig. 3.17 Private: ‘the focus is on me!’
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being photographed and they pose accordingly. These constructed 
images are quite distinct from the ideals of authenticity and informal-
ity evident in some of our other field sites. In addition, as posing is an 
important aspect of such pictures, these pictures of the individual are 
invariably taken by someone else and are not ‘selfies’.
Almost all pictures such as these have the individual’s approval 
before they appear on Facebook; very often the subjects themselves post 
them on social media. Such photos are not shot in studios, and neither 
are these pictures scanned and posted on social media. They are invari-
ably taken in digital formats through digital cameras, and sometimes 
on smartphones. While men of all social classes post such pictures, 
only upper middle- class women tend to do so. Both men and women 
tend to portray themselves in modest clothing, conveying diginity and 
self- respect.
Though such pictures normally go on to become display pictures or 
profile pictures, usually garnering likes or positive comments from their 
network, in some cases you might find friendly trolling or banter, such 
as the example below (Fig. 3.18).
Such trolling is only accepted from a friend whom the respondent 
knows very well offline, and with whom he or she shares a offline similar 
relationship of friendly teasing. This jocular banter in itself (known as 
‘Kalaaikarthu’ in Tamil) conforms to the expectations of a strong friend-
ship network. This style of commenting with images alone is of note 
here. They normally stop after a maximum of two to three exchanges.
Profile Picture Comment
Ayoooooo! (meaning OMG!)         
Fig. 3.18 Private: ‘friendly’ trolling on display picture
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Category 2: It’s about what you do!
While a simple personal image may suffice, the first obvious extension 
is a portrayal of a person in association with something they do. This 
may refer to an occupation or work, but equally could represent an inter-
est or a hobby with which the person keenly associates himself/ herself 
(Fig 3.19).
Visuals of this kind are not just simple portrayals of the individual. 
Such pictures very often form an inherent part of building the person’s 
identity. They normally appear in the individual’s online photo albums, 
and some are shared in WhatsApp groups as well. They are not tagged, 
nor do they have a photo by- line. These images are intended to drive 
home a point. Very often it is the type of material object shown with the 
person in the picture that draws attention to the identity that the person 
wants to create. This could be a microphone or a computer and have 
a symbolic meaning associated with them, as can be witnessed in the 
images in Fig. 3.19. The backgrounds of such images may also assume 
immense importance.
These are very similar to the pictures that one might encounter in 
the living rooms of homes at Panchagrami. In such open domestic places, 
pictures that present the subject in some kind of identity- defining space, 
or with materials signifying identify, are placed. For example, lawyers 
at Panchagrami often have photographs of themselves in black robes 
placed in a prominent space in their living rooms.
These identity- building images draw upon both symbolic material 
objects and the background of the picture to help define and conform 
to gendered roles. Singing at Panchagrami is very often considered a 
female activity, for instance, and tends to enhance notions of feminin-
ity. The microphone in the picture complements such associations. For 
men, the gym and a well- built body are considered symbols of virility 
and masculinity. Such associations are carefully crafted to enhance the 
identity of the person in the picture.
Category 3: Background showing status
The third category is one in which the image tries to enhance the status 
of the individual though association with objects or backgrounds. This 
might be achieved through the social setting, for example showing for-
eign travel, or proximity to material goods, demonstrating aspiration or 
achievement (Fig. 3.20).
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Fig. 3.19 Private: ‘it’s about what you do!’
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Fig. 3.20 Private: background showing status
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These images differ from those in category 2 by declaring the 
social status of the person, and tend to signify a particular aspiration 
or achievement. These pictures tend to portray the aspirations and the 
expectations of twenty- first- century society. They conform to the social 
expectations that Panchagrami, as a knowledge economy, places on 
individuals – for instance owning a luxury car, an apartment or experi-
ence of foreign travel.
Category 4: Self in a group (friends)
Young people often prefer to be photographed along with their friends 
rather than posing alone. At the extreme end are young unmar-
ried female students from the lower middle or lower socio- economic 
classes, many of whom have no individual pictures of themselves 
on Facebook, although they do have pictures taken with friends 
(Fig 3.21). This may be simply because the pictures in question are 
tagged as images shared on their profile, and have not been uploaded 
by the women themselves.
Sometimes profiles of young, unmarried women have group photos 
of young men known to them offline on their photo albums. The young 
women upload the images themselves, or are sometimes tagged in pic-
tures as noted above. You would not, however, find a young, unmarried 
woman posting pictures of herself alone with a young, unmarried man; 
if such a picture did exist it would most probably have a social setting, 
such as a party or wedding, to it, or be a picture of a close male rela-
tive. More usually, you would find group pictures of young women pos-
ing together, or young men posing with other young men. Generally, 
when a picture featuring young unmarried people of both sexes appears 
online – whether as a selfie or as a posed- for photograph – it is always 
a group picture, not a picture of a couple. The exception to this rule 
occurs when young unmarried women from the upper middle classes 
are involved. For this group, posing for photographs alone with young 
men is not necessarily seen as social non- conformity.
Category 5: Self in a group (family)
Once people are married it is generally thought appropriate that public 
representation should no longer focus upon the individual, but be orien-
tated to the couple’s new status as part of a family. This is especially true 
in the cases of married women (Fig. 3.22).
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Fig. 3.21 Private: self in a group (friends)
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Pictures of children, highlighting the ideal of motherhood and 
family life, recur frequently in the social media profiles of mothers in 
Panchagrami, as do pictures featuring other immediate family mem-
bers. Also, while the background of the picture sometimes achieves 
prominence, the image of the family is usually more important. The inti-
macy that exists in the family tends to be shown in the pictures uploaded 
onto social media. These pictures draw upon the institution of family – 
mostly nuclear (with husband and/ or children), rather than the back-
ground  – in order to show with whom the person posting the images 
identifies himself or herself. These pictures are thus taken equally both 
inside and outside the home. These pictures convey a sense of belong-
ing, and are sometimes scanned from old printed copies or photographs 
Fig. 3.22 Private: self in a group (family)
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found in albums offline. They are intended both for showcasing familial 
intimacy and for memorialisation.
In conclusion, while these pictures express different aspects of the 
self that the users want to portray, they most often conform to the social 
norms and expectations of the society and the social networks to which 
the user belongs. Even aspirational pictures tend to illustrate a collec-
tive aspiration that the society sets for itself; nothing that could be con-
sidered deviant would be shown. It is a kind of social contract that the 
responses to such pictures are always positive; teasing, if any, is gentle 
and reinforces the strong bonding offline.
The five categories discussed above illustrate representations of 
the self in various forms. We now move on to consider the next type 
of visual postings at Panchagrami, that of everyday greetings. This cat-
egory is similar to the idea of ‘in betweeners’, aspects that generally fall 
between the public and more private realms. Everyday greetings most 
often tend to be followed by a meme, which also acts indirectly as a form 
of moral police.56 Memes are very popular at Panchagrami and are of 
various kinds. As exhaustively examining all kinds of memes is not pos-
sible in this chapter, the next section examines only those associated 
with everyday greetings – a form posted frequently (up to as many as 
five times a day) by people from all social classes. Personal photographs 
tend to showcase the relationships with an immediate circle of family or 
friends to a larger network maintained on social media; everyday greet-
ings help to acknowledge and manage this larger network on a daily 
basis. They also act as a way of maintaining and reaffirming the sociality 
that is a part of the everyday offline culture at Panchagrami.
Section 3: ‘In betweeners’
Daily greetings
Rajappa, a 67- year- old retired postmaster, was introduced to WhatsApp 
through the senior citizens’ club that functions in his residential com-
plex. The group (composed of members aged over 60) has around 
45 members, most of whom have at least one child working abroad. 
Several recurring themes underlie the messages in Rajappa’s WhatsApp 
group: daily greetings with prayers; forwarded visual messages about 
health, exercise and diet; forwarded picture puzzles; and visuals about 
nature. Daily messages in this group start at around 4:30 am with a 
‘good morning’ message, often accompanied by a meme with a prayer. 
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By 6:00 or 6:30 am, almost all members will have sent each other a ‘good 
morning’ message or a visual accompanying this greeting. Most prayers 
are generic; if they do have the image of a Hindu deity, it is most often 
that of Lord Ganesha (Fig. 3.23) or that of Shirdi Sai Baba.57 Most of these 
are either forwarded messages or replications from Google Images.
Rajappa is quietly sentimental about what he reads on his 
WhatsApp every morning. He feels that his day will be positive only 
if he reads something positive, and for Rajappa (and several others in 
his senior citizens’ network) an important aspect of sociality is greet-
ing everyone with a smile. For them this is a positive sign to start a day, 
and since this group does not regard a ‘smiley’ symbol on WhatsApp as 
comparable to a real smile, a prayer or a positive message is seen as a 
necessary compensation.
Daily greetings are an important form of sociality at Panchagrami. 
One can witness this in the ‘good mornings’ heard during the daily 
morning exercise walks favoured by the middle class, in the friendly 
‘Vanakkams’58 uttered by the milkman, or the humble salutation of a 
student. Such greetings are regarded not only as something that builds 
sociality, but also as a positive way to start the day. This acquires yet 
another dimension when expanded to accompany inspirational quotes 
of famous people, and displayed on the exterior walls of schools, 
Fig. 3.23 ‘In betweeners’: image of Lord Ganesha with a greeting
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panchayat offices and other public spaces. Such greetings are very often 
also extended onto social media platforms, where they take the form of 
everyday greetings accompanying visuals that are pleasing to the eye or 
carry inspirational messages.
Images that portray a motivational, philosophical or religious mes-
sage are designed so that they can be forwarded and shared with others. 
These visuals may have words embedded in them, or sometimes occur 
along with captions, when they can be categorised as memes. These 
memes tend to be positive and have a ‘feel-good factor’ associated with 
them. Such messages are often accompanied by greetings related to the 
time of day (‘good morning’, ‘good evening’, ‘Have a nice day’ etc). These 
greetings are also viewed as an effective way to keep in touch (through 
an ongoing conversation) with the social network that you may have 
built up on social media.
These visuals can be categorised into a few major subgenres such 
as motivational quotes, religious quotes and so on. At Panchagrami 
these wordy images are normally followed with an everyday textual 
salutation as shown here (Fig. 3.24).
Some of these images consist mainly of words, aesthetically 
designed in different colours or creative fonts. They usually constitute a 
quote from a famous person, or are images randomly picked up online. 
A few people specifically download images accompanied by philosophi-
cal or motivational words from the internet through a Google image 
search, and forward these to their social media contacts.
Some people consider it as one of their primary duties to share 
such images to their network on Facebook or WhatsApp every morn-
ing. They regard this gesture of sharing positive messages as a gift to 
the wider society, seeking to balance the amount of negativity that 
exists all around. Homemakers tend to practise this on WhatsApp, 
Gud mrng frnds ☺☺☺ Gud mrg guys... Wake up...
Fig. 3.24 ‘In betweeners’: textual memes along with everyday 
greetings
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while college students often send such messages on both WhatsApp 
and Facebook. For example Kanna, a 21- year- old student of business 
administration from a lower socio- economic background, began to do 
this a couple of years ago as a final-year school student; he did so in 
order to help his classmates and friends (specifically those also from 
lower socio- economic backgrounds who were both studying and work-
ing to help their families financially). He has continued this practice 
religiously and has expanded it to encompass his college circle too. 
Kanna’s fellow students endorsed this, commenting that they waited 
to see what quotes he would post on his Facebook profile every morn-
ing. This practice was also geared towards building sociality within his 
intended network.
Several other users also posted daily motivational or religious 
quotes (which also tend to be motivational). They usually contain a 
religious symbol indicating the religion within which it originates 
(Fig. 3.25). However, all such messages tend to follow the everyday salu-
tations of ‘good morning!’, ‘good afternoon!’ or even just a generic ‘have 
a great day!’
Some images such as these are simply words without a background 
image (Fig. 3.26). For other everyday salutations, however, the words 
are complemented by an appropriate visual.
It is not unusual to see scenic landscapes used as everyday saluta-
tions. They very often occur with religious or motivational quotes, and 
are intended to not only showcase the beauty of nature, but to also hint 
that the world is a much larger space – the creator of which would also 
take care of the recipient or the reader of the message.
GOOD MORNING ! Have a grt…dy
Fig. 3.25 ‘In betweeners’: images with motivational or religious 
quotes
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Thus everyday salutations are in a way used to keep in touch 
with an already established group of friends. Interviewing informants 
revealed that once they had a set group of Facebook or WhatsApp 
friends, keeping in touch with everyone became an important part of 
the process – otherwise the question of what to do with an accumu-
lated capital of friends on social media arises. In order to circumvent 
such concerns, everyday salutations became a major practice,59 through 
which everyone in an informant’s friends list is actively engaged in a 
positive and non- confrontational way. Some users even remarked that 
people who are generally non- communicative on their networks tend to 
become more responsive when such a practice is established with them.
Hope u hd a grt day
Good Evening… 
Have a good Day… Good Evening Friends
Good Evening ☺☺☺
Fig. 3.26 ‘In betweeners’: everyday greetings accompanied by visuals
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However, these kinds of messages are not only seen as a method 
of building sociality and maintaining contact with an accumulated 
group of friends; they are also used for accruing positive karma points, 
which have a specific religious connotation. Several middle- aged infor-
mants from Panchagrami participated in activities on Facebook that 
can be related to some form of religion; even if they did not categorise 
it as a religious activity, it was always related to building good karma,60 
which again stems from a religious belief that ‘what goes around comes 
around’: good actions will lead to good outcomes. Participation can 
range from posting pictures of deities or religious messages to encour-
age positive self- development to sharing inspirational poems and stories 
to provide positive reinforcement to wider society, thus building good 
karma for the giver/ poster. Some people followed this as an everyday 
routine, as Vidya Shankar did.
Vidya Shankar, a 47- year- old architect, is an active builder of 
good karma on Facebook. He feels that since most of his social circle 
is on Facebook, he can use his network as a receptive audience to build 
good karma for himself. Shankar’s everyday routine involves posting an 
image of a Hindu deity (usually that of Krishna or Ganesha) on Facebook 
before 6 am (Fig. 3.27).
Shankar adheres strictly to this practice, since he knows that 
most of his middle- aged Facebook friends follow a routine of check-
ing Facebook first thing every morning. So, in order to ensure that they 
wake up to an auspicious symbol every day, he posts an image of a Hindu 
god on his timeline slightly before 6 am.
Fig. 3.27 ‘In betweeners’: Vidyashankar’s image of Lord Krishna
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In an interview Shankar noted:
 I know people have checked it, when I start receiving ‘Likes’ imme-
diately after I post . . . it’s mostly the same set of around 40 to 45 
friends of mine, but receiving immediate feedback is effective, 
since I know that I have built the necessary good karma for the 
day; and I am sure that as they ‘share’ it with others, it will not only 
help build their karmas, but also mine, as I help build theirs.
Sudhasri, a 39- year- old homemaker, builds her karma points by posting 
positive messages every morning on a WhatsApp group with around 35 
members. She posts a positive saying adapted from a religious book to 
this group, along with a ‘good morning’ message (Fig. 3.28). Sudhasri 
explained her belief as follows:
 My messages can help people start their day on a positive note, 
since even getting up in the morning is a miracle and I don’t want 
people to waste their god- given day . . . a positive start can help 
have a joyous day . . . I have done something good for the day then.
Vidya Shankar and Sudhasri are not alone. Several informants believe 
that routinely participating in giving goodness to the society (their 
immediate social circle) can help them to reap good Karma.
A majority of these visuals are not produced (creatively made), 
but shared – either through Facebook or WhatsApp. For Sandeep, a 
31- year- old software engineer, the recipients of such images actually 
Fig. 3.28 ‘In betweeners’: Sudhasri’s prayer on a WhatsApp group
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have God- given opportunities to build good karma falling on their 
laps: all they have to do is to share it with others. With such sharing, 
it was no wonder that some of these images acquire a social life61 of 
their own, doing the rounds and transitioning between media – email 
to Facebook to WhatsApp, and repeating themselves in cycles within 
these platforms.
Mixed genres
The categories of visual posting described above are not exclusive. 
The case studies of Jyotsna and Sagayam illustrate how people at 
Panchagrami use a mix of genres strategically to craft and present an 
image of themselves to the different networks with which they com-
municate, in order to conform to the dominant expectations of those 
networks.
Jyotsna is a 33- year- old homemaker. She lives with her husband 
Samuel, aged 39, and their two children in a high- rise residential com-
plex in Panchagrami. She grew up in a small town in the south of Tamil 
Nadu and moved to Chennai only around 10 years ago, after her mar-
riage to Samuel. The couple decided to settle in Panchagrami since 
Samuel worked as a systems architect in a major IT company there, and 
bought a two- bedroom apartment in 2011.
A devout Christian, Jyotsna attends prayer services at a church 
close to Panchagrami. To keep in touch with the regular members of 
the church and to plan events, a WhatsApp group was established, to 
which Jyotsna very soon became a regular contributor. In this group, 
her posts are only visuals with images of Jesus Christ and memes with 
prayers (Fig. 3.29). Most of Jyotsna’s messages are forwards that she 
receives from her other contacts, or are downloaded from Google 
Images.
Jyotsna’s residential complex also has a Facebook group for formal 
apartment maintenance issues, as well as an informal WhatsApp group 
intending to promote social contact between residents. In the latter, 
Jyotsna’s contribution is a meme with a positive message every morn-
ing. None of these messages are religious in nature: instead they take the 
form of positive phrases that can be broadly classified as ‘motivational’ 
(Fig.  3.30). The responses from group members to such memes have 
always been encouraging.
Jyotsna also belongs to another WhatsApp group with just 
four of her close friends: Priya, aged 38, and Devi, aged 37, both 
homemakers, and Vasanthi, a 33- year- old Tamil lecturer at a local 
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college. Jyotsna constantly forwards humorous memes and shares 
pictures of her family, including those of her children’s school func-
tions, as well as pictures of dishes she cooked at home (Fig. 3.31). 
Such messages elicit similar visual responses from the other group 
members.
Sagayam, a 21- year- old student of commerce at a local arts and 
sciences college, has around 110 friends on his Facebook account. 
The friends group is a mixture of college friends and women whom 
he had met only on Facebook. Sagayam’s Facebook timeline features 
Fig. 3.29 Mixed: image of Jesus Christ from a church WhatsApp group
Fig. 3.30 Mixed: a motivational meme from a WhatsApp group 
focused on the same apartment complex
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just pictures of beautiful scenery (which he had downloaded from 
Google Images and had posted on his Facebook wall) or of babies 
(Fig. 3.23). These images are often accompanied by a greeting of 
‘good morning’ or ‘good evening’, and several of them elicit high 
response rates from his friends (especially female friends). Typical 
responses are comments returning a greeting of ‘good morning’ or 
‘good evening’, along with a ‘like’. Sagayam’s albums contain pic-
tures of his posing for the camera, a couple of selfies and several pic-
tures with his friends. In contrast to the scenic and baby pictures, his 
Fig. 3.31 Mixed: Poondu Pulikolambu62 in a friends’ group on 
WhatsApp
Fig. 3.32 Mixed: a scenic meme from a Facebook wall
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Fig. 3.33 Mixed: a favourite film star, Dhanush, from a Facebook fan 
page
personal photos were only liked by his college mates, or by those who 
also appeared in the photographs.
Sagayam is also a member of a Facebook group dedicated to 
Dhanush, his favourite Tamil film star. He regularly posts pictures 
with news updates of the actor, downloading them from Google 
Images or other film websites (Fig. 3.33). Responses from other group 
members have always been admiring, not only of their favourite film 
star but also of Sagayam’s activities, recognising his contributions to 
the group.
Sagayam is also an enthusiastic user of WhatsApp. He has a part- 
time job as a sales assistant at a supermarket in Panchagrami, where 
he keeps in touch with his colleagues and his supervisors outside work 
hours through WhatsApp. Although Sagayam has not digitally catego-
rised them into a WhatsApp group, he constantly forwards humorous 
and socially relevant memes to a select network of his work colleagues 
(Fig. 3.34).
The profiles of both Jyotsna and Sagayam revealed that over 70 
per cent of communications to their network of contacts were visuals. 
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What is more important, however, is the underlying trend in their visual 
communication: the genres of visual communication change depend-
ing on the network with which they are communicating. Jyotsna’s mes-
sages to her church group were different from those she communicated 
to her residential group, or to her close friends. Jyotsna was clear that 
she would not really want to send pictures of Jesus Christ to her residen-
tial complex group, as it had members belonging to different religions. 
This was also the case with her close friends group, two of whom were 
Hindus. So she was careful not to include religious posts in these groups. 
Sending positive messages to her friends group was considered fine, but 
sending pictures of her homemade food to her church group or her resi-
dential complex group was something she would not do, as that was not 
the expectation of these groups. In her close friends group, however, the 
expectation was that members would exchange family pictures, and so 
she did.
Similar was the case of Sagayam, who sensed that uploading 
scenic pictures or those of babies along with a greeting almost always 
triggered a universal response of liking and commenting on his profile. 
The messages also kept the conversation flowing and his profile active. 
This would not have occurred if a picture of the film star Dhanush 
had accompanied those greetings to this specific network of friends. 
Similarly, views of natural landscapes on a fan page for Dhanush would 
also have not received many favourable responses. Sagayam likewise 
thought that a humorous or a socially relevant meme forwarded to his 
Fig. 3.34 Mixed: a humorous meme forwarded to work colleagues
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work colleagues elicited positive responses on WhatsApp as well as 
when he met them offline at work.
What is significant in both Jyotsna’s and Sagayam’s cases is that 
the genres of visual communication were different in different networks. 
Each was consciously crafted to cater to the dominant expectation of the 
network. Such modification was all done strategically and was thought 
to have an effect on the network with which they communicated, irre-
spective of the network’s size.
In Jyotsna’s case there was an overlap of home and ‘in betweener’ 
visuals, as discussed above. In the case of Sagayam the overlap was 
between public images and ‘in betweener’ visuals. Both of their profiles 
are typical in showing how social media profiles at Panchagrami usually 
cluster categories of images, creating a mixture of three visual genres.
Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to show that continuity exists between 
online and offline spaces; each influences the other in multiple ways and 
neither can be studied as a discrete component of people’s lives. Visual 
material has always played a significant role in the popular culture of 
Tamil Nadu, and these traditions have clearly had a huge impact on the 
way people communicate on social media,63 leading to the emphasis 
upon continuity in this chapter.
This chapter explored the most frequently occurring genres of 
visuals at Panchagrami – namely the visual postings on cinema and 
politics, postings relating to the self, and everyday greetings. These 
were compared to the visual culture embedded in the public sphere, at 
home and in the realms ‘in between’. The appropriation of social media’s 
visual space was also seen to express offline cultural ideals.
At the outset, it might seem as if we were only observing people’s 
public personas as expressed on social media, rather than their private 
selves. Yet at a fundamental level, in a society such as Panchagrami,64 
the question arises of what is public and what is private for these users 
of social media. Most visual communication online or offline, as we have 
seen above, is a case of users transacting with their social networks, 
which could vary in both size and form. The idea in such communica-
tions was to conform to the expectations of the network to which the 
users who were posting belonged. Privacy is relative, with complete pri-
vacy existing only for an individual and their own thoughts. However, 
there are key differences between communication intended for the more 
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intimate circles of relatives and friends, and those intended for wider 
circles, negotiating a spectrum of scalable sociality.65 Far less self- cen-
soring was required for the more intimate group, where trust between 
members is strong. For wider circles people felt they had to conform,66 
unless they employed alternative strategies such as fake profiles to 
express dissent.
For example, if someone posts selfies or other pictures of them-
selves on their profile, it is pretty rare to find a direct criticism of such 
pictures as being overtly narcissistic in the comments section. Dissent in 
these cases is expressed by not liking the post – by silence. An intimate 
friend might express his or her opinion through an alternative chan-
nel of communication, but once again their relationship offline matters 
before such comments are made.
This is often seen, even on the ‘public’ postings connected to cin-
ema or politics. Once again these are in conformance with the network 
the users maintain on their social media profiles. If someone posted a 
picture of his or her favourite film star, their network, even if members 
favoured a rival actor, would not directly oppose such postings. This 
does not necessarily mean that people in a network express no oppos-
ing views at all; it was just that views, even when expressed, are always 
done within a safe threshold.
Similarly, in the event of someone posting controversial visual 
material, such as a pornographic clip, his or her contacts might just cut 
off the relationship by unfriending them, rather than explicitly express-
ing dissent. However, there were cases where pornographic clips were 
exchanged between intimate circles of friends on WhatsApp rather than 
on Facebook. Once again, these were examples of conformance to the 
networks to which participating individuals belonged.
However, these expressions are not something that are visible 
solely online. They have strong correlations with prior patterns of offline 
traditions, which encourage such conformance to avoid conflicts within 
social networks, as considered earlier in this chapter.
And so, regardless of public or private spheres or the size of net-
works, the dominant expectations of the networks influence visual 
communication at Panchagrami. Most often people seek to be seen 
as conforming to these expectations. Even the ‘in betweener’ visuals, 
namely the daily greetings that tend to take the form of memes, seek to 
conform to the normative expectations of the larger network. In seeking 
to maintain online sociality, they thus reaffirm the sociality that is part 
of the everyday offline culture of Panchagrami, and also indirectly act 
as a moral police.
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This chapter has demonstrated that on the one hand there is con-
siderable continuity between traditions of visual expression in offline 
spaces and those of online spaces. For online visual posting, however, 
there are the additional issues of the audience for whom this material is 
intended and the degree of privacy required. This then sets up some of 
the issues discussed in subsequent chapters. Chapter 4 is concerned with 
the relatively private domain of the family and close friendships, while 
the later chapters consider the wider and more public spheres, especially 
work and education.
101
  
4
Relationships: kinship on social media
On a quiet afternoon in December 2013 Govindan, a 33- year- old hard-
ware goods trader, invited me to discuss his Facebook profile over tea 
in his already crammed 200 sq. ft office space at Panchagrami. Very 
soon the discussion turned to his Facebook ‘friends’ (around 130 people 
at the time of the interview). He soon started identifying his Facebook 
‘friends’ either with a kinship term such as ‘mama’ (uncle), ‘annan’ (elder 
brother), ‘machan’ (brother- in- law), ‘sister’, ‘bro’ (a shortened version of 
brother; Govindan specifically used this term for younger men), ‘pangali’ 
(co- brother), or with a deferential ‘sir’ or ‘madam’, though the use of the 
latter terms was less frequent. At first glance it looked as if a majority 
of Govindan’s family (including his extended family) were online. Very 
soon, however, it became clear that the group he was identifying with 
kinship terms was a mix of Govindan’s actual extended family members 
and several of his friends, to whom he referred in terms of fictive kinship.1
Though he referred to at least 17 of his friends as ‘machan’, 
Govindan had only one real ‘machan’ who was not even on Facebook. 
He referred to almost nine of his friends as ‘pangali’, though in actual 
life he had none. Similarly segregating his ‘sisters’2 (actual sisters, as 
opposed to his cousins3 and his female friends) was another exercise in 
itself. However, it soon became clear that he identified only those people 
with whom he had professional relationships and who were of a higher 
socio- economic class as ‘sir’ or ‘madam’; all the others were addressed as 
if they were actually related to him in some form.4
Govindan’s behaviour is typical of several others in the area who 
use kinship terminologies to address relationships.5 Though people such 
as Govindan clearly know the system of addressing their relationships, 
to an outsider it could at first seem daunting and confusing.6
In order to understand the social structures of Panchagrami, we 
need to understand the nature and form of relationships existing within 
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and between its different layers. Relationships of various kinds govern 
Panchagrami, be they within a family, between extended families or 
even within caste groups. Likewise an examination of how these rela-
tionships migrate onto social media is central to understanding the use 
and consequences of social media in this region.
The basic social group in Panchagrami could be a family or a caste,7 
an organisation or an institution, a neighbourhood or even a residential 
complex. Each of these social groups brings its own form of relationships 
(kinship, employer– employee, peer– peer, friendships, romantic rela-
tionships etc.), some governed by hierarchy and power and others of a 
more egalitarian nature. If we are to understand such a complex pattern 
of intertwined relationships, it is best to follow the example above. This 
shows how the dominant idiom for most relationships starts at the most 
basic level, namely kinship.
This chapter therefore deals specifically with relationships that 
can be broadly classified as kinship. Chapter 5 discusses relationships 
within an office space and relationships in educational institutions, par-
ticularly in schools, are explored in Chapter 6. However, as we have seen 
from Govindan’s example, friendship also needs to be included in this 
chapter as in Panchagrami it is incorporated in the form of fictive kin-
ships. The use of social media within kinship circles is thus the overarch-
ing theme of this chapter.
An introduction to kinship in Panchagrami
The family system in Panchagrami, as we saw in Chapter 1, is typically 
patriarchal8 in nature; it can either be classified as nuclear or extended. 
A typical nuclear family in Panchagrami consists of four or five mem-
bers, usually the husband, wife and two or three children. However, this 
basic unit will differ based on several factors,9 for example the marital 
status of the children or a husband’s close relative (such as a widowed 
sister or mother) living with the family, etc. Often the nuclear family 
setup is merely the base for an extended family, with grandparents, 
uncles and aunts living together in the same house.10
This kind of setup is more evident among Panchagrami’s long- 
term rural residents who retain this traditional system of South Asian 
kinship.11 Take the example of Ganesh, a 23- year- old resident of 
Panchagrami; a college student, he lives in an independent house (i.e. 
not an apartment) with his parents, his widowed paternal great-aunt, 
his two unmarried younger sisters, and three brothers (all older and 
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married) and their families. This family, which can be classified as 
upper middle class, thus consists of 15 members, all of whom live under 
one roof and cook in one large kitchen.
Another example would be Sangeetha, a 32- year- old homemaker 
with a son and a daughter. She lives in Panchagrami with her husband 
Gangadharan and her in- laws. The family lives in a modest, one- bedroom 
house and can be classified as being from a lower socio- economic class.
This is not to say that ‘regular’ nuclear families, consisting of two 
parents and their children, do not exist in Panchagrami. Mathew, a 
30- year- old married plumber, lives with his wife and year- old daughter 
in a rented house, close to his brother’s house. Mathew moved to the 
present location two years ago, when he got married. Though the two 
brothers and their families meet each other every day, cooking is still 
carried out independently by the respective families.
While the long- term residents (from middle and lower socio- 
economic classes) live in either a joint12 family system or have relatives 
close by, typical nuclear families with no close relatives appear in the 
cases of migrants from the lower socio- economic classes.
Moving on to the middle classes, given that average profes-
sionals in the IT sector receive higher pay than counterparts in other 
industries, these inhabitants of multi- storey residential buildings are 
Panchagrami’s new middle class.13 Though one can classify the family 
structures of several apartment complex dwellers as typically nuclear, 
it is also apparent that the family system14 for these residents is slowly 
changing into a pattern neither entirely nuclear nor completely joint. 
Most of the middle- class families who inhabit these apartment com-
plexes seem to be nuclear families when viewed as separate units. 
However, a trend of siblings and parents investing in apartments in 
the same complex is now gaining ground. For example, if a married 
daughter or a son has invested in an apartment15 in a residential com-
plex, parents or siblings may invest in an apartment in a neighbouring 
block of the same complex. They tend to cook as one household if they 
are in adjacent apartments, or to exchange food as and when needed. 
The pattern of elderly relatives staying with their sons is also not 
uncommon given the patriarchal structure of these families. Another 
interesting dimension to the joint family system emerges with grand-
children, who often have the highest priority in such households. 
Grandparents often take care of grandchildren while parents, typi-
cally IT professionals or entrepreneurs, are at work. This arrange-
ment is not entirely unprecedented in traditional village life. There 
members of an extended family may appear to be living in different 
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houses, but in fact regularly come together to cook around the hearth 
of a particular house.
Consider the example of Shanti, a 28- year- old married IT employee 
whose husband, Sundaram, also works in the IT sector. They live with 
their five- year- old son on the twelfth floor of a multi- storeyed apartment 
complex in Panchagrami. Shanti is an only child and her parents have 
moved to the same apartment complex; they occupy a two- bedroom 
apartment on the eighth floor of the same building. This allows them to 
be near their daughter and take care of their grandson, while not intrud-
ing into the privacy of Shanti’s family.
The case of Bhuvana, a 36- year- old IT employee, is similar; in this 
instance it is her in laws who have moved to the apartment next door to 
hers. Cooking is done by her parents- in- law, with meals either being sent 
to Bhuvana’s house or the whole family eating together in either of the 
houses. Scores of other cases in Panchagrami reflect the same pattern; 
cooking is normally done in one house (normally in that of the elders), 
with the families of the younger generation either eating with them or 
receiving food packed and sent to their own home for consumption.16 If 
the kitchen hearth is what defines families, then those described above 
are particularly interesting. At the outset they might appear to be two 
nuclear families living in two independent houses, but in reality they are 
one joint family living independently of one another.
Once again, however, this is not to say that nuclear families with 
no other relatives living with them or close to them do not exist in 
Panchagrami. On the contrary: they exist in large numbers owing to 
the influx of IT migrants and other investors in the area. Ravindran, a 
44- year- old IT entrepreneur, represents the growing model of entirely 
nuclear families.17 He lives in a three- bedroom apartment with his 
wife and three school-age daughters in a large apartment complex at 
Panchagrami. His brother lives in Kolkata (a city in northeast India, for-
merly known as Calcutta) while his sister is in Punjab (northwest India) 
owing to her husband’s career in the Indian army.
Madan and his wife Poorvi, a middle- aged couple in their late for-
ties, are in a similar situation. Both work for a family business that they 
own, while Poorvi’s sister lives in the USA and Madan’s sister in Australia. 
This couple live with their golden retriever in a three- bedroom apart-
ment in Panchagrami.
As noted above, a significant trait seen at Panchagrami is that of 
extended families living close to each other, either in an apartment 
complex or in independent houses in the villages. However, when 
extended families stay in independent houses in a specific area, with 
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further family members acquired through marriage and birth, the area 
may become dominated by a certain inter- related caste group.18 In one 
of the villages that make Panchagrami, for example, the long- term orig-
inal inhabitants are all related to each one other. They belong to the 
same caste group and trace their origin to the 12 initial settlers in this 
area, who belonged to a single caste group. Each of these 12 settlers was 
called ‘Thalakattu’, or the patriarchal head of the family, also consid-
ered in the introduction. Although oral history records this group as an 
endogamous group, marital agreements from other villages did occur 
(while still maintaining caste endogamy). So now, 120  years later, 
the natives of this entire village will always address each other in kin 
terms,19 although not all of them know precisely how they are related 
to each other. The use of fictive kin terms as a substitute for original 
relationship terminologies is prolific in this area.
At this point we can see how understanding the family struc-
ture helps us in turn to understand some other key organisational 
principles. Castes and subcastes are closely related to family, and can 
indeed appear like an extended family, partly because most marriages 
are endogamous. Such an endogamous system in this area first ensures 
marriages within one’s own subcaste group, already consisting of fami-
lies networked through kinship. This is further emphasised by having 
one’s identity since birth associated with such a system. An individual 
can therefore map a network of traceable relationships, not only with 
respect to his or her own lineage but also to more distant relatives twice 
or thrice removed. Several such endogamous subcaste groups go on to 
make a caste group in this area.20
In order to understand the patterns of communication and of 
social media in Panchagrami, one needs to follow this cross- pollination 
of family with class, caste, gender and age.21 Using the family as an 
overarching category, we will thus focus upon inter- generational com-
munication (parent– child and grandparents– grandchildren), commu-
nication between couples, communication between siblings, between 
extended families and that of friendships as fictive kinships.
A key component of this chapter is to understand how these dif-
ferent relationships map onto different social media platforms, and to 
explore the possibilities that arise within each. Communication within a 
close- knit family or within a specific social network (whether extended 
families or fictive kin) usually takes place only over channels that pro-
vide privacy; Facebook is hardly ever the preferred platform in these 
contexts. However, WhatsApp is increasingly seen as the platform that 
accommodates such family- based personal communication. For families 
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Facebook is more or less seen as a demonstrative platform; a certain level 
of performance takes place on it by different family members, but this is 
always directed to the outside world. This happens in cases of parent– 
child or grandparent– grandchild relationships, and specifically occurs 
in upper- middle class families. It is less true in lower middle- class or 
low- income environments, due to the absence of family members from 
these classes on Facebook.
Intergenerational communication
The role of social media in understanding filial relationships at 
Panchagrami and its influence in changing communication patterns 
provide us with a better understanding of the relationships them-
selves. A  striking feature within a family at Panchagrami is the sig-
nificant role played by a mobile phone. In Chapter 2 we discussed the 
importance of mobile phones in Panchagrami. This chapter provides a 
brief overview of mobile phones within a family context before exam-
ining the role of social media in the framework of intergenerational 
communication.
A mobile phone22 is the major networking tool for intra- family 
communication. It has surpassed, and in some cases replaced, the tra-
ditional landline. Though mobile phones offer voice and text commu-
nications, the elderly members of most families at Panchagrami have 
retained their perception of phones as basically a voice- only medium. 
Further, even amidst a host of other communicative media, including 
the internet and a plethora of social networking sites, communication 
within a family mostly happened through voice. Parents, very specifi-
cally mothers, almost always seem to prefer hearing their children’s 
voices rather than receiving texts from them. Family members mostly 
communicated with each other by calling rather than by texting. 
Generally the kind of parental insistence on the mode of communica-
tion that their children had to adopt while communicating with them 
demonstrates how age acts as a principle of hierarchy in determining 
the media to use. Education levels and literacy skills also impacted on 
the choice of one media over another in the case of lower socio- eco-
nomic classes. Yet this pattern of trying to keep family communication 
entirely within the realm of voice occurred irrespective of the socio- 
economic class to which the family belonged.
At Panchagrami a typical nuclear family from a lower socio- 
economic background normally has access to at least three mobile 
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phones – one for each parent and one for the son. Daughters are not usu-
ally allowed access to a mobile phone.
The mobile phone owned by the mother is mostly treated as a land-
line, collectively owned by the entire family; it becomes a shared object. 
The mother is normally a homemaker23 (though in certain cases she 
might help her husband with agriculture work for a few months of the 
year). A daughter is not normally given a mobile phone until she starts 
attending college or finds employment – or, in some cases, until she gets 
married.24 There were several instances at Panchagrami where mar-
riage or employment gave a daughter the appropriate status to own a 
mobile phone. Young men from these families have no such restrictions 
placed on them. In a typical family, communication normally takes place 
between the father, mother and a son over a mobile phone; a daugh-
ter normally uses her mother’s mobile phone to communicate with the 
rest of the family, as in the case of Ravi’s family, discussed in Chapter 2. 
Mobile phones thus become shared devices among female members of 
the family. While a daughter might face restrictions on phone use even 
in her early twenties, a son may get to own a phone at the age of about 
15. Such age disparity by gender when it comes to owning communica-
tion devices affects the social media use in the lower middle classes and 
the lower socio- economic classes in Panchagrami.
The kinship diagram below indicates the general trend in the 
use of mobile phones in typical nuclear families from the lower socio- 
economic classes in Panchagrami (Fig. 4.1). In this illustration the blue 
triangles indicate men and the pink circles indicate women. An ‘equal to’ 
symbol represents marriage and vertical/ horizontal lines show the 
offspring.
Once again in Chapter 2, the case of Ravi’s mother indicated this 
pattern of continuity between the mobile phone and landlines as voice- 
only media. Such biases based on gender (where young unmarried 
women are not allowed a mobile phone) are sometimes visible even in 
middle- class families living in the villages (and even more so in families 
from the lower middle class). Here caste- based tradition binds the fami-
lies in making such decisions.
While there exists a gender bias in the use of mobile phones in the 
lower socio- economic class and lower middle- class families, however, 
such biases based on gender are not normally apparent in upper middle- 
class families, who tend to inhabit large apartment complexes.
At Panchagrami filial relationships come with a stress on emo-
tional bonding. The constant need to ensure their children’s wellbe-
ing becomes a priority and precaution takes precedence over all other 
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factors – especially with daughters, as seen in the case of Shobana’s 
parents described in Chapter 2. Though Shobana actually comes from a 
middle- class family in the village, the same issues apply to upper- class 
families with school- age children.
Sukrithi, for example, is a 14- year- old student in the ninth grade of 
an affluent international school in Panchagrami. Her after- school activi-
ties include swimming, singing, karate and tennis, and extra academic 
tuition. Given that both her parents work, she is taken to these activities 
in a Honda City sedan car by her driver, and is also accompanied by a 
female childminder through the early evening. To make sure that her 
status is always updated to her parents, she was given a Samsung smart-
phone as a present after promising to keep them informed of her where-
abouts. Last year her childminder received a Nokia feature phone to 
keep Sukrithi’s parents informed of their daughter’s schedule. Sukrithi, 
embarrassed by this, had stated that she could attend to her schedule 
herself. To keep track of her movements, her parents gave Sukrithi a 
smartphone, but only on the condition that it did not have an internet 
connection (3G or 4G). The smartphone was mainly intended to be used 
for calling her parents; if they were not able to take the call, she had to 
text them to let them know where she was after school.
The emotional bonding that focuses on hearing the voices of chil-
dren to ensure their wellbeing is not gender specific; it happens with the 
parents of young boys too. Rahul’s case provides a typical example.
Rahul, aged 15, is also a ninth- grade student; he attends another 
affluent international school located very close to Panchagrami. 
Fig. 4.1 Phone ownership in a typical lower socio- economic class family
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He lives in a multi- storeyed apartment complex located in the field site. 
Both of Rahul’s parents work for IT companies and normally return 
home only around 7 pm, or sometimes later. So Rahul stays with his 
maternal grandparents (who have bought themselves a home in the 
same apartment complex) after his return from school at around 4 pm 
until his parents arrive back from work. The ritual that is stressed is 
the need for Rahul to call one of his parents to let them know that he 
has arrived at his grandparents’ house. His parents then call him on his 
mobile phone (a Samsung smartphone) at around 7 pm to let their son 
know they are home. They also call his grandparents to let them know 
of their arrival.
The above examples all refer to parent– child communication 
that involves a teenager or unmarried child. At this point it seems suit-
able to re- introduce Mr Raghavan, also discussed in Chapter 2. He is 
a diligent planner when it comes to communicating with his sons. In 
his case neither marital status nor the distance matters – even married 
sons living in different cities retain traditional voice communication 
with him.
Raghavan, aged 65, is an upper middle- class Brahmin.25 Before 
retiring he was the head of training and development for a major phar-
maceutical company. He invested in a smart, two- bedroom apartment 
at Panchagrami immediately after his retirement, and lives here with 
his wife, who has trained herself as a Montessori school teacher; she 
is also a specialist in a traditional Indian art form known as Tanjore 
painting.26 One of the couple’s sons lives in Bangalore and works for 
an IT company, while the other lives in Connecticut, USA. Raghavan 
and his wife own iPads and Samsung tablets, along with a Blackberry 
(for Mr Raghavan) and a Samsung smartphone (for Mrs Raghavan). 
They also own two landline phones. Further, they have a post- paid 
connection with Airtel27 (India’s largest provider of mobile telephone 
services), through which they have a CUG (Closed User Group). Calls 
within this group are free, and the Raghavans’ son and daughter- in- law 
in Bangalore are within this group. They normally chat with their son 
and daughter- in- law on the phone on weekdays and catch up with them 
over Skype from their tablets over the weekend, giving them a chance 
to see their granddaughters too. In addition Mr Raghavan also owns 
a VOIP28 telecom service called Magic Jack. Calls to the US are free of 
cost on this service, with the subscriber being assigned a US number 
in India. Once a month the entire family (from the US, Bangalore and 
Chennai) tries to get together for at least an hour, so that Mr and Mrs 
Raghavan can see all of their grandchildren and the young cousins can 
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see each other. Before getting on Skype over the weekends, however, 
Mr Raghavan follows a mini ritual:
 Step 1: Call29 both his sons, asking them if they are free on a par-
ticular weekend
 Step 2: Call each son individually, just before the call, to confirm 
availability
 Step 3: Call each son over the phone again if he has failed to turn 
up within a certain time
 Step 4: If financial matters have been discussed over Skype, send a 
follow- up note on the discussion
His wife comments that he tends to formalise discussions and loves set-
ting up these kinds of calls.
Mr Raghavan noted that he was disappointed to see his grandchil-
dren using mobile phones at the ages of 9 and 10. Whenever he calls 
them, therefore, he rings their home landline, not their mobiles. His 
wife added that the grandchildren now understand their grandfather’s 
preferences and recognise that they need to speak to him over the land-
line or Skype.
Mr Raghavan clearly uses his age and relationship as principles 
of hierarchy and power to determine channels of communication with 
his granddaughters. He does not send or receive text messages with his 
family. He also takes into account whether his daughter- in- law’s parents 
are staying with the couple in Bangalore before setting up Skype calls. 
If they are present, Mr Raghavan calls his grandchildren only over the 
phone; he talks to them, but ends his conversation early. His attitude 
towards media use with his immediate family can be best summarised 
in his own words: ‘if one is alive, better to hear their voice than see them 
mute.’ Although this may appear to be a case of media multiplexity,30 
where the strong bond that Mr Raghavan shares with his grandchil-
dren triggers communication over Skype and landline, what needs to be 
noted is that all his communication channels have voice as the overarch-
ing theme. The theory may prescribe that strong bonds use more media 
to communicate, but what is of note here is that this is not straightfor-
ward: it is influenced by the cultural context, as in Mr Raghavan’s case.
This case in a way leads us to another aspect of intergenerational 
communication, that which occurs between grandparents and grand-
children. Parents working as professionals in the IT sector may encoun-
ter an ever increasing demand for travel to onsite projects31 (including 
foreign assignments), in some cases for long periods of time, based on 
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the particular project or sometimes the foreign client for whom they 
work. There are several cases where IT employees invest in a house, live 
there for a couple of years, and then are asked to relocate to the USA, UK 
or another country for a particular project. For those who move abroad 
to the project sites with their families (husband/ wife and children), the 
husband’s parents may well decide to occupy this house until the family 
returns, instead of leaving it empty and locked up.32
In another scenario, several elderly couples invest in houses in 
Panchagrami, typically after the husband retires. They tend to live in 
gated communities and to socialise with similar couples. They usually 
stay in India for a period of six months and move to their son/ daughter’s 
house in the US or UK for a period of six months or so (as in the case 
of Mr Raghavan, whose son lives in the US). In such cases, though 
communication between the married son/ daughter living abroad and 
the elderly parents living in Panchagrami does take place, the urge to 
communicate with their grandchildren seems to be particularly high. 
Although pictures of their grandchildren are often seen on Facebook, 
or are sent to the grandparents on WhatsApp, a bi- monthly Skype call 
or a Google Hangout becomes more or less a ritual. Similarly, in several 
cases, though the weekly general communication between elderly par-
ents in India and the son/ daughter abroad takes place over the phone, 
when it comes to communicating with grandchildren a visual with voice 
(typically Skype/ Google Hangout) always takes precedence. If it is not 
possible to make a visual connection, grandparents are satisfied with at 
least hearing a grandchild’s voice. This pattern is typically seen in fam-
ilies with grandchildren under the age of 10 years and living at some 
distance.
For example Varun and Varenya, 10- year- old twin grandchildren 
of Mrs Sarada and Mr Namashivayam, have a weekly Skype call with 
their grandparents. Sarada was given an iPad as a present on her last 
trip to the US over Christmas. It was ‘given to her’ by her grandchildren 
(though their parents paid for it). Sarada claims to have been taught by 
the grandchildren how to use Facetime and to Skype. Now every week, 
they get on either of these platforms for a conversation, though these can 
be very brief. Sarada noted that there were times when it so happened 
that she would have more conversations with her grandchildren than 
she did with her daughter (the twins’ mother). She is also on WhatsApp, 
with a group named after her grandchildren, in which her unmarried 
son, her daughter, her son- in law and her daughter’s in-laws (parents, 
sisters etc.) are also members. They constantly exchange messages and 
pictures over this group.
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In the cases of both Mr Raghavan and Mrs Sarada, although voice 
remains the most significant factor, use of multiple media for commu-
nication is also evident. The only difference between the two cases is 
the higher frequency of visual accompaniment (through either Skype/ 
Facetime) in Sarada’s case. Both the examples above illustrate aspects of 
media multiplexity and polymedia.33
Mrs Geetha Thiagarajan, who sends messages to her daughter advis-
ing on the care of her newborn baby over WhatsApp, is a similar example. 
Her previous conversations with her daughter were over Skype, where they 
mostly discussed family gossip and Indian recipes that her newly married 
daughter could try in the US. Mr Thiagarajan jokes that since their daugh-
ter’s marriage and subsequent move to the US, his wife has spent more 
time on Skype chatting with their daughter than she does speaking to him 
face to face.34 Following the birth of their first grandchild, most conversa-
tions now centre on childcare tips. When their daughter’s in- laws visited 
the US, conversations moved on to telephone and WhatsApp, in order to 
respect their daughter’s time with her in- laws; it was seen as inappropriate 
to hold her daughter back on Skype for too long when her in- laws were vis-
iting. (Of course, pregnancy-related nausea and tiredness was also a part 
of the reason why long Skype calls were not possible.) Though their daugh-
ter is on Facebook, Geetha, as well as her daughter’s in- laws, had advised 
the daughter not to upload pictures of the child on Facebook for now, as it 
might lead to an evil eye.35 So pictures are exchanged instead over emails 
or WhatsApp. Even the single picture that her son- in- law uploaded onto 
Facebook immediately after the child was born, to let everyone know the 
good news, was deleted after advice from Geetha.
Several grandparents believe that uploading pictures of their new-
born grandchild on Facebook will lead to this phenomenon of the ‘evil 
eye’. However, they appeared happy if a picture of a new baby appeared 
on Facebook after a couple of months. Facebook ‘likes’ on photographs 
taken of very recently born babies which have been uploaded onto 
Facebook are seen as an indication of the ‘evil eye’ too. They agree that 
thinking so might seem superstitious to outsiders, but reiterate that 
in their experience the evil eye does exist, and social media such as 
Facebook could be a medium to cause it. Such views can best be sum-
marised in the words of Mrs Kalyani, a 68- year- old with a newborn 
grandson in the US:
The people who you know are the ones on Facebook as well, so you 
very well know who is of what nature, so why give them a chance 
to harm you (by casting an evil eye)?
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However, uploading and passing newborn pictures on WhatsApp to 
the nearest and dearest relatives (specifically to grandparents who 
have not been present during the child’s delivery) is not frowned upon. 
Such images are designed for those people who matter most, and who 
would also be upset if they were not informed or shown a picture of the 
new baby. In conforming to the expectations of these family networks, 
therefore, the pictures are sent, but only over WhatsApp. Here again 
Facebook is seen as a public platform (or a platform that caters to a larger 
network) and WhatsApp as a more private platform (fostering a network 
of strong ties). The middle- class and upper middle- class elderly specifi-
cally split and categorise media as ‘private’ and ‘public’, and so decide 
which aspect needs to appear where. Their word on platform use is usu-
ally maintained when it comes to deciding the best way to communicate 
intimate, inter- generational family issues.
Another concern that the elderly reveal about new communication 
media relates to how important life events of extended family members 
are communicated to them. Several elderly people, such as Mr Raghavan 
and Mr Karan (discussed in Chapter 2), ascertain that social media fails 
to recognise age or hierarchy, while voice and personal calls do.
For elderly relatives, communication within a close- knit family 
should necessarily take place by voice rather than texts when it comes 
to detailed or important communication with parents or grandpar-
ents. Little or no communication is routed through a social networking 
site, and these play no role in fostering a channel of communication 
between children and parents or grandparents who live with each 
other. The social networking sites assume a role only when it comes to 
communicating with immediate family members who have migrated 
to other locations within India or abroad, for education or for work. 
Physical distance as a variable determines the use and interplay of 
visuals in communication as well. Skype or Google Hangout come into 
play only when the distance between the communicating parties is 
substantial.
While media is clearly categorised for intra- family communica-
tion, we will now move on to examine how families employ social media 
(especially Facebook) to play a significant yet strategic role in fostering 
public36 communication.
Though Facebook is not a preferred platform when it comes to 
communication between close- knit family members, it is much pre-
ferred as a channel to perform and showcase family intimacy to their 
intended social circles. In short, the exhibition of love and intimacy 
occurs over two cycles – one operating in the private sphere, within a 
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limited strong-tie network, and the other in the public sphere (specifi-
cally on Facebook) for a larger network to see.
Mrs Mythili Vijayan and Mr Vijayan, for instance, have a seven- 
year- old granddaughter who lives next door (a typical example of 
extended families living in adjacent properties as discussed above). 
Mythili’s son Shankar posted a picture of his daughter on Facebook after 
her first day in a Western music class. Before being posted on Facebook, 
the picture had made the rounds of the immediate family circle on 
WhatsApp for a couple of weeks, with each family member remarking 
on how sweet the little one was; this admiration had quietened down 
after the first couple of days. However, when the picture was posted on 
Facebook, both the grandparents commented on how their ‘little angel’ 
looked, followed by their daughter- in- law’s comment. This was then 
followed by several other comments from Shankar’s sister who lived 
abroad. She had actually seen the picture a week earlier on WhatsApp 
when it was sent to her, and had already responded to that image.
Similarly Mrs Uma Prakash, a 35-year- old homemaker, regu-
larly uploads pictures of her eight- year- old son Vidyut showing him 
playing, going to school, doing his homework etc. Each of these pic-
tures receives responses as comments from her in- laws (sister- in- law, 
brother-in-law etc.) as well as her own parents, who live next door and 
see Vidyut every day.
In the case of Krishnan, a 67- year- old retired government tele-
com officer, the weekly Skype calls that he and his wife have with their 
son and his family (settled in the US) are the time when family news is 
shared. Conversations are often structured around their grandchildren, 
Varsha and Shyla, at school in grades five and four respectively. Sumi, 
the couple’s daughter- in- law, uploads pictures of Varsha and Shyla on 
Facebook and each time the parents of both Krishnan and Sumi would 
comment on them – even though these pictures would have already 
been shared with them and appreciative comments already shared in 
private.
In societies such as Panchagrami there are several normative dis-
courses related to the ideals of a good and model family. The essentiality 
of normative ideals within a family needs to be demonstrated openly, 
rather than being subsumed within the family itself. As in the offline 
world, where families perform for the outside world to show their close-
ness and how ideal their family is, Facebook has emerged as an online 
mass medium where families overtly display their affection, love and 
bonding for the world – in other words, their larger network – to see. This 
is also a typical example of scalable sociality; the families strategically 
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choose both the size and the nature of the group before posting any-
thing related to their families.
While both the older and the younger generation participate in 
this performance, it is generally the elderly who do so overtly. This is not 
seen in the lower socio- economic classes, nor in the lower middle classes 
who live in the villages, as here parents’/ grandparents’ use of technol-
ogy and social networking sites is much more limited. However, they do 
view and express admiration of photographs that their children might 
show them on their mobile phones. They would see these as photos 
shown on a mobile phone, however, rather than as material emerging 
from Facebook or WhatsApp – or any other platform for that matter. The 
hardware instrument (i.e. the mobile phone or the computer) is what is 
perceptible to them.
In conclusion, intergenerational communication over media 
(phone or social media) is multi- layered and strongly influenced by 
structures of power; these in turn spring from a cultural context with 
high regard for hierarchy, again driven by principles of respect for age. 
This does not necessarily mean that such controls over determination 
of media usage are devoid of care, protection and concern for close fam-
ily members. Though issues of visibility, normative ideals, conformance 
to the expectations of a network and even skills influence the choice 
of one medium of communication over another, there is a convincing 
display of polymedia in these intergenerational communications at 
Panchagrami.
Married couples and polymedia
Unlike intergenerational communication, married couples were much 
more open to communication over text messages, with a balance cre-
ated between text and voice communication. Their channels of com-
munication were always private, however, and never exposed to the 
outside world. Couples living together rarely used Facebook to commu-
nicate with each other. They always used voice calls, text messages or 
WhatsApp, which they preferred over other kinds of social media. The 
media that they selected to communicate share features such as pri-
vacy, security and intimacy. The examples discussed below most often 
are from the middle classes (except for Sri Lakshmi and Karuppiah), 
rather than lower socio- economic classes, as communication between 
couples from the latter backgrounds normally takes place by voice or 
text (if both are educated; if not it is always by voice). Both levels of 
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education and the cost of access to certain technologies play significant 
roles in determining communication channels for lower socio- eco-
nomic classes.
Chandralekha and Ranga
Chandralekha (Chandra) and Ranga work for the same ITES37 company 
and had an arranged marriage (managed by their respective families). 
Once they were married Ranga got himself transferred to the same 
branch as Chandra. As the company does not allow married couples 
to work for the same team, Ranga and Chandra work for two different 
teams, located on different floors. However, they meet for lunch every 
day and schedule their lunchtime accordingly. As both appreciate that 
their work schedules are not always fixed, they send messages to each 
other asking if the other is free for lunch. However, they do not use their 
phones, or even WhatsApp or Facebook, to communicate this. Such com-
munication takes place through an organisation- wide instant messen-
ger, through which one can send personal messages to another employee 
to ask for something without calling him or her over the phone. Ranga 
and Chandra use this facility to communicate with each other, as this 
does not give their respective bosses the impression that they are talking 
about personal matters during office hours (Chandra’s boss is particu-
larly concerned with this). It is an easy and discreet method of commu-
nication, which the couple can use without attracting attention. They do 
this not only to schedule lunch, but also to fix the right time to stop work 
for the day, or sometimes even to discuss certain domestic issues.
Aarthi and Akilan
Akilan (aged 31) and Aarthi (30) are a young couple who live in 
Panchagrami with their five- year- old child. They had an inter- caste 
marriage, much against their parents’ wishes, around eight years ago, 
since when they have had an estranged relationship with their parents. 
Time may be said to be a great healer, but it did not seem so in this case. 
They live as a nuclear family, with only Aarthi’s mother38 and sister vis-
iting her when time permits. Though both work for IT companies they 
are not on Facebook, believing that other relatives too are unfavour-
ably disposed to their marriage. Since membership on Facebook might 
connect them with these relatives and prompt embarrassing questions, 
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they avoid the site. However, they are members of technical (computer- 
and work- related) social networking sites, such as LinkedIn and other 
forums and groups. They both own Samsung smartphones and have 
a post- paid connection (Vodafone) with a CUG (Closed User Group –  
having only the two of them as a group).
At work the couple tend to communicate with one another over 
text messages before calling each other. A typical communication that 
took place on 22 November 2013, a Friday, went something like this:
Aarthi: Sappitacha? (meaning ‘Finished lunch?’) 
Akilan: hmm n U? (meaning: ‘Yes and have you finished yours?’) 
Aarthi: nt yt cll pannalama (meaning: ‘Not yet, can I call you now?’) 
Akilan: Innum 10 mns pannatumma (meaning: ‘Can I call you in another 
10 mins?’) 
Aarthi: K (meaning: ‘OK’) 
Akilan: anythng urg (meaning: ‘Anything urgent?’) 
Aarthi: Illa thayir konjam pulikuthu (meaning: ‘No, the curd seemed a 
bit sour’) – curd rice is a common lunchtime food in India) 
Akilan: hmm theriyum kandukalla avasarama sapttaen (meaning: ‘Yes 
I know, I had to eat in a hurry so didn’t worry’) 
Akilan:  Seri 10mns la call pannuraen (meaning:  ‘OK, I’ll call you in 
10 mins’) 
Aarthi: K 
As both work for IT companies, they appreciate that they cannot just 
call, as one of them might be busy, so each will message the other before 
calling. Their messaging has now migrated to WhatsApp.
Deepa and Vasu
The case of Vasu (aged 37) and Deepa (35), who also had an inter- caste 
marriage, is similar. Vasu, whom we met in Chapter 2, owns a business 
and Deepa is a homemaker. As with Akilan and Aarthi, both of their 
families opposed the marriage. However, the couple has now been mar-
ried for 10 years and has two children who attend primary school. Both 
Vasu and Deepa are on Facebook as well as on WhatsApp. Both have 
Samsung smartphones, while Vasu also uses an iPhone (purchased 
while on a business trip to Dubai).
When it comes to everyday communication, however, both prefer 
to call each other or send quick messages on WhatsApp rather than to 
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use Facebook. Deepa calls Vasu only between 1 pm and 1:30 pm, when 
he is normally at lunch (he is particular about the time when he eats, 
as he is in the early stages of a stomach ulcer). So she knows that she 
can reach Vasu by phone between 1 pm and 1:30 pm; otherwise Deepa 
texts him and normally waits for him to call her. Their conversations 
usually centre on daily chores. A conversation that took place through 
WhatsApp messages between Deepa and Vasu ran as follows:
Deepa:  Varumbodhu Milk vanganum (meaning:  ‘Please can you get 
some milk on your way home?’) 
Vasu: Seri (meaning: ‘OK’) 
Another example of their brief WhatsApp conversations is as follows: 
Deepa:  Madhiyam sonnatha marakathinga (meaning:  ‘Don’t forget 
what I told you this afternoon’) 
Vasu: Marakala (meaning: ‘haven’t forgotten’) 
Sri Lakshmi and Karuppiah
Sri Lakshmi is a graduate and works for a call centre. Her husband 
Karuppiah, aged 25, is a driver with a taxi company that runs special 
services for local IT companies. He dropped out of school but still com-
municates well in English – a skill he made sure to learn, so that he 
could communicate with his customers (foreigners and Indians alike). 
Karuppiah and Sri Lakshmi each own a Samsung smartphone and are 
avid users of WhatsApp. Karuppiah has a hobby of taking pictures of him-
self at various locations that he visits during the day; he then sends the 
images to Sri Lakshmi and a few other friends. He maintains separate 
channels (a private one just with Lakshmi and a group chat for his friends) 
to communicate with each of them on WhatsApp. Karuppiah’s WhatsApp 
picture listing shows him standing before IT companies, five-star hotels, 
university buildings etc. For her part Sri Lakshmi only comments on these 
pictures during her work time from her workplace through voice messages 
if she is free or through smiley faces or ‘thumbs- up’ symbols if she is busy.
If Sri Lakshmi wants Karuppiah to undertake a chore, she normally 
calls him. If he does not pick up, she understands that he may be busy 
driving and leaves him a voice message on WhatsApp, either asking him 
to call back or to do a particular task. In their case sending text messages 
does not happen: they use either voice messages or visual symbols.
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Indra and Arvind
Indra, aged 43, is a homemaker and the mother of two children. 
Her husband Arvind, aged 45 years, is an entrepreneur who runs a 
huge showroom for cycles. Although Indra takes care of most of the 
domestic chores, Arvind chips in at times, specifically when on his 
way home from work. If he comes across hawkers selling fresh fruits 
or vegetables next to his workplace, he takes a picture of it and sends 
it to Indra on WhatsApp, asking for her approval before making a 
purchase.
The same thing occurs when Indra asks her husband to shop for 
a particular spice during her busy cooking periods at weekends. Here 
again, if Arvind forgets or gets confused over the ingredient, he snaps 
a picture of the spice and sends it to Indra over WhatsApp for approval 
before he buys it. Indra does the same when buying presents for their 
mutual friends (for their birthdays and anniversaries, for example), to 
see if Arvind likes the idea and agrees about the cost. However, com-
munication other than sending pictures for approval happens over the 
phone and by voice, rather than through any other media.
Vasudha and Mahesh
Vasudha, aged 58, is currently in the US39 to help her daughter around 
the birth of her second child. Her husband Mahesh, aged 62, had to 
remain in India because of his professorial job in a management insti-
tute. The couple communicate over the phone every day and via Skype 
once every two or three days. If the phone rang at 7 am or at 9 pm Indian 
time, Mahesh knew that it was Vasudha calling.
Vasudha used a VOIP- based phone in the US to call India. Similarly, 
as she did not have a smartphone in the US, she used her iPad to send 
emails to Mahesh letting him know a good time to Skype. Initially they 
did not have a firm schedule for Skype, as they had done with phone 
calls. As time went on, however, schedules for this also fell into place, 
and Vasudha’s iPad proved very useful in helping her Skype with 
Mahesh. Calls were made mostly on Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays, 
when Mahesh was also relatively free from his teaching work. Other 
than a few private conversations, most of their conversations revolved 
around how to cook a particular dish. Vasudha always made a point of 
checking with Mahesh that he was eating well, and discovering what 
dishes he had cooked.
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Radhika and Santhanam
Radhika, aged 33, and Santhanam, aged 36, are a couple as well as 
equal business partners in an entrepreneurial venture. They run a fash-
ion garment showroom as well as a hair salon. Their model of manage-
ment is not differentiated, i.e. both look after both businesses. While 
Santhanam is concerned with finance, logistics and operations, Radhika 
is more involved with marketing, sales and HR. Such segregation of 
work is not strict, however, and both end up taking care of everything.
The couple has a dedicated Facebook page, but use it more to com-
municate with their friends than with each other. Most of their commu-
nication took place via voice messages as well as normal text messages; 
Radhika claimed that it was rather a mess, as personal texts got mixed 
with work- related ones. However, they now have a work group set up 
with WhatsApp. Personal texts are sent to each other over WhatsApp, 
while professional texts are sent using a group name, which goes with 
their company name, thus avoiding confusion.
As witnessed in the case studies, communication between cou-
ples tends to show a pattern of intimacy, care and concern  – even 
in conversations that might appear mundane to the outside world. 
Another subtle pattern that emerges is the negotiations with channels 
of communication, where they are chosen based on what suits and is 
convenient for both the parties concerned. While the intergenerational 
communications reveal a pattern of control, in the case of couples 
there seems to be a kind of agreed- upon rationale that precedes the 
choice of media. The choice of platforms to be used is also determined 
by understanding each partner’s time and space rather than just that of 
whoever was initiating the conversation, as shown in the above cases.
Another subtle pattern emerges in which such cognisance during 
communication is displayed more by women than men. Although, as 
specified earlier, platforms offering intimate and secured channels are 
generally preferred over others, this does not preclude users from demon-
strating their intimacy to a larger network of people or the public, as shown 
in the following cases with regard to one particular platform – Facebook.
Facebook as a performative platform for couples
Facebook acts as a performative platform that allows couples to demon-
strate their intimacy to the wider network, just as in filial relationships. 
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The following cases show that even where couples live together, the per-
formance of their love and adoration for each other was displayed on 
Facebook. Here, however, it was meant to be a performance that the world 
could see, rather than being a private communication between them.
Similar to the normative discourses of an ideal family, discourses 
pertaining to an ideal couple, or an ideal marriage, are taken seriously. 
With Facebook, such ideal aspects are revealed for the world to see, 
rather than being subsumed at a family level alone.40 As in the case of 
filial relationships, Facebook becomes the platform where such ‘global’ 
demonstrations have an impact. The following three case studies give 
examples of these performances.
Saranya and Srijith
Saranya, aged 24, and Sreejith, 25, fell in love when they worked together 
in a financial firm. With their respective parents’ approval, they mar-
ried within a year of meeting one another. Saranya, who was active on 
Facebook, uploaded pictures of herself with Srijith from the start of their 
courtship. Immediately after her wedding, her profile on Facebook was 
filled with pictures of the event. After a couple of months, it changed to 
pictures of the couple going out together. Until this point Srijith had never 
commented on Saranya’s profile, nor was he very active on Facebook. Yet 
a couple of months after their marriage he started posting messages on 
Facebook on how much he misses his wife while at work – in reality his 
workplace was located just one floor below Saranya’s work place. Both 
also posted messages on Facebook saying how much they had enjoyed 
their dinner at a restaurant the previous day as well as their drive back 
home in the car.
Chaya and Varun
Similar to Saranya and Srijith’s situation is the case of Chaya and Varun 
(both also in their mid- twenties). In addition to pictures of the holidays 
they had taken together, notes on how they had enjoyed a particular 
place together or even eaten an ice cream together would go on their 
Facebook profiles. Both said they intended such posts to be memories, 
but these were always followed with a conversation between the couple 
on Facebook, rather than it being viewed as a space for other people to 
comment on.
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Sandhya and Gopal
Sandhya, aged 23, noted that her husband Gopal, aged 26, had always 
been a romantic and wished to express his love to her publicly. Sandhya 
admitted that she had previously been embarrassed, but had got used to 
it in the process of living with Gopal. Sandhya, an HR executive, travels 
around the country to recruit human resources for the IT company she 
works for. Gopal, a software programmer by profession, does not travel 
much, and remains at home when Sandhya travels. Each time she went 
on a trip Gopal made a point of putting a romantic song from YouTube, 
either Tamil (Kollywood)41 or Hindi (Bollywood),42 to indicate he was 
missing his wife. These posts embarrassed Sandhya, but she viewed the 
fact that her husband loved her so much positively and had become rec-
onciled to them.
Earlier in this chapter we saw day- to- day intimate conversations 
between couples. In this section we have seen how an enhanced selec-
tion of these conversations is showcased to a larger network. At first 
glance these may appear as a demonstration of intimacy to the outside 
world, but, as Chaya notes, such posts are also memories of their time 
together. So these posts could be seen not just as a communication to 
the outside world, but also as a communication between each other and 
a strategic accumulation of memories, to refer back to in the future.43 
Though such posts could be initiated by just one of the parties involved, 
they very soon get the partner’s approval and participation, even if he 
or she is initially embarrassed. This does not necessarily mean that all 
couples that posted in this way went through the same cycle, however. 
There were cases in which one of the partners restricted such posts, 
keeping the couple’s intimate moments either to themselves or to a 
select, strong-tie network.
Communication between siblings
Communication between siblings belonged to a different genre from 
communication between couples or intergenerational communication. 
In Panchagrami communication between siblings living with each other 
was primarily face to face or over the phone. It migrated to Facebook 
and WhatsApp when one of them married and moved away, especially 
if one or both of the siblings was female. Siblings supporting each other 
or each other’s children on Facebook were a common sight, especially 
if one of them was a woman. In other words, the use of Facebook and 
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WhatsApp as communicative platforms between siblings happened 
more often in cases of sisters or a sister– brother relationship than it did 
between brothers.
A clear trend emerged showing that if the age gap between brothers 
was four years or more, they had separate sets of friends; although both 
of them might be on Facebook they never friended each other, though 
they privately communicated over WhatsApp. This was especially clear 
in the cases of young, unmarried brothers. The situation changed in the 
cases of brothers who were married with children, however; if they were 
still on Facebook, the men friended each other. This was especially the 
case with those from the lower middle classes. However, with upper 
middle classes the entire family (including the brothers’ wives) would 
also be friends with each other on Facebook. Usually no WhatsApp 
group was established by brothers from a lower middle- class family, as 
their wives were not on it. In an upper middle- class family, however, a 
family WhatsApp group between the brothers’ families was a common 
occurrence; more often than not it was established by the wife of one of 
the brothers, with support from her in- laws.
However, when it comes to brother– sister relationships, things 
were very different. Although these men generally perceived Facebook 
as a potentially dangerous tool for female family members, they dif-
fered in their stance when it came to women outside their immediate 
or extended families. The visibility that the women from their fami-
lies might have on social media was generally not accepted as a good 
example of womanhood; it is not considered a normative ideal for a 
good Tamil, or even an Indian woman.44 The discourses on ideal wom-
anhood in the context of Indian culture, and the ways in which men 
always strive to ensure this for female family members are not rare. 
Such sentiments often reflect the influence of traditional social norms 
and the principles of certain caste- based political parties to which 
these men belong.
The situation became very different when sisters married and 
moved away, however, as in Ravi’s case (as discussed in Chapter  2), 
where his sister initiates calls with her family every week even after 
marriage. Another example is the case of Ranjith and Sreelatha; after 
Sreelatha married and settled in Bahrain, she started to use Facebook 
and became her brother’s friend. She pestered Ranjith to upload pictures 
of her parents on Facebook and to keep changing these every week, so 
she could see how her parents looked now.
Ranjith always has to be there for Sreelatha to Skype with their 
parents, as they are not comfortable using the desktop computer 
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or Skype on it. Skype calls thus take place just once a month, and in 
between Sreelatha calls her parents rather than seeing them online. As 
a consequence Sreelatha contacts Ranjith and asks him for pictures of 
her parents and relatives.
Before Sreelatha was married, Ranjith accepts that he controlled 
his sister; he was in fact so strict that he would not allow her to access 
Facebook. He now agrees such behaviour was foolish on his part, observ-
ing sadly that only when she moved to Bahrain did he appreciate her 
value and his love for her. Ranjith also agreed that it was Sreelatha who 
had friended their long- lost cousins on Facebook and re- built relation-
ships once lost. He admitted that he never once tried reaching out to his 
extended family, while Sreelatha did so immediately after signing onto 
Facebook. Ranjith also noted that it was Sreelatha who became Facebook 
friends with the girl with whom he fell in love. When he had issues with 
his parents over the relationship, it was his chats with Sreelatha over 
Facebook that soothed him. Ranjith was shortly to marry this girl, all 
thanks to Sreelatha who had convinced his parents. He regretted his 
foolishness in believing his sister to be immature, and now declared 
that she was in fact more mature than he, despite being over three years 
younger. Strangely the brother and sister did not communicate over 
WhatsApp, though both owned smartphones. When this question arose 
in an interview with Ranjith, he smiled knowingly and said that they 
would be doing it soon.
Communication between sisters was in a different realm alto-
gether. They did not mind being friends on Facebook, even if there was 
an age gap, and generally commented on or liked each other’s posts and 
profiles. While particularly personal discussions took place through 
voice- based calls or texts, or even through WhatsApp, use of Facebook 
Messenger was also evident in several cases.
In lower socio- economic classes, many young, unmarried women 
were not allowed access to communication technologies. However, 
when employed or married (and if educated), they do become significant 
social networkers, in order to keep communication flowing between 
family members. This does not necessarily mean that they would use 
social networking tools/ sites, as use of these also depends on who in the 
women’s social circles used them. However, networking through text 
messages and voice messages certainly occurs.
After having explored patterns of communication within a close 
family circle, we will now move on to explore communication between 
extended family members at Panchagrami.
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Communication with extended family
Communication with extended family members depended on their 
offline relationships, as the offline nature of ties45 (stronger or weaker) 
influenced the frequency of communication. However, there were several 
cases where long lost relatives were found on Facebook. In Panchagrami 
this had even to a certain extent become a hobby for a few upper middle- 
class elderly people. This was a mixed group that could not be catego-
rised as consisting mainly of men or of women. It seemed as if people of 
both genders were equally enthusiastic about such projects. They would 
become members of Facebook and invariably start looking for relatives 
on the site. Several elderly people were proud of their achievements in 
finding their second cousin’s daughter on Facebook, or even distant rela-
tives from their native village, whom they had last seen decades ago. As 
Mr Rajaram, a 69- year- old Facebook enthusiast, observed: ‘it was like 
finding someone who got lost in a temple fair.’ Geni46 was another site 
to which these elderly people thronged, as it helped (automatically) to 
construct family trees for them.
Several retirees had started writing their family history by going 
back to the villages they hailed from, and most of them were on Facebook 
to find points of contact. However, when a point of contact (such as a 
long- lost relative) was found, the one-to-one relationship transferred to 
phone conversations, or even WhatsApp, for serious conversations, leav-
ing the hunt for other relatives to continue in the Facebook jungle or 
carnival (depending on how you view the site). Since WhatsApp has now 
also taken over text messaging, communication between these extended 
family members took place on WhatsApp too – sometimes in the form of 
family group communication and sometimes individually. Once again 
this depended on the nature of relationship that one maintained offline.
Communication between cousins, specifically married cousins 
who lived some distance apart, normally took place over Facebook, as 
this was seen as the medium through which one could catch up with 
an extended family. Skype calls and phone calls also take place; how-
ever, these depend on how much of an offline contact relatives had with 
one another while growing up. Several instances of cousins liking and 
commenting on each other’s Facebook profiles and albums occurred, 
and these may substantially increase once they have children. Support 
for each other’s children is extended through likes and comments each 
time a picture of a cousin’s child is uploaded on Facebook. There were 
cases where groups of cousins organised an event (rather like a festival 
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at their native village), but this only took place either if the cousins had 
known each other while growing up or at least if their parents had been 
close to each other.
Life events such as births, weddings and deaths appeared more 
visible on Facebook than other day- to- day communication between 
extended family members. Their visibility was a result of the high 
response rates (in the forms of likes and comments) that such events 
elicited from extended family circles on Facebook. Though a child’s 
birth would generally be announced on Facebook, uploading pictures of 
a newborn baby is postponed until the child is at least a fortnight old or 
the religious rites associated with birth of a child are completed, for fear 
of attracting the evil eye – as discussed earlier in this chapter in relation 
to Mrs Geetha Thiagarajan. Such practices were followed rigidly in fam-
ilies where the elderly had a stronger say in such matters, for instance in 
the case of Mrs Geetha Thiagarajan discussed above.
There were in fact also cases where pictures of new babies were 
uploaded within a day, but this depended on how the elderly in the fam-
ily perceived social media. If the extended family group had strong ties 
and were members of a common WhatsApp group, such pictures were 
usually exchanged over WhatsApp rather than on Facebook; somehow 
the latter, in comparison to WhatsApp, was seen as a mass media unsuit-
able for certain communication. Even when such pictures were shared 
over WhatsApp, none of the relatives in the group uploaded those pic-
tures on Facebook. Instead they waited for the baby’s parents or some-
one in the immediate family to upload these onto the site. There seemed 
to be an accepted ethos within such family circles with regard to certain 
forms of communication (in this case visual) transitioning from one 
platform to another. This does not necessarily mean that news of the 
new baby’s arrival is kept within family circles, but rather that, even if 
such communication moves out of these networks, they are only in tex-
tual or oral form. What emerged was evidence of strategising not only 
the platforms to communicate such messages, but also which parts of 
communication should appear on different platforms.
Invitations to children’s birthday parties were also sent over 
Facebook. Though this was generally acceptable, in other cases – such 
as that of Mr Raghavan, discussed earlier in this  chapter – invitations 
over social media were construed as being impolite; only personal 
phone calls were acceptable. Only a few birthday pictures were sent 
over WhatsApp, with most being uploaded on Facebook for all of their 
networks to see, although the intention is to target the extended fam-
ily members. Response rates in the form of comments were evident in 
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the first few pictures (generally the first 12 to 15 or so) compared to 
others in the album. The only exceptions were portfolio pictures of the 
child and the parents, or those in which the child cuts the cake. These 
were an expected social norm that extended family members had to 
satisfy in close- knit families. Once again, there was a certain level of 
performance by the extended family to highlight the closeness that 
they maintained with a specific group to more distant relatives in their 
social circles.47
Weddings were another important life event made apparent by 
changes in a couple’s profiles. The first change would occur in their rela-
tionship status and the next would be in their photo albums, where visu-
als of the engagement ceremony would be uploaded, eliciting several 
positive responses. Pictures of the wedding ceremony itself would be 
uploaded in two cycles, the first cycle consisting of a handful of pictures 
uploaded immediately after the wedding and specifically meant for 
those extended family members who live abroad and might have missed 
the event. The next cycle, with a full album, would be uploaded almost 
a month after the wedding.
It is almost an expected norm that people within India would 
attend the wedding. A few pictures from the wedding ceremony would 
be uploaded by those attending the ceremony, for example cousins, 
aunts or uncles of the bride or bridegroom, in order to give their non- 
attending relatives a sense of being present at the event through live 
updates. Such images might be sent over Facebook or WhatsApp. As 
noted above, either the bride or the bridegroom would upload the entire 
album of professional wedding pictures taken by the photographer onto 
their Facebook profiles around a month after the event. This time period 
was generally accepted within the extended family circles, although 
pictures and gossip from the ceremony would circulate on WhatsApp 
during this period of time. In a couple of cases, both from upper middle- 
class families, an engagement ceremony was streamed live on Skype and 
other professional streaming channels48 for members of the extended 
family unable to attend the ceremony. However, all of this depended on 
the closeness that the extended family members on either side shared 
with the couples’ families.
What was more apparent was the communication of the deaths 
of elderly relatives on the profiles of middle- aged informants. Posts 
on deaths attracted a lot more responses than those of other genres. 
This might in part be because several visuals of other ceremonies were 
uploaded onto Facebook, whereas news of a death was generally accom-
panied by just one or two pictures, and so responses had to be centred 
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on these posts alone. A  couple of distinct patterns were observed on 
such posts. Either the extended family would all group together on the 
Facebook comment section of the user who posted the news (normally 
one of the children) and express condolences; or, if the deceased was well 
known in their family circles, several members of the extended family 
would repeat such memorialising posts on their profiles, thus symboli-
cally expressing their mourning. Condolences are also expressed on the 
family WhatsApp group.
While there might just be a general update on the time of crema-
tion on Facebook, a more periodic update on such activities appears on 
the WhatsApp family groups. Selfies with the dead body were gener-
ally not encouraged and in a few cases middle- class families had even 
stopped people from taking pictures of the death ceremony, since they 
felt it was inappropriate to elicit likes on Facebook for such posts.
The use of social networking tools within family circles (those 
related by blood or marriage) were discussed above. However, as we saw 
in the case of Govindan, kinship relationships at Panchagrami extend to 
friendship circles in the form of fictive kin. As exploring the use of social 
networking tools within kinship circles is the primary focus of this chap-
ter, the next section deals with those friendship relationships that may 
be classified as ‘fictive kin’.
Facebook and fictive kinship
While communication between friends at Panchagrami is a significant 
relationship that needs consideration, this section concentrates on a 
form of intimate friendship that becomes a relationship of fictive kin. It is 
important to recognise that not all kinship relationships are as intimate 
as certain friendships, and nor does fictive kinship necessarily translate 
to an intimate relationship.49 Some common terms that signify such fic-
tive kinship are used in everyday parlance even between strangers, for 
example ‘Anna’ (older brother), ‘Akka’ (older sister), ‘Amma’ (mother) and 
so on. Just because one person addresses the other in such terms, it does 
not necessarily mean any kind of close relationship, or even friendship 
of any sort. While tradition in Tamil Nadu is to refer to even strangers in 
these kin terms, the use of non- kin terms such as ‘Sir’ and ‘Madam/ Mam’ 
also occurs. The case of Govindan, discussed at the start of this chapter, 
is a typical example of this kind of fictive kin vs. non- kin segregation. 
However, this section is concerned only with those intimate friendships50 
in which fictive kinship terms are used to address each other.
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Understanding the relationships that develop in a certain area dom-
inated by a certain caste is essential in understanding how kin become 
friends who once again become kin through fictive kinship associations. 
Take the case of the particular 120- year- old village mentioned earlier in 
the chapter, one that is a part of Panchagrami and dominated by a caste 
that has been particularly unfortunately discriminated against histori-
cally. Several youngsters in this particular village are vaguely aware that 
almost the entire village (specifically its long- term residents) was related 
at some point in the past. However, more confusion arose with the recent 
conversion to Christianity (though their religions have changed, their 
caste groups remain the same) and also with a polygyny practised by the 
older generation. As a result, few know what relationship they share with 
a neighbour. Apart from a few youngsters, not many can trace relation-
ships. Other youngsters of their particular age group would normally 
be seen as friends. However, there is a particular system through which 
everyone addresses each other with a kin term, thus relating to the other 
as a friend and not as a relative. So the village inhabitants would address 
each other as brother (‘older brother’) or ‘uncle’ or ‘brother- in- law’, or 
even as ‘co- brother’. The same more or less applies to female friends too. 
In cases such as this, a parabolic curve of kinship– friendship– fictive 
kinship exists. Actual forgotten kinship relationships are seen as friend-
ships (in order to mediate confusion) and expressed in terms of fictive 
kinships. The reason this is discussed is because these are the kin terms 
with which these people address one another on Facebook, and it has to 
be understood in order to appreciate them as a social group. A few more 
examples of fictive kinship as expressed at Panchagrami help to present 
this kind of relationship more clearly.
Sridhar, aged 26, has been actively involved in the politics of a 
local caste- based party. Since he helps local young people, he has always 
been referred to as ‘Annan’ (‘older brother’). Following a command by 
his local party leader to develop a more aggressive activism and mem-
bership drive,51 Sridhar adopted a mechanism to attract secondary- 
school boys of his caste from the village into his party through social 
media. When they meet Sridhar offline these secondary- school students 
address him as ‘Annan’; even when they address him on Facebook, he is 
always referred to as ‘Annan’.
Prakash, a 21- year- old college student who lives in Panchagrami, 
is pretty well known among his neighbourhood peer group of men. His 
fame comes from his ability to have friended around 30 women (actu-
ally strangers) from other Indian states on Facebook. He used to be 
referred to by his peer group as ‘machi’ (brother- in-law), but once they 
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saw his mastery in friending strangers (particularly women) as friends 
on Facebook, and his willingness to help his group in doing the same, 
peers began to refer to him jovially as ‘mama’ (which normally means 
uncle, but is also a slang Tamil term meaning a pimp). Though the peer 
groups only chat with each other on WhatsApp, the pictures they upload 
on Facebook always refer (or are tagged) to Prakash as ‘mama’. Although 
he is in a way a distant uncle to some of his Facebook friends, this is gen-
erally forgotten, as the reasons why and how he is actually their uncle 
are not known. The friendship here extends to fictive kinship, and the 
group members relate to each other through these terms. As noted some 
of them are actually related, and may on occasion refer to each other as 
pangali (‘co- brother’). However, mama seems a far more common term 
of address for Prakash on social media, as well as in face- to- face conver-
sations offline.
This specific idea of fictive kinship transcends class and caste in 
Tamil Nadu. However, at Panchagrami, this was much more evident in 
lower socio- economic classes than it was in the middle class or upper 
middle class, at least on Facebook. But this is not to say that such fictive 
kinship is not expressed on Facebook by the middle classes. The differ-
ence is the frequency. Birthday/ anniversary messages expressing such 
fictive kinship relationships appear on the timelines of a few middle- 
class informants. For instance Sunithra, aged 23, writes birthday mes-
sages on her Facebook friends’ profiles, in which she expresses a fictive 
kinship relationship.
To my sweetest brother, we grew up together and celebrated each 
other. Here you go with one more. Happy Birthday!
Though this message from Sunithra appears to be addressed to her 
actual brother, it is in reality addressed to her close friend, who grew 
up in the same neighbourhood with her. Another example is the case 
of Bhaarathi, whose response to a comment to her picture on Facebook 
from her mother’s friend was as follows:
Mother’s friend: ‘Nice dress Bhaarathi kutty,52 look so beautiful’
Bhaarathi’s response:  ‘Thanks Aunty. Got this at Express Avenue last 
week. Amma’s53 gift’
Messages such as these do appear from time to time on several residents’ 
Facebook timelines. Several of them are event- based (especially birth-
days or anniversaries).
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Posts expressing such fictive kinship relationships appear on the 
Facebook profiles of lower socio- economic class informants on a daily basis. 
They are not necessarily event- based, but rather an everyday occurrence. 
In lower socio- economic classes it is more usually men who post such mes-
sages, but in the middle classes it is much more in evidence among women.
A reverse system of fictive kinship also occurs in the middle classes, 
but is nearly absent in lower socio- economic classes. In this case an actual 
relative might sometimes be referred to as a friend. It happens particu-
larly in cases of kinship relationships arising from marriage, producing 
relationship such as sister- in- law, co- sister, brother- in- law and so on. The 
messages are often event- based; when women write birthday messages, 
for example, they frequently express such relationships as friendships. 
For example Saraswathi, a 42- year- old homemaker, received an anniver-
sary message from her sister- in- law that went something like this:
‘To my Anna and my dearest friend Saras, may God bless you on this 
wonderful day. Wishing you many more such beautiful days.’
Messages such as this appear on the timelines of many middle- class 
informants. However, messages that express both kinship relation-
ships and friendships overtly are also evident on Facebook timelines. 
For example Abhinaya, a 25- year- old IT employee, posted the following 
message on Facebook to celebrate her aunt’s birthday:
‘Happy Birthday to my dearest Chithi,54 my all time bestest friend’
In a Tamil society notions of hierarchy govern intergenerational rela-
tionships such as those between aunt and niece, or even relationships 
in the same generation, for instance between sisters- in- law. However, 
the idea of being friends, as expressed in the above two examples, show-
cases to the outside world that their relationship is one of equals, based 
upon a free flow of thoughts rather than ones dictated by hierarchy.
This is not to imply that men do not post such messages. Their 
messages are similar to those that Abhinaya posts, expressing both the 
actual relationship and the idealistic relationship that they share with 
the person. For example on his birthday Sarvesh, a 32- year- old IT pro-
fessional, had messages such as these on his timeline:
‘To my kutty thambi55 . . . my life advisor, my friend, Happy B’day da!’
‘My fav cousin, my 4 am friend, philosopher, guide, wishing u a 
sooper b’day!’
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Sometimes messages such as these clearly state the relationship that 
this person has with others in his friendship circle on Facebook. But 
look again at the first birthday message to Sarvesh: though it gives the 
impression that it was a message expressing kinship and friendship at 
the same time, it was in reality a message from a sister- like friend of 
Sarvesh’s. It was not a message from a real relative. The second message, 
by contrast, is a message from an actual cousin. Unfortunately Sarvesh 
just knows that they are somehow related; he cannot map out how they 
are related as cousins, so uses ‘cousin’ as a generic term of reference.
While the frequency of such expressions differs by gender and class, 
this constant reshuffling of friendship to fictive kinship and kinship to 
friendship happens often. One reason for it might be the constantly nudg-
ing normative idea that comes from Tamil cinema, and the distribution of 
moralising memes saying how friendship is far more important to people 
than kinship.56 These idealistic discourses on friendships encourage peo-
ple to treat friendships as analogous to close kinship relationships, and 
vice versa. Significantly, however, in the lower socio- economic classes all 
friendships appear as fictive kinships, whereas middle- class posts have a 
tendency to express kinship as a friendship rather than as kinship.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter has explored the idea of relationships 
and intimacy through kinship relationships. Kinship, a significant 
aspect of anthropology, is also fundamental to the social structures of 
Panchagrami, influencing not just everyday offline relationships, but 
also relationships on social media.
This chapter started with an exploration of intergenerational rela-
tionships. Here principles of age and the hierarchy of kinship exerted 
power and influence, ensuring that the choice of communication chan-
nels for intergenerational communication within a family was made 
only within an array of media determined appropriate by the elderly. 
Such influence on the choice of media was multi- layered, and had to be 
understood in the cultural context where such firm media attributions 
existed.
It was evident that in intra- family communication (specifically that 
of parent and child) communication by voice more or less dominated 
other forms due to issues of concern and care. For example Lakshmi, 
the young mother whom we met in Chapter 2, was not able to talk to her 
children from her workplace, yet she still recorded voice messages and 
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sent these over WhatsApp to be played to her children. However, one 
cannot disregard influential variables such as literacy and other skills, 
as these also played a role in lower socio- economic class families choos-
ing to communicate by voice rather than other forms of communication. 
Stronger patterns, which support the theories of polymedia and media- 
multiplexity, existed in middle- class and upper middle- class families 
where the elderly could afford to choose multiple communicative media. 
However, even while other factors, such as physical distance, influence 
the choice of communicative media, when it came to intergenerational 
relationships all classes generally preferred voice communication to 
other forms of communication.
In the case of extended family relationships normative ideals, con-
formity to network expectations and visibility play significant roles in 
determining the levels of performance that a family might put up on 
social media platforms such as Facebook, so that the world (a wider net-
work of ready audience) can witness their closeness as a family. This was 
also becoming apparent on WhatsApp groups of extended family mem-
bers, where a few close- knit family members performed for the others.
When it came to everyday communication between married cou-
ples, secure private channels such as text messages and WhatsApp alter-
nated with voice- based communication. This could also be since the 
frequency of communication between married couples was much higher 
than intergenerational communication. A sense of mutual understand-
ing was evident in the partners’ choice of the best way to communicate, 
selecting from an appropriate array of media. This was also influenced 
by the general cognisance of the time and space occupied by the other 
partner, and awareness of what media were available to them.
While there were cases where visibility and the normative ide-
als of a married couple influenced performance in such relationships, 
their rationalisation of such performance as a strategic accumulation of 
memories for the future is worthy of note. Though such overt posts of 
communication between married couples do take place on Facebook, 
displayed for a wider network to see, they were strategic, seeking to 
portray only those contributing to the ideal. Meanwhile the supposedly 
mundane everyday communication took place privately on WhatsApp or 
through text messages.
The chapter has also explored relationships with siblings across 
the social classes. When this is correlated with the earlier discussion of 
gender and communicative media, it becomes clear that while for the 
middle classes (more so in the upper middle classes, where women are 
allowed to use social media), sibling bonding can happen even when 
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women are single, in the lower  socio- economic classes (and in the lower 
middle classes) this presents a challenge. Younger, unmarried women 
from these backgrounds are not allowed access to primary communica-
tive media, and thus are restricted from the use of social media. Sibling 
bonding over social media for this class thus only happens after the 
women are married or enter employment, when they are able to have 
their own phones. In sibling relationships that involved a sister, com-
munication seemed to occur with a higher frequency, irrespective of the 
social class.
Finally this chapter moved to view friendships from the point of 
view of fictive kinships, as kinship was the primary focus of this chap-
ter. A significant aspect of this was the ways in which fictive kinship 
and friendships alternated with each other across classes, and how they 
find themselves expressed on Facebook. While those from lower socio-  
economic classes viewed all friendships in their area as fictive kinships, 
the middle class alternated between actual kinship, fictive kinship and 
friendship – sometimes viewing and expressing actual kinship as friend-
ship and vice versa. It was apparent that at times, when the nature of 
relationships was more fluid, there was a tendency to move in a para-
bolic curve from kinship to friendship to fictive kinship.
Also apparent in these examples was a neat case of polyme-
dia, where communication within certain relationships transitioned 
between platforms. In Chapter  3 we saw visual communication con-
forming to network expectations. In this chapter we observed that even 
the apparent use of multiple platforms, and the nature of communica-
tion over platforms themselves, are centred on the expectations of the 
network that one maintains. Also significant were the perceived notions 
of Facebook as a mass media meant for external communication and 
WhatsApp as a more private platform. Another layer of division as public 
and private emerged even within WhatsApp, based on the social circles 
maintained on it. While certain WhatsApp groups are therefore treated 
as public, as on Facebook, others are treated as private. Also apparent 
from family communications is a clear strategic pattern of transaction, 
oriented towards different networks on WhatsApp conforming to their 
expectations.
Within the kinds of communication that occur between various 
kinship relationships across classes, there exists an inherent sense of 
belonging to a much larger social group. This may be the younger gen-
eration, negotiating their own media preferences in contrast to those 
of older family members or parents. Restrictions may be imposed by 
this group, who sincerely believe that their motivations are just to 
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protect and secure the best interests of their daughters by telephoning 
them; even brothers who do not allow their sisters access to  certain 
media would claim concern for their safety. Another aspect of com-
munication between groups is the complex, parabolic curve of kin-
ship, friendship and fictive kinship. By alluding to the concerns of 
maintaining an ideal family, in a way users actually conform to the 
ideals and expectations of the much larger social group in which they 
are embedded. The study of kinship, and communication of differ-
ent relationships on social media, is thus a reflection of a much larger 
society.
136
  
5
Bringing home to work: the role  
of social media in blurring  
work– non- work boundaries
It’s around 3 pm on a Tuesday. Abhijit, a 27- year- old computer code 
tester, is working in his cubicle, testing a code that needs to be submit-
ted later that evening for processing. He hails from Palghat (Kerala) 
but works for a large IT company that has its development centre in 
Panchagrami. He also lives in the area, having moved away from his 
family in Kerala for employment. Suddenly he is interrupted by a text 
message from his mother, asking him to visit them at Palghat this 
weekend to see his potential bride’s family. Abhijit, like several other 
young people of his age, is in the long, drawn- out process of having an 
arranged marriage.1 Looking at the message, he walks away from his 
cubicle into the hallway and calls his mother to ensure that he fully 
understands the purpose of the visit. He agrees to travel that weekend 
and returns to his cubicle. He then logs into the Indian railways website 
from his smartphone and books a ticket for travel that Friday evening. 
Abhijit then browses his WhatsApp image folder to see the pictures of 
his potential bride, which his sister had downloaded from her Facebook 
profile and forwarded to him that morning. He smiles to himself and 
goes back to working on the code that he was testing.
It’s around 5:30 pm on a Friday. Kavitha, a 37- year- old senior 
director of human resources for a financial data processing company in 
Panchagrami, leaves a crisp WhatsApp voice message in Tamil: ‘don’t 
cook dinner tonight . . . we are going out for dinner.’ In reply she gets a 
voice message (in Tamil) from a woman: ‘OK . . . will get the kids ready.’ 
A mother of three school-age children, Kavitha takes pride in shuffling 
effectively between work and home. She and her husband Rajesh (an 
entrepreneur) now have a stay-at-home cook- cum-childminder (a woman 
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aged around 50, of Kavitha’s family’s caste) to undertake domestic tasks, 
as both Kavitha and her husband work long hours. They decided shortly 
after the death of Rajesh’s mother that they needed someone at home to 
take care of their children and at the same time help them with cooking.
In order to bring this domestic help over to their way of doing 
things, Kavitha bought her a cheap Samsung smartphone. Although 
their communication started with phone calls, the women gradually 
moved on to communicating over WhatsApp. Kavitha very soon discov-
ered that her childminder was more comfortable with voice messages 
rather than texts on WhatsApp. So, normally on weekdays between 
5 and 5:30 pm, Kavitha ensures that she instructs her childminder on 
plans for dinner and checks on replenishment of provisions and grocer-
ies. This almost ritualistic process takes place over WhatsApp voice mes-
sages before Kavitha leaves work at around 7 pm.
These two examples are typical of the way in which people at 
Panchagrami communicate between work and home. While modern 
companies try to maintain a strict, formal boundary between the spaces 
of work and non- work, the demarcation illustrated in the cases of Abhijit 
and Kavitha tends to be continuously undermined by social media.
In Chapter 1 the field site ‘Panchagrami’ was introduced as a delib-
erate choice of a rather extreme example of the massive transforma-
tions of modern India – representing as it does the juxtaposition of an 
IT zone in the midst of rural villages. While this area looks like a case 
of dealing with contemporary modern India, it is still very recognisably 
traditional. As such the details of social media are immersed in issues 
of kinship, class and caste. Nevertheless, the rise of the IT sector brings 
certain issues into the foreground, one of which is clearly the relation-
ship between work and the other elements of people’s lives.
In contrast to agriculture, IT work is a largely formal and profes-
sional domain that is clearly designated as work. This obviously repre-
sents a challenge to the more informal and complex blend of other kinds 
of relationships that we have discussed so far. As a result this chapter is 
largely devoted to this question of what happens to social media when 
we see this massive presence of a formal, work- based structure right in 
the middle of our field site. Although there is an awareness of how work 
and non- work boundaries can shift both ways (you can take tasks out 
of the office to work on them from home, and you can bring non- work 
aspects of your life into work), this chapter specifically focuses on how 
non- work aspects are brought to work through social media. In other 
words, home is brought to work, ensuring the blurring of the rigid work– 
non- work boundaries in modern work settings.
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In order to show this effectively, we start this chapter by exploring 
the idea of work as defined by anthropology, before moving on to con-
sidering work in India from a historical context. We will then move on 
to the IT sector’s work culture and explore how social media fits into it, 
illustrated by several case studies from Panchagrami. These case stud-
ies will also show how personal communication technologies frequently 
undermine the strict boundaries of work and non- work.
Work – the anthropological view
The concept of ‘work’ has been explored by the social sciences in 
great detail, and anthropology is no exception.2 Though initially con-
cerned with less formal work such as agricultural labour, anthropol-
ogy has since then moved on to consider formal, modern industrial 
work settings.3 However, whereas other social sciences tend to treat 
work in dichotomous terms, such as work vs. non- work or formal vs. 
informal work, anthropology tends to view work as a continuum; 
though it appreciates the relative conceptualisation of work in binary 
terms of work and non- work, it recognises that in practice such dual-
istic framing of work may not hold ground. Anthropology begins by 
differentiating not work itself, but rather the spheres or domains of 
life in which work is performed, acknowledging that these spheres 
overlap and are very culture- specific.4 Anthropology, like sociology 
or psychology, views work not only in relation to economics; it gives 
equal importance to the social aspects of work and the relationships 
between them5 as well.
Anthropology also differs from other social sciences in its approach 
to the study of work. While social sciences such as psychology, sociology 
and economics tend to approach the concept of work from the stand-
point of an individual, a group and an organisation respectively, anthro-
pology strives to understand work in a holistic fashion.6 The works of 
several anthropologists on formalised industrial work settings stand as 
evidence for this approach.7
While alongside other social sciences anthropology acknowl-
edges that work may be regarded as a dichotomous variable (work vs. 
non- work), this must still be seen within the wider social contexts and 
with variable understandings of space and time.8 What is important 
to recognise is the fact that anthropologists have historically worked 
in areas where such dichotomous practices of work do not exist; now 
they acknowledge the context of formalised modern industrial settings, 
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which tend to emphasise and use the widespread dichotomous model 
of work vs. non- work, or work vs. home,9 to define the rigid separation 
between work and domestic realms. Anthropological studies do recog-
nise that innovations10 such as digital personal communication technol-
ogies have blurred this dichotomy and undermined a rigid separation of 
professional and domestic spheres.
Modern workplaces in India – specifically the IT companies, 
which work as knowledge outsourcing development centres – are mod-
elled on a Western understanding of workspace; they strive hard to 
enforce such dichotomies, which are actually distant from more tra-
ditional forms of work in India. For example, in the case of the vast 
textile manufacturing industry, which had been organised largely by 
caste, activities such as spinning, weaving and dyeing did not neces-
sarily mean being away from family or home; historically such dichot-
omies had never existed.11 However, with large- scale industrialisation, 
and the subsequent establishment of formal factories and office spaces, 
dichotomies such as these are now becoming apparent.12 This chap-
ter deals with how people mediate and negotiate the dichotomies that 
exist in modern work environments using digital personal communi-
cation devices, and how in doing so they pose constant challenges to 
such boundaries.
Before focusing on the manner in which social media disrupts 
the boundaries of formal work, however, we need to acknowledge the 
labour system in India more generally. This will help us to appreciate the 
fact that mediating such structures is nothing new; people have done 
this historically for centuries. This will also help us to understand how 
formal labour systems in Panchagrami have apparent contradictions 
with respect to work- centric policies.
Work, caste and kinship – a historical view from India
Anthropology recognises that people work in a variety of spheres. Formal 
work is just one such sphere, existing alongside others such as domestic 
labour, education at school etc. This idea is also central to feminist lit-
erature,13 which has always argued that the work of a homemaker (tradi-
tionally a woman) is as important as that of a breadwinner (traditionally 
a man). The yardstick of direct economic benefit being applied to what 
is productive and non- productive work, or what defines work itself, is 
reversed in such literatures. This also leads to an assertion that work 
related to one space or another assumes importance by the nature of 
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work (in non- economic terms), rather than by the space in which such 
work is carried out.
The idea of control in making one space more formal than another 
seems to have been in place long before industrialisation; it can even be 
traced back to the time of royalty in India.14 However, such a concept 
was immensely strengthened across class and caste with the advent of 
industrialisation.15 Formality lay not only in the separation of space, but 
also in imposing sanctioned social conduct required of all those who 
occupied this space according to their role, itself dependent on several 
factors such as hierarchy, ownership, position etc. For example a head-
teacher vs. a teacher vs. a student, or a CEO vs. a manager vs. a security 
guard. This kind of formalisation is similar to the ways in which one’s 
position in kinship determines the proper behaviour of people in rela-
tion to each other, as discussed in Chapter 4.
Given that Panchagrami is situated in Tamil Nadu, the concept of 
work in both Tamil Nadu and in India more widely needs to be under-
stood. Continuity and change is a cliché that can be applied to India,16 
and can certainly be extended to encompass the concept of work in 
India. The earlier structure of work in India was based on the division 
of labour by caste hierarchies. In this system particular caste groups 
performed work believed to have been ordained to them in the Hindu 
Shastras. This was called the Varnashrama system, which refers back 
to the division of the population into four groups by religious authori-
ties. These were based on the work they performed, namely priests, 
warriors, traders and menials. Understood in terms of its legitimat-
ing cosmology, this Varnashrama system then underwent changes. 
It broke into a multitude of differentiated castes where one’s occupa-
tion, and thus social status, was ordained by birth to belong to a cer-
tain caste (ascription-based), in contrast to the vocation that one chose 
to perform in society.17
Caste has remained significant, and many specialist traditional 
occupations, from potters and goldsmiths to barbers and washer- men, 
were largely tied to the castes designated to do that work – a situation 
as true for Tamil Nadu as for the whole of India.18 Work was also viewed 
as a transactional service between different castes.19 The association 
of specialist traditional occupations with certain caste groups was also 
true for the wider spheres of manufacturing; the weavers of silk sarees 
in Kanchipuram district, for example (where the field site is also located) 
belong only to specific caste groups such as Mudaliars/ Chettiars.20 In 
Tiruppur, a major textile production hub in Tamil Nadu, the Vanniyars 
and Vellala Gounders castes21 are employed in this sector.22
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Historically, work in India was performed in an environment of 
family, kin or caste, which did not consider the spheres of work and 
home as being mutually exclusive or dichotomous in nature. This is very 
much evident even in contemporary Tamil Nadu.23 For example, in the 
organisation of textile production, fabric might first be given to a cer-
tain group of people for spinning within their own homes and later to 
another group of people for weaving within their own homes.24 Further 
the Hindu Undivided Family25-based law is also based on this model of 
a joint or extended family system, which extends to property and rights 
over work.
The industrial revolution and period of colonial rule in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries had an early impact on industrialising 
manufacturing sectors. Iron and steel plants and mines that were estab-
lished in the earlier part of the twentieth century also gradually started 
to set up India’s industrial infrastructure.26 In this process a separation 
of work and home arose.27 Anthropological studies28 of work in the Chota 
Nagpur area29 in the east of India conclude that though people migrated 
towards these industrial settings, leaving work based on the structures 
of family, kin or caste, they seemed to help members of their family, kin 
and caste to find work in the same factory and migrate into the area as 
well, and so re- established ties apparently left behind.30
Anthropological studies31 on Tiruppur garment factory workers 
or on factory workers from the Chota Nagpur area specifically note the 
social relations developed in spaces of formalised, wage- related labour. 
They specifically focus on how people bring their social relationships 
(for example caste in terms of garment factory workers in Tiruppur and 
relatives and kin from their native villages in Chota Nagpur) into work. 
A similar observation has been made in a study32 of Izhavas in Kerala. 
Here the migration of a caste member to the Middle East (specifically the 
UAE) helps other kin groups and caste members to move there as well, 
thus re- establishing kinship and family ties.
Therefore, though systems of rigid separation of work from home 
have arisen in modern industrial work settings, it is pretty evident that 
these have always been compromised in the Indian context by kinship 
and caste. However, one also needs to realise that earlier, caste- based 
networks were also based on collective origins from a specific geo-
graphic region, where people were of the same religion and the same 
caste. Though they might not have been related to one another, they 
mostly knew each other through descriptive fictive-kinship terms; in 
some ways all of this followed from the idiom of a kin- based society. 
This starts to change following rural urban migration, however, as 
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people recognise the way in which the same caste cuts across to other 
religions (Muslims, Christians and Hindus). Caste is fast becoming an 
aspect of cultural separation rather than hierarchical rank,33 even as 
it is overlaid by the idiom of class inequality in contemporary India.34 
Networks based largely on caste still do exist, but they are increasingly 
becoming just one part of a very complex and ambiguous framework of 
competing orders and categories within modern work settings. These 
may in turn expand to more specific groups such as trade unions.35
 Though systems of rigid separation of work from home arose in 
modern industrial work settings, as noted above, it is apparent that medi-
ating such dichotomous environments (home vs. work) was far more 
evident in unskilled, wage- related work36 existing outside and inside 
industries rather than in salaried management. It does exist in the man-
agement ranks as well, however, as certain perks come with hierarchy 
and status within a factory. Nevertheless, their position within the man-
agement ranks also adds greatly to being visible when they perform such 
mediating activities, and may result in their being accused of nepotism. 
However, for low- wage workers the idea of nepotism does not exist; fac-
tories face a high turnover of staff and so recruitment with the help of 
networks might be the most effective way to manage this turnover.
However, what also needs to be recognised is that historically in 
India not all work was related to one physical space. There was a put-
ting-out system,37 in which an industrial process is not contained within 
the confines of one single physical space but rather goes through several 
stages of processing. Each of these could take place in a different physi-
cal space, such as a worker’s home.
Though this entire process of mediating the work– non- work 
boundary inside a factory system may appear to be an effort from the 
labour force itself, in a way the factories themselves enable such media-
tions to happen. There exists what can be described as a system  paradox 
cycle in all of this. The factories (or, more accurately, the factory system 
of work) try very hard to establish a rigid separation between work and 
non- work. Yet at the same time, in order to recruit lower- wage workers 
into the factory system, they encourage employees to recommend and 
assist in recruiting other workers. The employees for their part recruit 
members of their families or groups based upon kin or caste, favour-
ing such applicants over others. In a way this acts as a catalyst for non- 
work related informal communication within formal workspaces. It 
leads to the creation of a non- work environment at work, undermining 
the formality of the workspace itself. Even as the work system adapts 
to what has been traditionally followed in India, however, the formal 
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work system tends to frown upon this arrangement and in turn imposes 
stricter regulations.
The illustration above shows this cyclical paradox (Fig. 5.1).
The emergence of a paradox cycle within this kind of work system 
did not occur in the manufacturing sector alone. It also exists, as we will 
see, in the work systems of knowledge processing industries such as IT; 
but this time in relation to social media and personal digital communi-
cation technologies.
IT work culture
Before we move on to examining how social media and personal com-
munication technologies help mediate structures within this sector, 
it might help to look more deeply into India’s IT sector. In so doing we 
can better appreciate the role played by such personal communication 
technologies in blurring boundaries of work and non- work in people’s 
lives.
After the liberalisation of India’s economy in 1991, the country’s 
presence in the IT/ ITES38 sector grew pretty steadily.39 Its expansion 
System strictly separates
work and non-work
System encourages
employees to find other
low-wage labourers
System frowns upon this
positioning of non-work
on work
Employees recruit their
own family/kids/caste
group
This brings in the
traditional idea of unity
between work and
non-work
Fig. 5.1 Work system paradox
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in this sector, along with the tests of nuclear capability and the polit-
ical situation after 1991, projected the Indian economy as a knowl-
edge economy.40 Entering into this sector was considered a significant 
national status symbol. It enabled people to build symbolic capital41 
through investment in education capital and encouraged aspirations of 
social mobility.42 The growth of the IT/ ITES sector, symbolic of such an 
economy, also resulted in the recruitment of highly skilled knowledge 
workers to help international and transnational clients.43 While such 
recruitment processes are said to be based on merit, with an individual’s 
education and skills being given preference over matters of kinship, fam-
ily and caste, the true level of meritocracy is questionable.44 As research45 
shows, however, while the IT/ ITES industry accepts recommendations, 
it still considers certain skills, such as knowledge of English, computer 
programming and others, to be essential and basic. The industry recog-
nises that its future is based on highly skilled workers, and thus restricts 
the introduction of family members and those from the same kin and 
caste groups that we saw among unskilled workers in the Chota Nagpur 
region. Further research46 clearly points out the limitations of kin- based 
labour recruitment in textile industries.
However, one needs to remember that IT/ ITES does not only 
encompass employees involved with programming, business process 
outsourcing (BPO), knowledge process outsourcing (KPO) or call cen-
tres. The industry is much larger than these divisions. It also employs a 
support system of cleaning/ floor staff, canteen and café employees, driv-
ers, electricians, security personnel and so on in the lower pay grades, 
as well as consultants and HR and operations personnel in middle and 
senior level positions. The lower pay grades do not necessarily require 
knowledge of programming, a perfect vocabulary or the right English 
accent. Therefore, in these lower cadres of employment within the IT 
field, recommendations based on kin or family connections can still take 
place. Once again, however, critical deconstruction needs to be per-
formed to see how these work in a formalised environment.47 Further, 
the turnover in IT/ ITES is also relatively high, ensuring no permanence 
in the network ties of kin, caste or family within a single workplace.48
The work culture shared by most of the IT/ ITES firms in India is 
unique. It has been credited with increasing the relative value of pro-
fessional workers, and also with attracting more female employees by 
projecting a ‘gender neutral’ image.49 On the other hand, research has 
also highlighted that the phenomenon of body shopping50 has forced 
employees to be always on their toes, with companies encouraging them 
to be always connected to the workplace. Another aspect of the Indian 
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IT/ ITES industry is its unique network culture. With the advent of offi-
cial networking sites, people are always connected to their workplaces. 
This correlates with the idea of networked organisation culture51 that 
might be true of the Indian IT work culture, as many of these companies 
have modelled their workplaces on the firms of clients in the US.
The expectations of satisfying Western clients and modelling 
their work culture in terms of international and transnational clients 
have ensured a rigid demarcation of work and home spheres in the 
IT/ ITES environment.52 Further, one of the biggest gaps in the study of 
Indian industrial labour has been the seriousness with which kinship– 
social relationships in the workplace and social relationships in the 
wider urban neighbourhood are analysed.53 For anyone who needs to 
understand work systems in the Indian IT/ ITES industry, the general 
relationships of kinship, social relationships in the workplace and the 
relationships of IT/ ITES employees in their wider neighbourhood will 
all play a significant role.
As a part of exploring social media’s fit into this work culture, and 
its role in helping to mediate work– non work boundaries, it is useful to 
consider why IT companies place certain restrictions on the use of social 
media, and how employees constantly bypass them.
Bypassing restrictions
The last decade of the twentieth century and the first decade of the 
twenty- first were crucial years for the emerging IT industry. Several 
studies of this time, in which the industry sought to find a strong foot-
hold in India, describe the evolution of the country’s IT industry and 
the work culture it promoted.54 By serving a North American/ European 
clientele, these business/ knowledge process- outsourcing55 industries 
adopted English as their lingua franca. They also assumed a dress code 
of business formalwear to emphasise their professionalism to a discern-
ing clientele, who in turn sent senior staff to sign partnership deals in 
Indian offices.56 This process also required adopting a culture geared to 
showcasing a higher degree of professionalism, in contrast to the earlier 
factory systems. The shop floors where manual skilled and unskilled 
labourers worked now became cubicles for a well- educated, techni-
cally skilled and English- speaking workforce. In general traditional 
factories were not obliged to display their workplaces for approval to 
individual clients. However clients in the IT sector, concerned with 
issues such as data privacy and security, sought to inspect the setup 
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of Indian knowledge processing industries. In so doing an ever- curious 
and cautious clientele ensured that these industries maintained high 
standards.
Yet such developments were also part of an evolving process. The 
adoption of a Western work culture and workspace concepts (such as 
general and data security systems, the cubicle system in larger compa-
nies and flexible work stations in small, entrepreneur- led start- ups that 
had to keep costs down) helped to allay the anxieties of their clients. 
This in turn had an effect on other aspects including dress codes, which 
gradually evolved to ‘business casual’ instead of formal dress,57 a ‘dress- 
down Friday’ culture and the provision of weekends off work. Other fea-
tures such as an office gym, snooker tables and table tennis facilities, 
and a kitchenette as well as food courts and canteens, were adopted 
specifically in this sector – both to attract educated Indian youth and 
to reflect the culture of their global clientele in their own business envi-
ronment. (This adoption is not yet complete, however; in many compa-
nies it remains a work in progress.) With all of this in place, India’s IT 
companies still required a rigid separation between work and non- work 
spheres. Though modern practices allowed employees access to work 
systems outside the office space (by taking laptops home), bringing non- 
work aspects into work was still disapproved of by most companies.
Sharath, a 47- year- old sales director of digital healthcare prod-
ucts, worked for a multinational IT company and was formally dressed. 
He claimed that earlier (about a decade ago) a culture had existed in 
which working hours needed to be exactly measured and quantified, 
in order to charge up to the clients. This naturally led to dislike of any 
non- work-related communication as the amount of employee time that 
could be charged was reduced. Although such an attitude seems to 
have decreased in the past few years, such a culture still exists in a few 
companies.
Keshav, aged 34, is Sharath’s teammate and reports directly to 
him. An engineer and team leader, he related an incident that occurred a 
few years ago, when a client from the US had visited their team. During 
the client’s project audit visit, he had encountered members of Keshav’s 
team handling smartphones at their desks. This client had questioned a 
member of the team about the camera functionality of the phone. In his 
enthusiasm to satisfy the client, the team member not only answered 
his question, assuring him of the phone’s superior camera functionality, 
but also took a photograph of the man. The client was so furious that he 
stormed into Keshav’s office and threatened to cancel the project with 
immediate effect, fearing data theft through illicit use of camera phones.
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The usual policy is that camera phones are not allowed into sensi-
tive projects (such as those with links to the military or finance); such 
rules may also be applied on occasion to more mainstream IT projects 
in response to a client’s specific concerns. Since that day Keshav’s team 
has banned the use of camera phones during any IT projects relating to 
healthcare. This prohibits bringing smartphones (and any social media) 
into the work area; they may be accessed only at intervals from lockers 
provided some distance away. However, with the advent of social media, 
Keshav observes that these intervals have become more frequent; it 
isn’t unusual to see employees taking a break every half hour to check 
their WhatsApp or Facebook messages. While social media use was also 
blocked by the company, restricting access to smartphones added to this 
restrictive policy for the purposes of data protection.
It must be said, however, that not all companies restrict smart-
phone access; it depends on the type of project, the policies and con-
cerns of an individual client and so on. Restrictions on social media 
access, to platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube etc., is stan-
dard practice in most large- scale IT companies; they tend to view these 
social networking sites as a major distraction from work, and thus 
categorise them as non- work. LinkedIn, the professional networking 
site, remains an exception in a few of these companies. It is more or 
less seen as a free knowledge exchange site, with its various IT- related 
knowledge groups, and some companies thus permit access to this site 
alone. Once again, however, this is based on the project and the team 
to which one belongs.
Such regulations have their limits, however. As Rajagopal, a 
20- year veteran of Human Resources for an IT company, explains:
 With engineers these restrictions are always bypassed. We would 
be fools to think that these restrictions are strictly followed. 
However, we trust the integrity of these engineers. One thing is 
for certain: they know that they will lose their jobs if they steal 
our data or make it vulnerable, and we would make certain to take 
criminal proceedings against them and this in turn can destroy 
their career and life if we have an issue with data theft . . . so, they 
understand this . . . and, by the way, we can easily find out who 
bypasses these restrictions.
Vishak and Sujith, both aged 24 and unmarried, are engineers. They 
come from the state of Telangana, but now work for a business process 
outsourcing company in the Panchagrami area. They live close to the 
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field site. Vishak and Sujith work on a banking project for a European 
company. Strict restrictions are in place regarding the accessing of social 
networking sites on office computers, due to concerns about data theft. 
However, when employees log in to their clients’ European systems 
(which they have to as a part of their job), they have unlimited access 
to social media. Similarly, over the weekends (in their free time) Vishak 
and Sujith accessed YouTube videos to watch old clips of cricket matches 
and download films, all through access to their clients’ systems. While 
such practices would be frowned upon and might result in termination of 
employment if this became known, Vishak and Sujith noted that several 
of their colleagues did the same. They quipped that even their manager 
did this once in a while, and would not bother about such online adven-
tures as long as their work was done and the data protection aspect was 
not compromised. Nor had any complaints been received from the cli-
ent’s side.
This case of Vishak and Sujith, as well as Rajagopal’s statements, 
serve to prove that such boundary transgressions always exist; for 
highly qualified engineers, such rigid systems become a kind of joke. 
Another case of a work systems paradox is apparent: the client may 
prevent IT employees from accessing social media from the Indian sys-
tems, but instead permit access to social media through their own sys-
tems where such restrictions are not in place. From the standpoint of 
the IT company, they do place strict restrictions, but also recognise that 
they are dealing with highly qualified engineers who can bypass such 
restrictions with ease. They seem resigned to trusting the integrity of 
their employees rather than their systems. This kind of paradox exists 
not only with respect to restriction of access, but also to other work prac-
tices such as internal office communication.
Yet another group of companies moves between complete banning 
and restricted access. Medium- sized companies recognise the need for 
employees to socialise and allow limited access to social media through 
restricting times of access – between noon and 1 pm or after 6 pm, for 
example, which a few informants described as ‘the Facebook time’. 
Several of these companies tend to allow complete access to LinkedIn, 
which they view as a knowledge medium, even while they restrict access 
to other social media. However, resourceful employees can then use 
LinkedIn to send personal messages. For example Suchitra, a 24- year- old 
IT employee, corresponded with her friend in another IT company over 
LinkedIn while working on a smartphone- restricted project; she simply 
sent her personal messages over LinkedIn’s messaging system. However, 
most of these channels of communication change when such restrictions 
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are removed. When Suchitra shifted to a project which allowed employ-
ees to bring in smartphones, for instance, she shifted her private com-
munication to WhatsApp, thereby reducing the use of company property 
for personal use.
With relatively small companies and start- ups, these restrictions 
do not really apply. Employees tend to access social media over phones 
as well as over their work systems, and now that WhatsApp has taken 
over instant messaging, unrestricted access to non- work aspects from 
a workplace is evident. Significantly when it comes to accessing social 
media from company equipment Facebook, YouTube and LinkedIn rank 
as the social media sites most visited from workplaces – mainly by the 
employees of these small companies and start- ups.
Admittedly most of these start- ups are web- based; their economic 
model is centred on advertising and mobile applications, thus requiring 
all of their employees to be online. But with this kind of work access to 
personal communication over social media reduces substantially, since 
most social media access now centres on work. Raghu, a 22- year- old 
physics graduate and the self- taught programmer of a start- up which 
designs mobile and social media apps, stated that:
People in my company normally go on an invisible mode on 
Facebook while designing apps as constant personal communi-
cation can be disturbing, and also we most often sign into social 
media from a work account and not on personal accounts to coun-
ter this. Also my boss sits right next to me, since we have a flexible 
workspace policy.58 The work area is small, so people know what 
you are up to. Though no one would let you know of your per-
sonal distractions immediately, they will ensure to pass on visible 
cues that will in itself get you straightened out. So we communi-
cate over WhatsApp . . . it’s easy and discreet and disturbs no one. 
Also it’s easy in such a small setup to know what you do and when 
you do something online. While my good friends are at my work-
place, I tend to do face-to-face communication. I only have my 
college friends on WhatsApp . . . so communication during work 
time with people outside work is sometimes minimal . . .
Raghu also likened his work to that of a filmmaker watching someone 
else’s film; the focus is not on personal entertainment, but on the techni-
cal aspect of the film.
The cases of both Suchitra and Raghu are once again examples 
of how the system itself provides ample opportunities to overcome 
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the restrictions that a company places on employees. When it openly 
offers opportunities, however, the platform for such personal commu-
nications has already shifted. Employees no longer access social media 
over their company’s property, but prefer to shift to their own devices.
Office communicator
To examine further the specific role of new digital communication tech-
nologies inside an IT work environment, we need to recognise that the 
context was not just an issue of the delineation of formal work spaces; 
it also related to the way in which these created particular conditions 
for communication. Formal work always also included non- work com-
munication, such as a conversation with a colleague about a film that 
one saw last night or casual gossip in the office canteen or by the water 
cooler. Areas such as these, even inside a formal workplace, foster non- 
work communication. In recent years these areas have also expanded to 
include an online space, in which channels of non- work communication 
can occur. For example, the office instant messaging system, such as an 
instant communicator or internal office forums, allows for such non- 
work related communication to take place. So this use of online facilities 
– including internal office message systems for non- work related com-
munication – has plenty of precedents in the way people at work pre-
viously chatted face to face by the water cooler59 and elsewhere about 
other matters.
Like Sharath and Keshav’s company, several IT companies restrict 
access to popular social media sites. However, in order to ensure that 
their employees still have a social network, some of these larger com-
panies build their own social media sites for facilitating communica-
tion and allowing employees to socialise within the company. Several 
large companies also provide access to internal company forums, where 
employees can post group meet- ups and even sell items such as used 
books, watches, vehicles etc. Not everyone tends to use these facilities 
effectively, however, since this kind of social networking still tends to 
be work- related and operates in a work space where employee activities 
are observed. Inappropriate conduct on an internal company forum can 
have a significant impact on one’s career, and so even where these plat-
forms existed people never mistook them as a substitute for Facebook, 
WhatsApp or LinkedIn.
While start- ups do not provide internal social media (due to bud-
getary constraints), they tend to ask employees to socialise and build a 
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collegial atmosphere to complement the company’s smaller structure. 
In reality employees do not do this over Facebook (though they might 
add friends from work), but rather do this face  to  face or over WhatsApp 
(if they are outside the work space). An exact parallel to this example is 
discussed in Chapter 6 with respect to school systems in Panchagrami.
This is yet another example of how the concept of system para-
dox works. The larger IT companies build their own social media for 
their employees who do not necessarily use such facilities effectively. 
Meanwhile start- ups which try to create a collegial atmosphere would 
love to create such bonding, but are restricted by financial constraints, 
leaving employees to communicate face to face.
While team meetings can be termed as formal, work- related meet-
ings, several other meetings/ interactions are more fluid in status; they 
may begin as formal, work- related communication yet move through a 
continuum of work between different spheres of life. A  kind of smooth 
flow is maintained between different spheres of life through such commu-
nication, even if it takes place within a formal work system/ work space. 
We now examine how social media has enhanced such mediation by offer-
ing channels of communication that in the factory system did not exist.
This section starts with three examples that explore the communi-
cation that takes place within the workplace over WhatsApp and an inter- 
office communicator. In the next section we review that communication 
within the wider context, where work communication is inseparable 
from communication that takes place outside of work. The final section 
shows how these combine to create a general social media space where 
local non- work contacts actually end up transforming the personnel 
structure of work by recruiting social media contacts into the workplace.
The following cases are fairly typical among a majority of middle- 
class IT workers who live and work at Panchagrami. In all these cases, 
the place from which such reaching out happens, namely the office 
space, is the space of contention.
None of what happens in the following cases can be termed ‘office 
work’ however hard one tries to categorise it as such. Yet what can be 
seen from these cases is the ‘flow’ of communication and ideas from one 
sphere to another and the immediate movement back to the former. This 
applies whether relating to the pattern of communication between work 
and home spheres while at work, or between the spheres of work and 
hobbies, or between work and a sporting sphere with a particular group, 
which then flows back into the work sphere once again. The temporality 
of such flows might change and can be relative, but such flows happen 
on a daily basis and can never be avoided.
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Anita and Purushottam – a couple on the  
inter- office communicator
Anita, aged 24, and Purushottam, 27, are recently married and both 
work for an IT company at Panchagrami. Purushottam is a project man-
ager and Anita a business analyst; they work on different projects and 
are based on different floors in the same company. The couple arrive at 
the office together and leave together in a sedan car.60 They message 
each other every couple of hours through the inter- office communica-
tor, which connects all employees of the company on the intranet. They 
message each other to co- ordinate and plan lunch and coffee breaks and 
end up meeting each other at least four times in the span of their nine- 
hour working day. Frustrations that each may experience with their col-
leagues is sometimes expressed in code over the office communicator, 
so that no- one who may glance at their screens would understand to 
whom they are referring. Though the couple’s romantic messages are 
reserved for WhatsApp rather than the office communicator, general 
messages – such as reminding the other to pay a telephone bill, organis-
ing to meet during the day etc. – are all exchanged through this office 
channel. To an onlooker it gives an image of one staring at a computer 
screen, conveying the image of being hard at work. Handling mobile 
phones, as Anita observes, gives the impression that one is not really 
working but wasting one’s time fiddling away with things, and provid-
ing the manager with food for thought. In contrast communicating 
through the office communicator helps to preserve the image of a dili-
gent worker, while at the same time enabling an employee to commu-
nicate with a close family member who works in the same office. Their 
case is similar to that of Ranga and Chandra, discussed in Chapter 4. 
Other cases of couples working in the same campus of a company and 
exchanging personal messages on official communication systems also 
emerged.
Ramanan and Balashankar – cycling buddies
Ramanan, aged 24 and unmarried, works for the same IT company 
as his cousin Balashankar, 36. Though both men work out of different 
branches of the same company, they found a common interest in cycling, 
both as a hobby and an exercise. They send each other messages related 
to cycling over WhatsApp and over the inter- office communicator, all 
being done while both are at work. The cousins are also members of a 
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cycling group which has a group page on Facebook. Posts on this page 
are constantly checked by Ramanan throughout the day and are sent to 
Balashankar. They chat with each other several times a day over both the 
inter- office communicator and WhatsApp, with communication at work 
revolving primarily around cycling. Once again, for both Ramanan and 
Balashankar, this does not necessarily require walking into the hallway 
to have a conversation. They can hold conversations while still sitting at 
their desks, so making it appear as though they are working.61
These examples showcase the way in which IT employees use the 
affordances of particular technologies to flow across different spheres of 
life. These provide possibilities for performative communication, which 
may enhance prestige in the workplace, while at the same time extend-
ing that work technology into the sphere of domestic life or hobbies, 
through a technology devised for the realm of work. They also provide 
evidence on why it has become particularly hard for companies to retain 
barriers to external communication, and demonstrate the challenges 
faced by the work system of companies who seek to enforce rigid bound-
aries between work and non- work communication. This is particularly 
the case when they employ married couples or closely related kin.
Cricket matches and Abhishek’s office
During Indian Premier League cricket matches, Abhishek, a 27- year- old 
programmer, sends a message over the inter- office communicator to his 
friend, a business analyst in another project. He requests updated scores 
for the Chennai Super Kings,62 a county cricket club that has some of 
India’s most famous players. In turn Abhishek receives a message from 
Vidyashankar, a colleague of his, asking for scores. Soon most of the 
team members start browsing for scores on their smartphones and web-
sites, then pass this information over the inter- office communicator to 
their colleagues. People also start getting messages from friends over 
Facebook and WhatsApp commenting on the cricket scores, and every-
thing is passed through office communicator without disturbing any 
other teams working on the same floor. Everyone is involved, from the 
Vice President to the data entry operator. Next day everything returns 
to normal, and checking Facebook during office time is frowned upon. 
Though this case cannot be classified as the ‘home’ sphere moving into 
that of work, it is still a clear case of the non- work sphere moving into 
the work sphere. In doing so it creates an informality and bond among a 
group primarily formed for formal official work.
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So before we even consider the issues of flow between work 
space and non- work spaces, we must recognise that within the office 
and the work environment there is already a complex mixture of flows 
between what may be considered strictly work and non- work aspects of 
communication.
Now, given that we have a bird’s- eye view of how social media 
fits into the everyday work culture of IT firms in India, the everyday 
mediation in such a culture through personal communication technol-
ogies might be better appreciated through the following case study. It 
describes a typical weekday for a typical middle- class nuclear family at 
Panchagrami.
The re- integration of work and home cultures
In one of our earlier examples we discussed Anita and Purushottam, a 
married couple who shared a work environment. Now turn the clock for-
ward a few years, to when they have had children. Perhaps by then they 
will have turned into Ravi and Shwetha.
Ravi, aged 36, and Shwetha, 32, are a couple who live in their own 
three- bedroom apartment within a multi- storey apartment complex at 
Panchagrami. Both work for IT companies in the field site. Theirs is a 
typical nuclear family with two children. The eldest, Vishal, is 10 years 
old and attends a well- reputed, affluent international school inside their 
apartment complex. Their daughter Anu is two and a half years old; she 
attends a nursery school right next to the apartment complex.
A typical day begins at around 5 am, when Shwetha and Ravi wake 
up to alarms set on their smartphones. While Ravi goes out for a quick 
run, Shwetha starts her cooking. Part of their routine also includes a 
quick check of their office email accounts on Outlook, a quick check of 
WhatsApp and a very quick glance into their respective Facebook pro-
files to see if they have missed any official or personal communication. 
All this completed, they begin the day’s domestic chores. Vishal is woken 
up at 6 am for cricket coaching at school, scheduled for 7 am, after which 
he goes on to attend classes there. This is when Ravi steals some time off 
to read a few e- newspapers or tech magazines that he subscribes to on 
his iPad, concurrently checking his running (marathon) group page on 
Facebook. Anu is woken up at 6:30 am in order for Ravi to drop her off 
at her Montessori nursery by 8 am and then head directly to his office.
Meanwhile Shwetha leaves for her company at 7 am after finish-
ing her cooking for the day. Owning two cars makes it easy for the Ravi 
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household, as they do not need to rely on each other for transport in 
the mornings. Once she reaches the office Shwetha sends Ravi a routine 
WhatsApp text to let him know that she has arrived safely. The note also 
includes a little ‘love you and kisses’ message. Ravi does the same thing 
twice, once when he drops Anu at her playschool and the other when he 
reaches his office. The first WhatsApp message is to let Shwetha know if 
Anu cried when she was dropped at school, as both of them have been 
worrying about their daughter’s sudden outbursts for some time. The 
second message is to let Shwetha know that he has arrived at his office 
safely; this message would include a ‘love you’ note as well.
Around 10 am Shwetha calls her maid on her mobile phone to 
check if the maid has arrived at the house for cleaning, and to give her 
some instructions. If the maid does not respond, then Ravi receives a 
frustrated WhatsApp message from his wife, cursing the maid and 
grumbling that she cannot be trusted at all.
At around noon Anu’s playschool sends a WhatsApp message to 
both Ravi and Shwetha, a service offered by the school for an extra cost. 
This is a daily report, sent only to parents who have requested it. The 
message specifically deals with how the child got on at school, what 
he or she did that morning and whether the child ate lunch properly. If 
Anu does not seem to have eaten her lunch, Shwetha calls the nursery 
to check what happened and sends a WhatsApp message to Ravi. When 
the maid arrived she would have given Shwetha a missed call63 (phone 
calls are charged and she cannot afford to make calls), giving Shwetha 
a signal to call back. Otherwise she would make a call from the house 
landline to let Shwetha know of a courier service or gas service delivery 
that arrived unexpectedly. If something unexpected turns up, Shwetha 
and Ravi exchange WhatsApp messages to discuss or clarify things.
During or immediately after lunch (normally around 1 pm) both 
Shwetha and Ravi also send WhatsApp texts to each other, letting the 
other know whether they enjoyed the day’s packed lunch. Shwetha nor-
mally heads homeward at around 2:30 pm, as part of her ‘working from 
home’ policy that is encouraged by the company. She picks up Anu from 
her school after a quick chat with her teacher. Another brief message is 
sent to Ravi letting him know that Anu has been picked up from school.
While Anu naps, Shwetha prepares a snack for Vishal, who arrives 
home from school at 3:30 pm. Once Vishal is home, Shwetha logs into her 
work computer again at around 4 pm, with music videos open on their 
HP home computer’s Chrome browser. Vishal either goes to play with 
other children in the apartment complex at around 4:30 pm or chooses 
to play games on Xbox. By this time Anu is awake again, and Shwetha 
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joins her to watch cartoons on her iPad, then gets back to work. Around 
6 pm Shwetha first asks Vishal to make a start on his homework, though 
it takes a while for Shwetha to convince her son to do his homework 
– a process usually involving asking, demanding and finally begging. 
He usually starts on his homework around 6:30 pm, during which time 
Shwetha does some more of her own work, helps Vishal with his home-
work and keeps an eye on Anu. At around 7:30 pm Ravi normally sends 
another WhatsApp text to let Shwetha know that he will be leaving the 
office in a few minutes or so and checking with her on dinner. Shwetha 
normally logs off from work at around 7 pm to prepare the meal, and 
also to feed Anu before dinnertime at 8:30 pm. However, preparing din-
ner is not as hectic as getting breakfast and lunch ready in the mornings. 
Shwetha makes sure to call her parents or her friends during this time; 
she operates with her Bluetooth earpiece and prepares the meal while 
continuing to help Vishal with his homework.
After dinner, while Ravi spends some time with Vishal on his 
homework, Shwetha gets Anu ready for bed. Between 9:30 pm and 10 
pm is Shwetha’s time for checking her social media for other messages; 
this is when she catches up on WhatsApp group messages from the four 
groups of which she is a member and chats with her female friends (both 
other working mothers and homemakers), as most of them only seem 
to be free then. Ravi does this from the office, so in the late evening he 
alternates between more office emails, WhatsApp and Facebook before 
retiring for the night.
This case represents a typical everyday routine for middle- class 
working families. Panchagrami has a lot of Shwethas, Ravis, Anus and 
Vishals. A deeper look at the case study would elucidate the emotions 
that such couples undergo and the lives they lead as nuclear households. 
They are typically referred to as ‘double- income families’ since both 
husband and wife are well qualified and usually work for private sector 
companies. Such families normally tend to make sure their office work 
is not hindered in any way; they are ambitious, aspiring for promotion 
at work while also trying to ensure that their family life or life outside 
work are not too disrupted. While the above case study is charac teristic 
of how young working couples mediate their everyday family life, 
others have slight variations; most, however, fit into a broadly similar 
pattern.
What the details throw light on is polymedia64 – the roles of the 
complementary personal communication technologies such as smart-
phones, WhatsApp and Facebook. This also shows how WhatsApp helps 
users mediate and catch up with domestic life while also expressing the 
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myriad emotions of love, guilt and frustration that occur during a long 
working day. This generation of younger working middle- class couples 
grew up in an era where their mothers were mostly homemakers, able 
to shower the children with attention, while only their fathers had paid 
employment. Having amassed significant education capital, and been 
presented with opportunities to turn this education capital into eco-
nomic capital, this new middle class faces a dilemma of sorts. These 
professionals are aware that opportunities offering upward mobility 
through more senior positions at work and ensuring economic wellbe-
ing should not be lost; but at the same time they recognise a need to give 
their children the level of attention that they received from their parents 
(especially their mothers).65
This is especially true in the cases of young middle- class working 
mothers. Interviewing young working mothers, and working mothers of 
young children, revealed a mix of emotions and a helplessness of sorts 
in not being able to perform what they thought were their moral duties 
well. These confused feelings are captured in the words of Purnima, a 
27- year- old programmer for a major IT company, who has a two- year- old 
son.
“This is the age when my son needs me; I feel so guilty when I drop 
him at the crèche every morning. He thinks I will be with him. I don’t 
know if he cries, but I cry every day. I know what I do is wrong . . . we 
just invested in a house and a car . . . I can’t resign my job . . . my salary 
is needed to pay off these loans . . . at least I am ensuring a good future 
for my kid.”
After a minute she asked:  ‘Am I  cheating myself by convincing 
myself that I am securing his future? Doesn’t he need me now more 
than ever?’
Though interviews with working mothers of young children would 
normally divulge what Purnima revealed, there is more to this than 
what appears on the surface. Normally working mothers who had just 
had their first child were far more emotional when it came to leaving 
their first child and going to work than were mothers with a younger sec-
ond child. Yet other cases show the exact opposite. For example Sridevi, 
a 30- year- old working mother, has two children aged seven and two. 
Her widowed mother stayed with her for over three years before she 
died, during which time she took care of Sridevi’s first child. Now there is 
no family member to take care of her second child and Sridevi feels espe-
cially guilty, as she has to leave her toddler with a childminder instead of 
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a familiar family member. Similar to many parents in this area, Sridevi 
resorts to WhatsApp voice messages to feel more connected and present 
in her child’s life.
Another example of WhatsApp facilitating domestic life can be seen 
in the case of Shankar and Janani. Shankar, aged 32, and Janani, 30, 
are a couple who work for two different IT companies at Panchagrami. 
Shankar normally drops their daughter at school and Janani at work. 
Shankar’s mother picks up Sravya, her eight- year- old granddaughter, 
after school at around 4 pm and Shankar picks up Janani after work. 
They message each other and Shankar’s mother over WhatsApp at least 
10 times a day. This begins from the time Shankar reaches work, when 
he lets Janani (and sometimes his mother) know that he has arrived 
safely and has dropped off Sravya (and Janani) safely too. Another mes-
sage is sent when Shankar goes for lunch at noon, and more during the 
two or three coffee breaks of the day. Some of these messages are not 
synchronous and both partners take their time in answering these mes-
sages, depending on the work in which they are engaged at that pre-
cise moment. However, most messages are normally answered within 
half an hour. Once Sravya is home, she messages Janani over WhatsApp 
from her grandmother’s phone to tell her that she has reached home 
safely. The grandmother messages both Janani and Shankar at around 
6 pm to tell them about any groceries they might need to purchase on 
their way back home, along with a menu for dinner.
If we exchange the grandmother’s role for that of a female cook, 
you might also see Kavitha’s case reflected here. Typical families in 
Panchagrami with an elderly member at home tend to communicate in 
this fashion.
However, even with grandparents around, things are not quite 
all they appear – something apparent in the case of Lakshmi, whom we 
met in Chapter 2. Being a busy IT manager, Lakshmi used WhatsApp 
voice messages to contact her children from her workplace. When 
asked if she was able to achieve a ‘good work– life balance’, she smiled 
and replied:
 I wish I could, that’s why I talk. I am struggling to find this. I try 
my best to negotiate team meetings and deadlines. My Blackberry 
phone helps me even while I am not at work. Though my team is an 
all- men team, they are good so they understand.
Personal life does intrude upon her at work, but she explains that social 
media such as WhatsApp helps her to manage it.
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However, children continue to have the highest priority, and grand-
parents to take care of grandchildren while parents are at work. Bearing 
this in mind, an interesting dimension to the joint family system as seen 
in Chapter 4 was witnessed at Panchagrami. As seen above, marriage into 
a traditional family with several expectations can cause severe stress for 
working women who move away from the joint family system with their 
spouse and children. However, this poses a problem of childcare when 
they work. In order to navigate this issue, a workable solution – that of 
staying close to parents and parents- in- law – is becoming a trend, as seen 
above and discussed in Chapter 4. This ensures that they still live apart 
as nuclear families, but also remain close by as neighbours; close enough, 
in effect, to be a joint family. For many working families this becomes a 
viable solution, not only ensuring privacy, but also guaranteeing safe and 
inexpensive childcare – and food too, in some cases.
The husbands of these young mothers seem to appreciate such 
issues with childcare moralities as well as their practical needs. They 
help in various ways, for instance by dropping young children off at 
school66 and sometimes by cooking.67 Most middle- class families also 
have a maid who undertakes other domestic chores such as cleaning.
At the same time, the middle classes in Panchagrami are a col-
lective group, so establishing and staying in contact with friends and 
extended family was important as well. This was clearly shown when 
people were asked to name the circles of connections that they see as 
important. Although 96 per cent of couples named their spouses and 
children in their first circle of importance, 89 per cent of middle- class 
couples named their friends and family in their second circle of impor-
tance. Some actually named their dogs in the first circle and their 
mother- in law in the second. There was no statistically significant differ-
ence between men and women who did this. Their need for connection 
is evident in families such as that of Ravi and Sujatha, who somehow 
manage to stay in touch with friends and family through WhatsApp and 
Facebook groups.
Many cases like these exist at Panchagrami. Along with a pressing 
desire for upward mobility and for asserting and exercising morals of 
childcare that trouble them, we can see the constant need of individuals 
to keep in touch with their domestic lives, though they normally end up 
working long hours in office jobs. One way they manage to bridge these 
elements is through ensuring constant communication between both 
aspects: the spheres of work and domestic life.
While all of this might seem self- evident, it is still not straight-
forward in modern workplaces – especially in IT companies, which 
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have their own set of regulations about what is and is not permissible 
within their office space. As seen earlier, since access to social media is 
not allowed on work computers, this can only be done through afford-
able smartphones. However, a few companies that view social media as 
an efficient tool for managing a work– life balance do allow restricted 
access – during lunchtime, for instance, or after core working hours. 
Weekends are always open to access such sites, but a tab is kept on 
broadband usage: anything that exceeds a certain level of usage (the 
level varies by company and by team) is monitored and acted upon, so 
that company property is not misused. All of this matters less and less 
as such restrictions are bypassed through personal smartphones, which 
guarantee 24/ 7 connections without anyone breathing down the users’ 
necks.
In the review of the general literature on work in India, it was noted 
that a further dilution of a strict ‘work to non- work’ division ideal was 
the way that kinship itself infiltrated into the workplace. This may serve 
to blur the boundaries still further when considering an IT company. 
This specific phenomenon might be better explained with a case drawn 
from the lower socio- economic classes at Panchagrami. Employees from 
these backgrounds typically work for these IT companies in lower man-
agement roles or other jobs associated with that level.
Mediating structures in the IT industry: kin- based  
networks in lower socio- economic classes
As seen in previous chapters, Panchagrami is comprised of villages that 
have strong caste- based networks. Most members of the same caste in 
these villages are related to one another, or at least address each other 
in fictive kin terms. This is more often an intra- caste characteristic than 
one between castes, though the universalisation of fictive kin terms such 
as ‘Anna’ (meaning older brother) is an inter- caste aspect that exists 
almost all over Tamil Nadu.
In these villages most youngsters between the ages of 18 and 30 
from lower socio- economic classes are either dropouts (from second-
ary school or college) or hold degrees from local colleges. The majority 
work for an IT/ ITES company closer to their village. They occupy lower 
management posts, and some end up with a position involving work of 
a decent status, for example as a copy assistant, records keeper, hard-
ware technician etc. These young people consciously avoid jobs such as 
cleaning in offices, which are traditionally associated with lower caste 
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positions.68 Although not all of them hold a degree, they feel that their 
literacy, and the importance this brings them in the knowledge econ-
omy, has given them the necessary impetus to revolt against traditional 
caste norms. This conscious decision represents a significant rejection 
of caste shackles among young people, and may herald a movement 
towards upward social mobility.69
So how do these young people end up in positions in IT/ ITES 
companies – some even without degrees? None of these IT companies 
have any kind of formal affirmative action plans to supply these village 
youngsters with skilled jobs; however, for support staff roles (and those 
of cleaning staff) many such companies do recruit from the local areas; 
it is easier to hire local villagers for lower grade positions rather than 
for managerial posts. So although the IT companies may not be active 
in securing the youngsters management level jobs, the youngsters help 
themselves by recruiting one another into lower management positions.
The story of Dharshan and Naga is typical of how the current gen-
eration of youngsters are helping each other to secure entry- level jobs 
in the IT sector. A few years ago Dharshan, now aged 30, had dropped 
out of high school after a failed love affair. As a true mark of friendship 
Naga, now 29 and a close friend of Dharshan, also left. Not having any-
thing to do, the two boys scouted around various IT companies, spend-
ing much of their time in casual chats to avoid boredom and pass the 
time.70 A school senior, who worked for one of the IT companies, spotted 
the pair and asked what they were doing. After hearing their story, this 
senior had offered them advice and also agreed to help the boys secure 
jobs in the company he worked for as record- keeping staff, since both 
were able to read and write English. Dharshan and Naga agreed and, 
given the urgent need for staff in these positions, the hiring company did 
not ask many questions in the interview process, simply ensuring that 
the boys could read and write.
Shortly afterwards they discovered that hard work paid dividends. 
While Darshan became the head of record keeping for one of the IT com-
pany’s particular clients, Naga moved into the area of records collecting. 
Both had permanent roles in the company. When a school friend of theirs 
came knocking at their doors looking for help in finding a job, Darshan 
and Naga helped by exerting their influence to find him a job as a records 
copier in the same company. Not long after this experiment of placing 
a friend bore results, the young men discussed why they should help 
members of their own community and relatives find similar positions, 
thus assisting them to achieve social and economic mobility. It seemed 
a good plan. However, they did not go out to advertise this, but simply 
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posted a job opening in their IT company on their Facebook profile unoffi-
cially, to see whether other young men from the area responded. They did! 
The pair were successful in placing a relative of Naga’s without a degree in 
their company, where he was in charge of the logistics department.
Word quickly spread that Darshan and Naga could help young-
sters secure good jobs. The young men in the area either waited until 
the pair posted job adverts on Facebook or approached them directly 
asking for help. The idea, as Darshan noted, was to pounce on these job 
openings as soon as they were internally advertised, rather than wait 
until everyone else knew about them, thereby beating the competition. 
Their strategy now is to not even advertise these openings on Facebook – 
instead they text a suitable person through WhatsApp, so that he or she 
can apply immediately. Sometimes they send WhatsApp texts to around 
four or five potential candidates and check to see who is suitable for posi-
tions that have opened up. As noted earlier, this behaviour is not some-
thing new, but a key characteristic of work in India. However, in the past 
kin connections would have been recruited through word of mouth, 
whereas now social media is able to extend this process from the family 
to a wider context of one’s local community.
The people who secure jobs look out for other openings in the 
company, so helping others from their community to find positions as 
well. Darshan has now started helping female graduates from his area 
secure good positions in his IT company. He communicates with parents 
rather than the girls themselves, as they generally do not possess mobile 
phones, and uses his influence to find positions that do not damage the 
girls’ reputations in the community. For example, the records division 
and the transport division consists of mostly men. Darshan did not 
believe that it was appropriate for women from his community to work 
there. If they did, he felt they would be very uncomfortable, or at least 
their parents would be, and rumours might spread in their village which 
might damage the girl’s character and marriage prospects. Instead he 
placed female applicants in data entry positions, where more women 
worked than men. The pair also clearly distinguish between positions 
suitable for someone without a degree and those with a degree, for 
instance records copying and data analyst respectively.
This network now seems to have expanded to other companies 
in the neighborhood as well. Messages about job vacancies in lower 
management positions are passed on through a WhatsApp group, and 
recruitment takes place more quickly than through a regular process. 
This internal referencing method for lower management positions 
seems to work in a fast and effective way. Another aspect of this is the 
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prior training given to these candidates, either by Darshan and/ or Naga 
or by one of their earlier recruits, depending on the position for which 
the candidate is applying to. Jointly the pair have placed around 25 
youngsters in various positions; they claim that their success rate has 
been around 95 per cent.
So what do Darshan and Naga get in return? They have carefully 
constructed an image for themselves in their community and have 
gained considerable social capital. Further, the elders of their com-
munity perceive them as people who have shaped the future of young 
people in the community. For Darshan and Naga, their workplace has 
become a place where members of their own community are found in 
significant numbers. Following an invitation from Naga and Darshan, 
a visit to the work floor of the records section revealed that most men 
here addressed each other not as ‘Sir’ but as ‘Mama’, a colloquial term for 
Uncle, or as ‘Anna’, meaning older brother. They normally ate together 
and had established a kin network within a modern IT/ ITES company. 
Everyone had a smartphone with WhatsApp installed, helping them to 
communicate and send information to one another about opportuni-
ties as they arose. Whatever happened in the community was passed 
along through WhatsApp even during office hours, and no- one felt that 
he was working overtime as they were working with their families and 
relatives. Whether they were away from home or away from work made 
little difference: it was all the same.
 Darshan and Naga take care of those holding non- professional 
degrees or those without degrees, supporting them in gaining employ-
ment in lower management positions. Vasu, on the other hand, helps 
engineering graduates from his community find employment in middle 
management positions – either in the IT company for which he works 
(as a data security administrator) or in other IT companies. Aged 28, he 
comes from the same community as Darshan and Naga and holds a pro-
fessional degree in engineering. Vasu, Darshan and Naga all belong to 
the same caste; they have battled to gain social mobility and understand 
the struggles for social mobility experienced by their contemporaries. 
Recently graduated engineers, or engineers looking for a job change, 
knock on Vasu’s door. He sits with these members of his kin network 
to coach them through the process of preparing a good CV, creating a 
LinkedIn profile, answering interview questions and generally prepar-
ing them as potential candidates, all before he recommends them for a 
job. In reality, however, the phrase ‘sitting down with Vasu’ has a dif-
ferent meaning. He tends to meet potential candidates only once, sub-
sequently talking to them over Skype and communicating information 
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about potential job opportunities through WhatsApp: everything is done 
online. Vasu does this from his office or from home, but he makes sure 
that relatives who come seeking help gain an understanding of other 
communication tools, expanding their horizons well beyond personal 
communication on social media. Darshan and Naga do not pressurise 
people to create a LinkedIn profile, as they do not have one themselves. 
Vasu, in contrast, ensures that his network of job- seeking relatives not 
only create LinkedIn profiles, but also understand how to access knowl-
edge- based engineering groups on the site. This, he stresses, will come 
in handy not only during job interviews but also once they are in new 
roles at work. Vasu’s success rate has been around 70 per cent, which he 
feels is not bad for someone trying to help his relatives into management 
positions in IT companies. Those seeking Vasu’s advice have expanded 
beyond his own caste and kin network, and now include individuals 
from other castes and communities as well.
However, what has to be noted here is not just the movement of 
kin networks from one space into another, but also the creation of can-
didates for positions through the creation of knowledge. In other words 
these are informal knowledge networks, operating under the guise of 
kin networks. All of these, whether focused on recruitment or bond-
ing, operate out of the workplace. These forms of recruitment allow us 
to make comparisons with the recruitment of factory- based, low- skill 
labour, as studied at Chota Nagpur, Tiruppur or other such work spaces. 
Though the nature of such recruitment is essentially the same, the speed 
at which it can happen with the aid of social media differs significantly. 
Social media may have the effect of reducing competition, as in the case 
of Darshan and Naga. The speed of recruiting someone by passing and 
limiting information also helps the pair gain approval and a greater 
social status, both at the workplace and within their own community.
Restrictions on social media do happen here as well. For example, 
when Naga had a friend take a picture of himself in the documents room 
and posted it on Facebook, his manager’s manager, a Facebook friend of 
his, threatened him with dire consequences if he did not take down the 
picture immediately. Inadvertently it had been taken in a ‘safe room’ – 
an area in which, according to the client’s policies, photography and use 
of smartphones was restricted. Naga had to apologise and remove the 
picture. He also closed down the Facebook account and opened a fresh 
one, this time friending only local friends whom he knew well, not his 
superiors from work. In such circumstances visibility had led to restric-
tion; bypassing these restrictions by unfriending someone or opening 
another account was an easy solution – and one that again reflected 
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aspects of a work systems paradox. While social media is useful and 
praised when used for recruitment, it is frowned upon when it displays 
certain elements of one’s workplace.
Conclusion
What has been discussed above is a clear case of how personal communi-
cation tools have been used strategically to enhance the mediation and 
negotiation of superimposed Western industrial structures of work and 
non- work divisions – in an environment that has never favoured strict 
demarcation between different spheres of life. This mediation is noth-
ing new: it has been an age- old practice in India that we can see being 
practised even in certain industries even in contemporary times.71 What 
is new, however, is the role of personal communication enabled by digi-
tal technology, which did not previously exist. Such mediation occurs 
since the workforce is expected to adhere to a certain sense of formality 
associated with stepping into a space clearly delineated for work; once 
there, employees are encouraged to disassociate themselves from all 
other spaces for a certain period of time. Yet the continuity of relation-
ships from one sphere to another, irrespective of the individual space, 
always undermined such inherent formality. The earlier literature pro-
vides considerable evidence of the way in which kinship infiltrates the 
workplace, leading to further recruitment through the family.72 Here we 
see that social media tends to broaden the basis of connectivity beyond 
the family, reflected in a wider network of recruitment upon which firms 
can draw.
We have also explored how anthropology deals with the notion 
of work, and how this plays out in Panchagrami, and have considered 
cases in which communication at work expands to include non- work 
communication topics contained within the work culture. We have also 
discussed a case of romantic relationships and marriage, and how that 
leads to our next section about the integral nature of communication 
between work and home. However, what also became apparent was the 
multi- layered segregation of work– non- work boundaries that occurs in 
modern workplaces, for example the IT sector. While a few companies, 
mostly start- ups, were not concerned about such dichotomies, others 
were – usually more to satisfy their clients’ business requirements. 
In IT companies there seemed to be an unstated agreement among the 
management tiers that it was fine for one to engage in some limited 
non- work related activities while at the office, but this should not be 
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made explicit. Everyone was aware of the position, but no one would 
acknowledge it openly.
What also became apparent was the employees’ strategic presen-
tation of themselves in relation to the workplace norms. At one level, 
though everyone knew that they had to engage in non- work- related 
activities while at the office, no one expressed dissent regarding the 
strict workplace policies around this; they appeared to perform as if 
conforming to these workplace regulations. However, at another level 
they were constantly expressing dissent, by ensuring that such regula-
tions were bypassed, while taking care that this was not made explicit. 
As noted above, however, all of this formed part of an unstated agree-
ment to which the employees actually conformed.
The intimacy expressed in relationships, as described in Chapter 4, 
calls for varied kinds of interaction between people involved in them. 
Some involve textual communication and others voice; yet others involve 
a combination of the two. But, as seen in the earlier chapter, while moth-
ering still involves communication by voice, social media helps to afford 
asynchronous voice communications, as when Lakshmi used WhatsApp 
to be a mother to her children while still at work. We also see that in 
cases of working couples the type of communication based on the con-
text enables them to use a variety of media to communicate with each 
other – a clear instance of polymedia. In this continual flow of interac-
tion between domestic and work spheres, it was also clearly apparent 
that in the case of these couples polymedia involved covert communi-
cation over regulated internal office systems. By expanding such com-
munication to other work relationships, we have also seen how this has 
moved the earlier conversations around the water cooler to something 
that now takes place at one’s own desk.
In the cases of working couples, especially those with young chil-
dren, it might seem that with the increase in social media communica-
tion the responsibilities of women in such households have decreased. 
However, that does not appear to be the case. Although it could be argued 
that such communication platforms have actually helped women man-
age both home and work spheres more effectively, this has in no way 
decreased their domestic responsibilities; in a way it has simply added 
more. The need to check constantly on children while striving to man-
age expectations at work is evident in their cases.
Being a good homemaker is an expectation that these women seem 
to have imbibed from middle- class moralities, which they have grown 
up with as normative. These young mothers experience constant feel-
ings of guilt, and they sometimes tend to overcompensate in relation to 
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these expectations in order to mitigate such feelings – even when their 
parents or parents- in- law live closer to them and help to take care of the 
children. In some nuclear families the husband does attempt to share 
domestic responsibilities, but in many cases the balance of domestic 
work share has not yet reduced. So young mothers use social media stra-
tegically to place themselves in a competitive corporate workplace while 
at the same time fulfilling their expected roles within the family.73
Further, while recruitment through kin networks is a well- estab-
lished facet of the Indian labour market, in the case of Vasu, Darshan 
and Naga it has changed. What began as a kin- based network has now 
evolved to encompass a wider base of people connected locally through 
social media. Such aspects of recruitment are not radically new, but 
they have now shifted from those driven by word of mouth, as seen in 
the traditional examples of manufacturing factory towns,74 to those 
driven by social media in a IT- dominated knowledge economy. Such a 
shift has thus helped to re- institute some local characteristics of Indian 
labour after a relatively short period in which abstract and foreign 
notions of clear dichotomies between work and non- work spheres were 
introduced.
The case of using social media to combat competition by directly 
informing relatives and other known people of vacancies for lower man-
agement positions needs to be understood in the context of the wider 
world and its associated socio- cultural issues. It might seem a scenario 
that fosters nepotism. Yet we should also consider the larger socio- cul-
tural issues that these caste groups face, and the absence of affirmative 
action employment plans from IT industries in the area. In this context 
such proactive recruitment strategies could rather be viewed as a path 
for social mobility, as well as a revolt against the traditional caste norms 
that the larger system places on them.75
We can also see how the example of Darshan and Naga’s recruit-
ment for the IT companies neatly speaks to the concept of scalable soci-
ality.76 Here communication about vacancies and roles moves between 
groups of different sizes, and from some pieces of information being 
publicly stated on Facebook to others being privately exchanged with a 
select few on WhatsApp. Vasu’s case of using multiple platforms, on the 
other hand, is a clear instance of polymedia in action. In all these cases, 
mediating the boundaries of work and non- work was clear.
However, while it may be tempting to suggest that the ‘work– non- 
work’ dichotomy was always circumvented through the agency of the 
employees alone, this is not entirely true. The work system we are con-
sidering is filled with paradoxes. It appears to restrict and regulate a 
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particular practice, while at the same time providing enough opportuni-
ties to bypass what has been restricted with relative ease.
So going back to the introduction, we can see that the anthro-
pological refusal to accept a clear dichotomy of work and non- work is 
based on the study of places such as Panchagrami. It is important to 
recognise that in such places there has never been a simple, rigid sep-
aration of work and non- work; where such boundaries were imposed, 
they were often circumvented. Nevertheless, the rise of social media 
has done much more than simply speak to this issue, as is evident from 
the detailed stories in this chapter. They show a richness of interactivity 
within work, outside of work and between work and non- work that may 
in some respects be unprecedented.
169
  
6
The wider world: social media and 
education in a knowledge economy
A day in the life of Ranjith
Ranjith is 15  years old and from an upper middle- class background. 
He attends an international school.
Wednesday
6 am – Alarm rings . . . snooze . . . catch another 5 minutes of sleep . . . hear 
mum shouting at the top of her voice . . . but go back to sleep again . . . it’s 
all a dream . . . wake up in another 5 minutes to a WhatsApp message 
from Samvrat, asking if the basketball practice is still scheduled for 7 am 
and if the English essay is due at 11 am. Curse words used! Answer Yes to 
basketball practice and ‘****! I forgot’ to English essay. Add a quick suit-
able smiley face and send off message on WhatsApp. [Here his mother 
shouts once again on seeing Ranjith’s use of his phone as the first thing 
he does in the morning.]
6:15 am– 6:45 am – Curse self and pray that English teacher 
will excuse the essay that is due today while brushing teeth. Have cof-
fee while half asleep – hear mum shouting at the top of her voice that I 
shouldn’t have gone to sleep at 2 am. Realise that she is right and prom-
ise self to have no gaming and chatting after 10 pm. Finish morning 
ablutions. Quick check of Facebook . . . ‘like’ Sowmya’s picture with her 
new puppy. Check WhatsApp . . . feel happy looking at Samvrat’s mes-
sage that he hasn’t finished the English homework either . . . all the while 
eating cornflakes. Rush off to basketball practice.
7 am– 8 am – Basketball . . . snap pictures of others practising and 
post them on Facebook. Coach sneers at the smartphone. Promise coach 
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to leave it at home next time. Check post and see that it already has 10 
likes.
8 am  – Rush home to leave phone . . . quick wash . . . check 
WhatsApp . . . happy that only a few people in class remembered the 
essay was due today . . . appreciate Samvrat’s quick WhatsApp home-
work status check with classmates . . . check Facebook . . . basketball post 
already has 12 likes. Maybe everyone is on their way to school . . . school 
doesn’t allow mobile phones . . . so maybe the post will get more likes 
that evening.
8:30 am – School begins – physics class . . . listen to a 15 min lecture 
followed by a documentary screening from Discovery Channel video on 
YouTube . . . Smart classrooms are just awesome.
9:15 am – Maths class – Solve calculus . . . teacher checks to see if 
everyone watched the required assignment from Khan Academy.1
10 am – Interval – quick check with everyone about essay and also 
let them know of the Facebook picture.
11 am – English class – Teacher excuses essay, as majority of the 
class hasn’t completed it either. Rush to the computer lab, where the 
teacher asks class to type in the essay. Vijay, a classmate, stealthily 
checks email . . . site gets firewalled . . . lab co- ordinator must have seen 
him checking and restricted access.
Noon – Lunch . . . catch up with friends . . . 
12:45 pm – Head off to biology and chemistry classes.
2:30 pm – Computer science lab session. C programming. Search 
Google for C routines . . . access online C classes and check for aspects 
of this routine. Try accessing Facebook . . . website blocked. Access 
YouTube . . . check for lessons on C.
3:15 pm  – Head home . . . check WhatsApp . . . check Facebook ... 
still only 14 likes. Start gaming along with quick snacking.
4:00 pm– 7:30 pm – Online gaming . . . check WhatsApp and 
Facebook . . . 30 likes – awesome! Mum home . . . shouts to get back to 
studying.
8:00 pm – Mum calls for help with buying a flower vase from 
Flipkart2 . . . watch YouTube . . . keep checking WhatsApp and Facebook. 
Dad arrives home from work. Eat dinner. Help Dad with some iPad 
issues.
9:00 pm  – Research online for English essay . . . due date fixed 
for tomorrow . . . message Aditi and Samvrat to see if they have com-
pleted . . . everyone is online . . . in the process of writing/ typing it. Call 
Samvrat to talk about essay and end up chatting about basketball.
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11:00 pm  – Complete essay . . . upload it to the school online 
assignment system . . . start online gaming . . . shift between WhatsApp 
and Facebook.
11:30 pm – Dad looks into the bedroom, says it’s bedtime.
11:45 pm – Mum peeks in this time and shouts that it’s bedtime.
0:30 am  – Finally get to sleep early, after kissing goodnight to 
Aditi on WhatsApp voice message.
A day in the life of Pandian
Pandian is 15 years old and from a lower socio- economic background. 
He attends a private local school.
Wednesday
4:30 am – Wake up . . . sister’s voice says it’s time to wake up . . . rush to 
brush teeth and finish morning ablutions. Get to the paddy field . . . it’s 
easy to receive a mobile signal there. Check Facebook. Vinoth and Suraj 
have uploaded pictures taken yesterday . . . ‘like’ and comment on them. 
Check to see if any new friends requests have come in. It’s almost 30 
minutes . . . need to rush to the cowshed.
5 am– 7 am – Milk cows, work in the paddy field.
7 am – Check Facebook . . . Deepak has commented and liked too. 
Like Deepak’s comment in turn . . . Browse through Friends profiles. 
Have tea and finish breakfast of rice gruel.
7:30 am  – Quick wash and rush to catch bus to school. Check 
Facebook on the way to school. Listen to actor Vijay’s ‘Selfie Pulla’3 song 
and other Tamil film songs. Need to download some more songs. Should 
remember to buy new data pack this evening.
8:10 am – Arrive at school . . . talk to Suraj and Vinoth about their 
Facebook pictures. Listen to a new song from Vinoth’s mobile phone.
8:30 am– 11:00 am – Tamil, English and maths classes . . . need to 
copy notes quickly from the blackboard as English teacher erases them 
from the blackboard very quickly . . . submit homework notebook at the 
end of maths class.
11:00 am – Interval – Transfer a few new songs from Vinoth’s phone.
11:15 am – Physical training class – Teacher asks to see if any new 
film songs are available . . . Vinoth transfers new songs . . . asks for new 
Tamil films downloaded from the internet . . . transfer it from Suraj’s 
phone. Play football . . . Lunch.
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1:50 pm – Computer science class. Computer science teacher 
asks everyone to copy a computer programme written on the black-
board . . . go to computer science lab. Run the programme. Get result. 
Chat with friends . . . Deepak helps teacher to fix a broken computer.
3:30 pm – Go to the roadside bunk- sized mobile phone shop with 
Suraj and recharge data plan for Rs. 15/ – . Get new songs loaded for an 
additional Rs. 5/ – .
5:00 pm – Quick tea . . . rush to the paddy field . . . tie cows . . . listen 
to new songs . . . check Facebook . . . post picture of Tamil film actor Vijay4 
downloaded from Google. Never-failing friend Suraj always likes it first.
7:00 pm – Do homework . . . check Facebook.
8:00 pm – Have dinner . . . ask mum and sister to join in watching 
a new Tamil film transferred from Suraj . . . transfer film from phone to 
the government- provided laptop borrowed from cousin. Mum and sis-
ter express their admiration for the technical expertise and knowledge 
shown in not only getting the film, but also the ease with which it was 
transferred.
10:30 pm – Film ends . . . check to see if cows in the cowshed are all 
right. Check Facebook once again.
11:00 pm –  Sleep.
In themselves these two highly contrasting accounts would seem 
to represent the daily lives of two 15- year- old schoolchildren and their 
relation to social media. Yet these are not two disparate scenes occur-
ring in two different societies: they take place alongside one another 
at Panchagrami. In order to see what we can learn from them we have 
to step back a bit, then consider as background the macro- level social 
structures that enable both of these versions to happen within the same 
area. That is the precisely the task of this chapter.
Introduction
Every book in this series has a similar heading to the sixth chapter, signi-
fying a common objective. The task of these chapters within this series 
is to analyse how larger social structures and infrastructures impact 
upon social media or may be transformed by social media. In some cases 
the authors have considered several such structures, among them poli-
tics, the state, religion and commerce.5 But in the case of Panchagrami 
many of these wider issues such as politics and caste have been dis-
cussed throughout this book; to deal with them as a whole would sim-
ply be too complex. Instead this chapter seeks to provide an in- depth 
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analysis of one particular context, that of education. Education brings 
with it a wider arena of aspiration and the struggle for prosperity, or 
at least a decent living. It follows on naturally from the themes of the 
last chapter, as it is highly relevant to the specific work practices that 
have developed around the IT sector. By focusing on this single field, it 
is possible to give a depth of analysis that a broad- spectrum approach 
would not permit.
The following sections provide a glimpse of how the development 
of educational infrastructure has in a way become a symbol of how this 
area is perceived as a ‘knowledge economy’6 – thereby kindling aspira-
tions across all socio- economic classes, which in turn go on to influence 
the provision of education in this area. We then survey the use of infor-
mation and communication technologies (ICTs) in schools, where inter-
net access, social media and mobile phones play a significant role. Next 
we explore how the different school systems at Panchagrami perceive 
social media, and move on to discuss the aspect of teachers becoming 
friends of students on social media. Finally the chapter ends with a case 
study of how certain affluent schools create their own social media, in 
order to discourage students from accessing popular social media sites.
The influences of other socio- economic factors on education are 
also discussed. An attempt is made to showcase how macro- structures 
operate in the background, influencing the seemingly disparate every-
day use of social media, as in the two cases given above.
Knowledge economy: an identity  
that inspires aspirations
While researchers debate whether a knowledge economy is appro-
priate for India,7 the Indian government has adopted the idea in ear-
nest. The concept is also reflected in how the local government in 
Panchagrami, as well as the region’s private IT enterprises, have strug-
gled for over a decade to ensure that this area projects the image of 
a knowledge economy. They have set up IT companies and managed 
to attract a skilled and educated workforce. To a certain extent they 
seem to have achieved their intention, as outsiders also ascribe such an 
identity to this area. Though an inhabitant of Panchagrami might not 
understand the term ‘knowledge economy’, he or she would certainly 
understand that this area is transforming to an economy that values 
knowledge above anything else, and this is reflected in their educa-
tional aspirations.8
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As seen in Chapter 1, establishing an IT park brought with it sev-
eral infrastructural changes. Educational institutions catering to the 
emerging needs of IT companies for skilled labour was one of them. 
An upsurge in the number of schools and colleges in and around 
Panchagrami occurred along with other forms of expansion, includ-
ing the building of more sophisticated housing, commercial spaces and 
other affiliated services to cater to a skilled incoming population. For a 
long- term Panchagrami resident, all of these changes, combined with 
laptops and mobile phones, came to symbolise an economy that placed 
an immense value on knowledge and skills.
For the lower socio- economic classes at Panchagrami, the word 
‘IT’ has now become a synonym for prosperity. They perceive ‘IT’ as 
computers inside massive buildings with visibly intimidating architec-
ture,9 symbolising development and prosperity that can be attained only 
through knowledge and education. Thus, for the lower socio- economic 
classes, working for an IT company translates directly to social mobility. 
People’s aspiration for such mobility is reasserted on an everyday basis 
– not only by the architecture in this area, but also by the visible use of 
newer resources in this area (such as upscale housing, expensive restau-
rants, newer smartphones etc.) by the educated middle- class population 
that has recently arrived.10
The parents from the lower socio- economic class strive to attain 
this aspiration for social mobility through their children. They pro-
vide their children with computers, which to them signify knowledge. 
Accessing the internet and social media such as Facebook through these 
computers is viewed as further proof that their children are on the right 
path for achieving social mobility. The next step is to send their children 
to the right school, which for them roughly translates as a school that 
provides education through computers.
Rani, aged 36, is a housemaid and a long- term resident of Pancha-
grami. She works at one of the multi- storeyed apartment complexes that 
symbolise the massive infrastructural transformation that the area has 
undergone. Rani understands IT as those massive air- conditioned office 
buildings, where well- educated and well- dressed people work on com-
puters all day and get paid a lot to do it. Having dropped out of school at 
the age of eight, while still in the third grade, she now wants her twin 
son and daughter, now in the ninth grade, to study well and gain jobs 
in the IT sector in the near future. She had bought them a second- hand 
desktop computer and a second- hand, originally government- provided 
laptop a couple of years ago, hoping to inspire them and drive them hard 
to fulfil her ambition.
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Similar to the aspirations of the lower socio- economic class, 
upper middle- class families (mostly comprising the ‘double-income’ IT 
employees) also aspire to send their children to the right schools. For 
this group the ‘right’ schools consist of English-medium schools follow-
ing either international or national-level syllabi. With the proliferation 
of such schools in this area, one distinction that these schools tend to 
showcase is the ‘smart classroom’ facility, meaning that the classrooms 
are ICT (information and communication technology)-enabled and are 
connected to the internet. This also means that they have access to newer 
learning platforms such as the Khan Academy,11 open courseware12 and 
video documentaries on YouTube.
Ashwin, aged 41, works for a multinational IT company. For over 
four years he worked in the US as a consultant at one of its client’s offices, 
based in Arizona. As his company wanted him to return to India for some 
time, Ashwin bought himself an apartment in Panchagrami. Since he 
was not sure about his long- term plans in India (he might return to the 
US at some point, depending on his career and the company’s plans) and 
his 11- year- old son was studying in the sixth grade, he wanted to ensure 
that the boy went to an international school. This would provide him 
with internet access and include sufficient emphasis on ICT in its teach-
ing curriculum – something Ashwin felt was important in case the fam-
ily decide to go back to the US. Even if they do not, and his son wishes 
to get into a premier engineering college in India instead, this exposure 
would stand him in good stead.
One can find many people like Rani and Ashwin at Panchagrami. 
They are examples of how parents plan their children’s education stra-
tegically, hoping to give them a secure future. Another kind of parent, 
usually from the lower middle class, is happy to send his/ her child to a 
private school where English is the medium of instruction with a state- 
level syllabus. In so doing they hope to ensure that the child studies hard 
to become a graduate in engineering or a scientific or commercial sub-
ject, and so may enter the IT sector that way.
Parental aspirations can thus be seen to form a pattern. Irrespective 
of the school in which the children study, or the social class to which the 
family belongs, the IT sector seems to be the destination of choice for 
their children. In summary, for these parents getting their children into 
respectable positions in the IT sector symbolises getting them settled in 
life while at the same time attaining social mobility. To achieve this the 
children need to study in an English-medium school, which gives prefer-
ence to technology (at least as a learning platform); the ICTs13 in such 
schools symbolise this.
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School system at Panchagrami
The schools14 found at Panchagrami fall into three different systems: 
the state board schools,15 which follow the Tamil Nadu state syllabi; 
CBSE schools,16 which follow the national-level syllabi; and IGCSE 
schools,17 which follow an international syllabus. In and around 
Panchagrami you can find two international schools, half a dozen 
CBSE schools and at least a dozen private and government- owned 
state board schools. For ease of understanding, this chapter will use 
terms such as ‘affluent schools’ and ‘less affluent schools’ instead of 
the actual school boards. Generally an affluent school would be one 
in which middle- and upper middle- class children study (they are 
mostly the international and CBSE schools, though a few privately 
owned state board schools can also be classified in this way), while 
the less affluent schools are the government and other private local 
state board schools. The latter cater to the lower socio- economic class 
and the lower middle class, and charge a fee18 that is significantly 
lower than their affluent counterparts. However, the infrastructural 
facilities at these schools are less good.
While all affluent schools have English as the medium of instruc-
tion, less affluent state board schools have either Tamil or English as their 
medium.19 However, in this area a rise in demand20 for English-medium 
schools over Tamil medium schools was to a large extent fuelled by the 
employment practices of the IT sector, though a desire for English educa-
tion had begun to creep in around 30 years ago. Ironically, the children 
who now study in the primary classes of the Tamil-medium govern-
ment schools are those of poor migrant labourers who have migrated to 
Panchagrami from other Indian states to work in construction.
Though both the affluent and the less affluent schools at Pancha-
grami advertise their ICT infrastructure, a significant distinction 
between these schools is highlighted through smart classrooms and 
internet connectivity. This factor makes or breaks a school’s popularity 
and the demand for places it experiences. While several affluent schools 
rationalise their steep fees through the smart classroom system, the less 
affluent schools make do with a computer lab.
ICT and social media in schools
Not surprisingly the affluent schools in this area have the best ICT and 
smart classroom facilities, with several of their computers connected to 
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the internet. A popular pedagogical method adopted in these schools is 
to show videos from YouTube. Another source that the teachers tapped 
into was the Khan Academy.21 Google Search and Google Images also 
provide additional resources for these teachers to research for class 
presentations and projects. Other than this, these affluent schools also 
had a few systems with unrestricted internet access in the staff com-
mon room. Some schools also encouraged students to ask teachers for 
help in downloading material from the internet during activity- based 
projects.
However, when it came to students, most affluent schools had strict 
rules restricting access to the internet; almost all of them ban access to 
social media sites on school computers. Though children of the fifth 
grade and above are actively encouraged to access the internet under 
the guidance of teachers and a lab instructor, the teachers invariably 
complain of a few disobedient children in the higher grades (usually the 
tenth or eleventh grades) accessing certain restricted sites unbeknownst 
to them. It was apparent that this was new to these schools, which were 
also constantly experimenting in their approach to the internet and 
social media sites.22
The affluent schools, as they come to terms with the internet- 
enabled ICT infrastructure, also strive to satisfy the parental demand for 
practical lessons on safe internet browsing habits for their children. This 
was in part because these children often belonged to ‘double- income’ 
families, in which both parents were employed, and so children were 
usually alone at home until mid- evening. Both teachers and parents saw 
the combination of a lonely environment at home, an iPad or a laptop 
and an unrestricted internet connection as dangerous, and so teaching 
children how to browse the internet safely became the responsibility of 
teachers. Though parents set parental controls, they knew that it would 
not be difficult for children to bypass such restrictions. However, in most 
schools these lessons are not taught through a one- day workshop, but 
instead take place on a continual basis in the classrooms.
Some of these affluent schools also conduct safe internet browsing 
sessions for teachers, in order to train them in handling and advising 
the browsing habits of their students. These schools normally discour-
age parents from allowing their children (especially those below 14 
years of age)23 to become members of social media websites, especially 
Facebook. They see Facebook as a site that is not only distracting, but 
also potentially dangerous for young children, as they might be inad-
vertently exposing themselves on the space to antisocial elements and 
school bullies. Nevertheless they are pretty certain that several of their 
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students were on social media, especially Facebook.24 These students 
do not just stop with signing onto Facebook, but also friend their teach-
ers who are on the platform. However, such concerns about the internet 
and social media were only expressed orally, never made into an official 
regulatory policy by these schools. Very often these concerns were only 
conveyed to the parents during parent– teacher meetings.
The concerns that these schools had about social media also influ-
enced how they categorised the internet and social media. While the 
teachers identify the internet and YouTube as a knowledge resource,25 
they categorically differentiated Facebook and other social media; to 
teachers these platforms were just frivolous, with no educational merit. 
They were thus shunned as distractions.26 Such beliefs also influence the 
rules on accessing the internet from schools. These were usually sim-
ple: no access to websites other than Google and YouTube. Nor do the 
YouTube videos have the recommendations that normally come up while 
you are viewing one. In addition, the schools also ensure that advertise-
ments do not pop up. Parental controls and other security features are 
normally enabled in the school labs. Yet even these were made concrete 
only after experiences such as Madhuvanthi’s.
L. Madhuvanthi, 38, is a secondary school science teacher in an 
affluent school. In a computer lab session with her students she wanted 
her students to watch a YouTube documentary, but soon discovered a 
couple of students accessing Facebook from the school’s computers. 
Immediately she had to shut down their access and coach them. She felt 
as the school did not have a firewall restricting such access, the students 
were always tempted to access social media sites during lab sessions. 
Only after a series of such complaints did the school take the serious step 
of restricting access to certain sites through firewalls; it also appointed a 
qualified lab administrator to keep a watchful eye on any students who 
circumvented firewalls in the computer labs. Several IT lab instructors 
in such schools agreed that firewall restrictions on their systems were 
sometimes lax, particularly with the restriction of access to social media 
sites. Even when these were in place, they noted that a few children 
always knew how to bypass them.
On the other hand, most of the less affluent schools did not have 
their computers connected to the internet. If they had a connection 
at all, it would be with one or two specific computers, which might 
also be under the supervision of the lab administrator or the teacher 
in charge.
For students in these less affluent schools, even owning gadgets 
was a luxury. With the government’s policy of ‘one laptop per child’, 
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several secondary- school students from the lower socio- economic class 
now own laptops. These students either had no internet access or teth-
ered it from a cheap smartphone that had internet access. However, 
this was only possible for male students;27 female students accessed the 
internet for shorter periods of time by tethering from a borrowed phone 
(normally from their elder brothers or other relatives). Use of a USB don-
gle internet connection is now becoming a symbol of knowledge in itself, 
as it is immediately related to accessing the internet.28 However, even 
in the use of such devices, gender- based controls were evident. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, access to social media for female students belong-
ing to the lower socio- economic class was normally restricted or even 
banned by other family members.
As social media was not something that these less affluent schools 
had to handle systemically, they invariably never discussed this with 
parents. As a result the parents of these children (especially boys) more 
or less consent to the children’s accessing of social media, perceiving 
social media to be one of visible symbols of technological advancement 
that requires mastery in the knowledge economy.
While ICT facilities in well- equipped affluent schools may entail 
watching a documentary on YouTube, it more or less equates to watch-
ing a DVD29 in less affluent schools, which are not connected to the inter-
net. While teachers at several less affluent schools were not aware of 
the existence of open source resources such as the Khan Academy, they 
did know that YouTube had educational elements to it, and sometimes 
encouraged students to view YouTube videos on their mobile phones. 
However, it was not a part of their curriculum and therefore no YouTube- 
based homework or project was assigned, as it was in affluent schools.
Several teachers from these less equipped schools remarked that 
their students would do very well if such opportunities were available to 
them. Possibly this mindset influences their perception of social media 
as well. It was evident that several teachers in these schools did not dif-
ferentiate between the wider internet and social media; they viewed 
both equally as opportunities for their students to explore knowledge 
denied to them through economic circumstances. This was also visible 
in the way that teachers treated and encouraged students with even 
a little competence and knowledge of the internet and social media, 
although it might not be directly related to their curriculum. This is in 
sharp contrast to affluent schools’ view of such distractions.
This distinction becomes clearly apparent in the case studies of 
Ranjith and Pandian. When during their physical training ativities the 
‘coach’ (in Ranjith’s case) and the physical training teacher (in Pandian’s 
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case) saw the smartphones in their students’ hands, their reactions were 
very different. While the coach sneered at the interruption that this 
phone could cause to Ranjith’s session, the teacher in the local school 
that Pandian attends asked him for film songs. Though their reactions 
differed, it seems as if both now acknowledge the pervasive nature of 
such devices and the influence of social media on their students.
Accessing social media on mobile platforms
Though most school students operate and access social media through 
multiple devices (depending on their socio- economic background), 
smartphones seemed to be the most popular medium of access to the 
internet and social media.
All schools at Panchagrami have a strict ‘no mobile phone’ policy 
within their respective school premises and discourage students very 
strongly from bringing mobile phones to schools. However, teachers in 
both affluent and less affluent schools agree that they have caught numer-
ous students with mobile phones within their respective school campuses.
As a disciplinary process, the school retains the mobile phone and 
lets the student know that the phone will be handed over only to his/ her 
parents. This also creates an opportunity for the teachers to talk to the 
parents about such policies, and the issues that arise when they are bro-
ken. More often than not the teachers blame the parents for providing a 
child of 10 or 12 with a mobile phone. During the interviews for this book 
several teachers observed that this breach of rules normally happens 
with children whose parents (both father and mother) were working. 
According to teachers, the parents with a high disposable income seemed 
to shower their children with all kinds of gadgets in order to make up for 
the time they could not spend with them. In fact teachers in less affluent 
schools also complained of this, but here it was focused more upon male 
students, who sometimes received these phones from their extended 
families rather than directly from their parents (typically it was provided 
by an older male relative such as an uncle). But what differentiated these 
students from those of affluent backgrounds was that they owned sec-
ond- hand non- smartphones, and sometimes also smartphones, while the 
children attending affluent schools generally owned new smartphones. 
In less affluent schools it was mostly the boys who got caught, while in 
affluent schools both boys and girls were caught with mobile phones. 
Certainly it appeared that children were caught in possession of mobile 
phones across all schools, irrespective of their affluence.
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With the children in the affluent schools, the teachers rationalised 
that being attached to the device was a solution for a lonely child; for 
those whose parents were both working long hours, the phone seemed 
to interact with them more than their parents did. The phone or the iPad 
became an actual companion. Several younger children who ended up 
playing online games stated that these games kept them company while 
their parents were at work.
According to the teachers, gaming was one of the primary reasons 
why these children became attached to their mobile gadgets. Gaming 
takes places through several channels. Games could be downloaded as 
applications from the Google Play store, Apple’s App Store or Samsung 
store. However, most parents also allow their children to sign up on 
Facebook, thus enabling them to play games on the platform. The teach-
ers noted that the young children who sign up for Facebook only use the 
site for gaming purposes. Although they felt such social media member-
ships expose these children to unwanted distractions, the parents sim-
ply did not seem to mind their children being on Facebook.
One affluent school even carried out a surprise inspection of each 
student’s school bags to see if someone was carrying a mobile phone, fol-
lowing a rumour that children were using mobile phones in silent mode 
during breaks for playing games and accessing social media, especially 
Facebook and WhatsApp. The inspection ended with 21 mobile phones 
being confiscated in the eleventh grade alone, which consists of 17 year 
olds. This led to stricter policies and rules being imposed. Although the 
schools hosted meetings of the parent–teacher association (PTA) and let 
the parents know of this, they noted that some parents just did not seem 
to care.
Regulation of mobile phones in less affluent schools happens too. 
They also have a ‘no mobile phone’ policy and, as seen earlier, stu-
dents in these schools were also caught with mobile phones. In a few 
less affluent schools, however, even if teachers did see students bring-
ing in mobile phones they did not make a fuss over it. These schools 
normally have students of the tenth to twelfth grades bringing in 
mobile phones, which are then caught by the teachers during inspec-
tions. While a few teachers might just confiscate these phones as a 
warning during surprise inspections, they also consider the student’s 
economic background before imposing a monetary fine or instigating 
other disciplinary processes.
Sujatha, a teacher in one of these schools, recounted an incident 
from a PTA meeting. On this occasion the school had warned par-
ents about the policy banning mobile phone usage within the school 
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premises. Parents were encouraged to check school bags and be on 
the lookout for children taking their mobile phones to school. Almost 
all parents seemed to have supported the school’s stance. Yet within a 
couple of days, during a mid- morning break, two male students were 
caught talking on their mobile phones. When the phones were confis-
cated it was discovered that they had been talking to their mothers, ask-
ing them to deliver lunch at school. When the parents were summoned, 
they claimed ignorance of such a policy. Sujatha pointed out that several 
schools, including hers, had only made this as an oral policy and it was 
not written down, so claiming ignorance was easy. It is true that while 
some schools have a written policy on the use of mobile phones (ban-
ning their use within the school premises), most schools do not refer to it 
– nor do they express a view on social media. The prohibition of mobile 
phones was thus more of an unspoken/ unwritten rule. Several teachers 
observed that while these rules did not need to be put in print, and it was 
just common sense to understand them, they expressed doubts over co- 
operation from parents when it came to following these rules.
Even in the case of affluent schools, with highly regulated poli-
cies banning mobile phones on school campuses, teachers often com-
plained that these sometimes had no effect. This raises the question of 
children’s autonomy, on why they choose to bring a mobile phone to 
school even when they knew it was prohibited. Several reasons for this 
emerged. Many children reasoned that they needed a mobile phone as 
this was the only way they could communicate with their parents (both 
working), childminder or other responsible adult at certain times of the 
day. Further, the kind of phone they carried helped them build a kind 
of social status among their peers that went beyond the opportunity 
for constant gaming. In fact a few secondary- school children even sug-
gested that it was an act of rebellion against the authority of their par-
ents and teachers.
On the positive side, the teachers acknowledge that such attach-
ment to mobile phones has in a way helped these children to understand 
more about the intricacies and the mechanics of smartphones.
Kalpana, a systems administrator and a computer science teacher 
at one of the affluent schools, recounted that once when she had a prob-
lem with a new iPhone, she mentioned the issue to a pupil in class nine, 
aged around 15, who solved it for her within minutes. She was both 
surprised and proud of this student. She then found out that the child’s 
parents had iPhones at home. When she casually mentioned this to the 
other teachers, word naturally got around to the school management. 
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Though the head of the school warned her against asking students to 
help with repairs of personal devices, Kalpana feels that teachers need 
to acknowledge the fact that children these days know a lot about 
phones and other gadgets. She says having internet access or a mobile 
phone is not necessarily a bad thing for children, and teachers needed 
to understand that neither can be avoided. She would prefer a holis-
tic understanding of children’s needs and backgrounds, so they can be 
taught how to use technology responsibly. This was her personal view, 
however, and none of the other teachers felt the same way – at least not 
at her school.
Teachers in both affluent and less affluent schools speak of techni-
cally competent students who may be able to handle and repair a range 
of smartphones and other varieties of phone. However, while stories of 
technical competence in less affluent schools would typically feature a 
student from the tenth or twelfth grades, aged around 16 to 18, such sto-
ries in a well- equipped affluent school would be about a child in the sev-
enth or eighth grade, aged around 12 to 14. Such stories clearly reveal 
the knowledge gap between these school students in exposure to tech-
nology. In affluent schools, though individual teachers might encourage 
such competence, doing so as a regular thing is frowned upon and seen 
as a distraction. However, in less affluent schools with less sophisticated 
technology infrastructure, both the individual teacher and the system 
itself would regard this technical competence as a symbol of the techni-
cal knowledge required to thrive in modern Panchagrami. For example 
the teacher who asked Pandian for songs, in the case study discussed at 
the start of this chapter, views his expertise in downloading songs as a 
technical competence. Similarly the computer science teacher who got 
help in fixing a computer from Pandian’s friend Deepak also sees this as 
a technical competence; no- one in these schools complains or frowns 
when teachers accept help from their students.
Irrespective of the schools’ systems or their perception of mobile 
phones, internet access or even social media, it was apparent that the 
schools were extremely aware of the growing impact on their students 
of technology in general and social media in particular.30 Having dis-
cussed above how schools view social media formally, we now move on 
to see what happens when students extend their relationship with teach-
ers by friending them on Facebook. The following section explores how 
teachers view such friendships.31 In other words, it considers whether 
teachers take students’ friend requests as an affront to the traditional 
hierarchical power structure and discourage them, or whether they 
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welcome such acts as a sign of their students’ technical competence, and 
so encourage such friending.
Social media: friending teachers
As seen in the earlier sections, several teachers knew that students in 
their early teens were on Facebook, a situation that troubled them since 
they did not think of Facebook as a site for children. Although they kept 
restating the Indian legal rule that children below the age of 18 years 
should not be allowed access to Facebook,32 they acknowledged that 
banning the platform for children was not possible. Most seemed to have 
reluctantly come to terms with the reality facing them.
However, a couple of significant aspects soon became apparent. 
Many of the teachers who expressed such concerns were also friends 
with their students on Facebook, and though the schools had an infor-
mal policy of not encouraging teacher– student friendship outside 
the school premises, in reality none of the schools seemed too wor-
ried about what happened outside school. Nevertheless, the teach-
ers did not appear comfortable discussing their Facebook friendship 
with their students within their school premises. The students who 
friended their teachers did it for a variety of reasons. Some did it to 
show off their closeness to power centres within their peer group, 
while others seemed genuinely interested in what was happening in 
their teachers’ lives. Interviews carried out with a few students made 
this apparent.
For example, 14- year- old Rajeev, a student in the eighth grade of 
an affluent school, commented:
I am a friend of Prema mam on Facebook. I  told my class-
mates . . . they sent a request and became friends too. She posts 
little. She had gone on a trip to Malaysia . . . I saw the pictures on 
her album. The girls in my class liked her dress . . . the boys liked 
the theme park.
Varenya, a student in the ninth grade of another affluent school, 
explained:
I greeted my teacher on her birthday when I  friended her on 
Facebook and she liked my comment and I  told this to my class-
mates . . . I never ended up greeting her when I saw her in school.
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While Dhandapani, a tenth-grade student from a less affluent school, 
remarked:
Only my computer science sir is on Facebook. I sent him a friend’s 
request when I signed up on Facebook – my friend Arulraj asked 
me to friend him, as he was friends with him. My sir immediately 
accepted the request. I thanked him when I saw him at school the 
next day . . . he just smiled.
Though a few teachers who had their students as friends on Facebook 
seemed pretty conscious of their activities on the platform, there were 
others who did not appear to care. Some had even forgotten that their 
Facebook friends network also included their students. For example 
Manjula, a teacher of the eleventh grade in a CBSE school, said that 
she only remembered having friended one of her students on Facebook 
when the student had questioned her about the absence of recent 
updates. Others said that they maintained a close surveillance of the 
activities of their younger students (aged 14 or below) on the platform 
by becoming friends with them. This, they hoped, would exert some 
control over what their students post (both in terms of pictures and the 
language used). They agreed that if they saw something inappropriate 
they would either question the student about it directly or would refer 
to it indirectly.
This kind of surveillance and social control seemed the reason 
why the students in the higher grades avoided friending their teach-
ers on Facebook. Many, especially male students, felt that such friend-
ships would be an invasion of their privacy. Female students in these 
grades seemed more relaxed about friending their favourite teachers. 
A few even said that their teacher had sent them a friend’s request and 
they had simply accepted it. Other students felt compelled to friend 
their teachers when they were a part of an event organised at school 
and informal co- ordination happened over Facebook. However, all of 
this depended on the school, the relationship that a student shared with 
his/ her teacher, who a favourite teacher might be and his/ her attitude to 
Facebook, the number of other students or classmates who were friends 
with their teacher on Facebook etc. In some cases students agreed that 
they experienced peer pressure to friend a teacher when their network 
of friends were also Facebook friends with him or her, and this trend was 
evident across schools.
While a few teachers were fine about friending all of their stu-
dents, others were cautious of friending them, particularly those in 
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higher grades. Most teachers noted that they would be comfortable only 
if they knew the student well (i.e. had known the student for several 
years or had taught their class); in other cases they would have a look at 
a student’s profile before accepting such requests. Several teachers also 
noted that they would be very wary of friending their students in the 
absence of a clear profile picture.
Karuna, 49, is a twelfth-grade English teacher in an affluent 
school. She had worked out a set of rules to apply in deciding whether 
to friend a student from her school. She had to know who they were 
and to gauge their attitude. Karuna seemed to have become more 
careful after an incident that involved a new male student who had 
recently arrived in the eleventh grade. She had encouraged students 
from her school to friend her on Facebook and as a result several of 
them had done so; this particular student did that too. After a few 
months she discovered that he had also friended her daughter, who 
was in her tenth grade, through Karuna’s profile. She discovered this 
only after she had seen his comment on her daughter’s picture. Though 
the student had started commenting and liking pictures of her daugh-
ter, she had at first considered it only a harmless friendship. However, 
shortly afterwards she realised that he had unfriended Karuna but 
was still friends with her daughter. Karuna was also shocked when 
she came across another comment of this student on her daughter’s 
profile, which she considered bordering on lewdness. She had imme-
diately asked her daughter to unfriend him. She could not raise the 
matter with the school head, however, as the school had actively 
discouraged personal social media contacts between teachers and 
students.
Though this might have been a one- off case, teachers were gen-
erally sceptical and careful when it came to friending students of 
higher grades due to privacy issues and concerns arising on both sides. 
However, teachers of lower grades were keen and actively encouraged 
students to friend them. This was in part their way of ensuring that the 
students did not get into any trouble on Facebook, and that no cyber bul-
lying was taking place.
Children studying in affluent schools in this area very often come 
from ‘double-income’ families in which both parents work. After school 
they either stay at home with their grandparents or in some cases return 
to an empty house. With unrestricted internet access and plenty of 
tech gadgets around, it is no wonder that several children sign up on 
Facebook at an early age. Although most begin their Facebook journey 
by playing online games, very soon they start connecting with their peer 
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groups on Facebook. This is also the point at which they start friending 
their teachers. Rahul’s case illustrates this clearly.
This is another example of a family that inhabits two different 
apartments within the same complex, as discussed in Chapter 4. Rahul, 
a 15- year- old student, attends an affluent school at Panchagrami. After 
school he generally stays at his grandparents’ apartment until his par-
ents return home late in the evening, during which time he says he feels 
lonely. His lack of friends in the apartment complex contributes to this. 
Rahul attributes his lack of friends to his varied interests and, since he is 
not as interested in sport as he is in computers, he feels that none share 
his passion. Further, he does not go to the same school as most other 
children in the complex (in this case the school run by the apartment 
complex itself), which makes him feel like an outsider. Conscious of his 
loneliness and lack of friends, his grandparents seem worried. They are 
now pressing Rahul’s parents to move him to the school in the apartment 
complex itself, hoping that at least then he would have more friends and 
some physical activity.
Rahul’s grandmother was pretty frank about his activities once he 
returns from school. The first thing he does is to switch on his laptop and 
his Samsung Galaxy notepad and start playing games, and this goes on 
until his parents are return. In practice, therefore, Rahul is on a gam-
ing platform for at least four hours every evening. Otherwise he is on 
Facebook, chatting with his school friends as he plays these games.
Rahul was also pretty open about his interests in gaming and 
networking on Facebook at the same time. He updated his friends on 
his scores and, most often, played games online with his other school 
friends (whose parents also typically seemed to be still at work). He 
had a WhatsApp account activated on his Samsung smartphone and 
through this communicated with his gaming friends group. Rahul had 
his Facebook account activated a year ago, which he claims was done by 
his friend from school. One of the first things he did on Facebook was 
to search for his schoolmates, and he appeared happy to have found 
most of them on this platform. Once he knew that several of his teachers 
were friends of his friends, he wanted to friend them as well and started 
sending them friend requests. While still in ninth grade, he had sent a 
request to a teacher of the twelfth grade; he was friended immediately, 
even though he did not know her personally and had not attended any of 
her classes. Rahul claims that almost all of his schoolmates and teachers 
have friended him within hours of him sending the request, and now 
reckons that all of them spend more time on Facebook than he did. So, as 
he keeps asking his grandmother and parents, why should he move out 
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of Facebook when everyone else seems to be on it? His mother even went 
so far as to call his teachers hypocrites; they advised parents to discour-
age children from using Facebook, but at the same time friended their 
students on it. She described such an approach as ‘pinching the baby and 
rocking the cradle’.
However, it soon became clear that Rahul’s parents were actually 
encouraging him to be on Facebook; they claimed that all his cousins 
who lived abroad used it and he should be using it as well, to feel a part 
of his extended family. His mother even claimed that Indian schools 
needed to grow up! She is pretty forthright in stating that the schools 
need either to recognise that students use social media or to take a firm 
line and actively ban it. She did not agree with a policy of advising par-
ents to keep their children off social media while simultaneously friend-
ing a student if a friend request is sent. Rahul’s father was also vocal 
in claiming that the schools were only bothered about what happened 
within their premises, thus contradicting their idealistic claims of a 
holistic education.
However, the case in less affluent schools seems to be very differ-
ent. Here even teachers of higher grades actively encouraged students 
to friend them on social media, which was seen as a way of encourag-
ing students to explore new horizons. Once again, the issue of gender 
arose; it was mostly male students who were on social media, espe-
cially Facebook. In less affluent schools interviews with several female 
students of the eighth to the twelfth grade revealed that they were not 
on social media, either because of economic circumstances or through 
restrictions exerted by their families.
Ramesh, a twelfth-grade student attending a Tamil-medium 
school in Panchagrami, signed up on Facebook three years ago. He had 
helped a few of his classmates sign up on Facebook as well, and had 
also spoken about his Facebook account to a couple of his male teach-
ers, who wanted Ramesh to create accounts for them too. As news of his 
technical competence on Facebook spread, requests from other teachers 
for Facebook accounts started to pour in. Very soon Ramesh’s image as 
a tech geek started to take shape. He was seen as someone who knew 
more about the internet and computers than his teachers did. Though he 
previously wanted to be a Tamil scholar, his success with Facebook and 
his rising personal status as a tech geek has influenced Ramesh’s choice 
of a career in computer science.
In affluent schools, while friending on Facebook was still fine, pre-
cautions were taken among both teachers and students when it came to 
WhatsApp. The teachers were not really keen on passing on their phone 
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numbers to students, a feeling that seemed to be mutual. Teachers were 
apprehensive, not only about the students’ use of mobile phones but 
also, to a very large extent, on the parents calling teachers and bother-
ing them about their children’s performance at school. WhatsApp did 
not therefore seem to be a particularly liked or favoured channel of 
interaction between teachers and their students.
For most school students from the lower socio- economic class  – 
though their teachers (mostly men) were far more open to exchanging 
their phone numbers – use of WhatsApp becomes limited due to the cost 
of mobile internet access. Even for those who subscribe to the mobile 
internet, their use of WhatsApp largely depends on who on their net-
work was using it. Only when these students moved on to college did it 
become a major communication channel. However, in the last phases 
of the field work this seemed to be changing, with many more male 
students from lower classes adopting WhatsApp as a communication 
platform.
Exploring the student– teacher relationship on social media is cru-
cial, since it is only now that this relationship is being tested in a space 
that breaks down the traditional hierarchy of this relationship. As seen 
above, it is still in the process of being tested. It was apparent that both 
students and teachers were careful and apprehensive when it came to 
revealing their personal lives, something seldom seen in a formal school 
environment. There also seemed to be an inherent tension in the rela-
tionship between parents and teachers, at least when it came to their 
children’s social media activities. However, the relationship between 
parents and schools on social media is also crucial – since the very set 
of affluent parents who expressed anxiety about their child’s activity on 
social media also view Facebook as a convenient platform for staying in 
touch with the schools and influencing them.
Social media and parent–teacher associations (PTA)
Subhashini, aged 37, is the mother of two children who study in an afflu-
ent school at Panchagrami. The elder, aged 11, is in the sixth grade and 
the younger, aged 8, is in the third. Subhashini and her husband had 
returned from the US a couple of years earlier, after having lived there 
for nearly eight years. Once her children were admitted to the school in 
Panchagrami, she wanted to take an active part in its parent–teacher 
association. However, she soon found that there were limitations in 
India, in contrast to her involvement in school PTAs in the US. She also 
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found that while the parents were individually involved and invested in 
the education of their children, it was not a united association.
Instead Subhashini set up two Facebook groups, each of which 
involved parents from her children’s respective grades. The groups were 
specifically intended to discuss and debate any changes in the way in 
which education in these schools was supposed to happen. Further, they 
were also intended to discuss their children’s homework and future 
events, and to arrange get- togethers. Though the group was active when 
it started, it soon became a place where the mothers gossiped and dis-
cussed their cooking and sarees. Bad-mouthing a few teachers of this 
school also occurred. Subhashini felt that the focus changed because 
this was a mothers- only group. She knew that there were other Facebook 
groups in which both parents participated, and those seemed to func-
tion well.
The school’s head teacher soon recognised that several groups of 
parents had formed Facebook groups to discuss their children’s school-
ing, and a few of them had genuine concerns. As it was difficult to 
address these concerns when they were expressed in disparate chan-
nels, regulation of such groups became necessary. She actively encour-
aged parents such as Subhashini to form one Facebook group that had 
a high- level parent–teacher committee, and to have several teachers as 
school representatives in this group. In this way communication could 
be channelled and concerns proactively addressed. This soon became a 
reality, with Subhashini taking over as one of the group administrators. 
She feels that this group has much more regulation and has created a 
sense of community. Several members have also taken to passing infor-
mation through WhatsApp rather than through Facebook alone. This 
group now seems to have spawned several subgroups. Among these are 
a group of mothers (specifically homemakers) who bring lunch to their 
children at school, a fathers’ cricket group (which involves cricket with 
a group of children every Saturday) and a mentor group (which involves 
the corporate fathers mentoring children for success through life skills 
etc). These groups are active on both Facebook and WhatsApp.
The school for its part encourages only one online channel of 
communication, as well as the monthly face- to- face meetings to help 
address concerns. While it encourages communication over Facebook, 
therefore, it strongly discourages communication over WhatsApp – for 
which teachers’ personal phone numbers need to be exchanged, possibly 
requiring them to respond to queries from parents outside school hours. 
From the school’s point of view, formalising such online communication 
channels encourages healthy debates on educational practice and the 
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curriculum. It also regulates and restricts any ‘blame game’ activity and 
the questioning of individual teachers.
Alternative social media: a case study  
from an affluent school
In exploring cases of how schools discourage children from using social 
media, the situation becomes complex when we consider the most afflu-
ent schools. These schools have recognised the contemporary need not 
to keep the children away from social media, but to ensure that they 
use it responsibly and avoid being caught up in embarrassing, awkward, 
unhealthy or dangerous situations. These schools realise the benefits 
of a common forum for interaction among their constituencies and are 
experimenting with different ways of creating such interactive plat-
forms. This can be illustrated through the case study of a very affluent 
school, located very close to the field site. Several children from the 
affluent families of Panchagrami study there.
DMG is one of the new breed of affluent international schools 
that have appeared in the area. The brainchild of an entrepreneur-
ial family, who compose the senior management of the school, it 
has been in existence for about two decades. During that time it has 
metamorphosed from being a conventional school following the local 
curriculum to its current form as a school following an international 
curriculum. International schools in India differ from regular schools 
in the curriculum they follow, which may be either country- specific 
(for example an American International School) or global (for exam-
ple IGCSE or IB). To meet the demands of these curricula requires 
a different approach to education from other domestic schools. The 
overall approach is geared towards nurturing the different facets of 
a child’s development including cognition, emotional responses, sen-
sory growth, kinaesthetic awareness and interpersonal communica-
tion. To achieve such multi- faceted development, the school relies 
on a variety of pedagogical approaches, ranging from activity- based 
learning (learning through class activities, presentations and exhibi-
tions), peer- to- peer mentoring (in which older students often address 
younger ones about social and civic issues such as bullying, waste 
management etc.) and extensive use of ICT.
The use of ICT is especially visible in this school. All the classrooms 
are connected to the internet through smart boards and computer ter-
minals, and there is also a fully equipped computer lab (for hands- on 
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use by the children) plus internet- linked computers in the staff room 
(mainly for staff to use for their own research and occasional teach-
ing to a smaller group of students). As well as students researching on 
the internet for their classroom projects, teachers are encouraged to 
engage in virtual research for drawing up their lesson plans, preparing 
assessment questions and devising worksheets for classroom purposes. 
Communication of important news to parents is almost exclusively 
through e- mails to the students’ school e- mail accounts (each student 
has his/ her own school e- mail ID), while group mailers to the staff are 
often also through e- mail.
A new initiative in the ICT sphere in this school is an online 
assessment tool (created in- house by the school director and external 
colleagues). This attempts to make online testing and formative assess-
ment easier and more intuitive for both teachers and students. One set 
of members of staff that are exploring ICT to the fullest are the team of 
special educators who help children with different needs, both in the 
regular classroom and in the specialised resource centre catering for 
children with special needs. These teachers have found ICT to be the 
ideal platform for providing different sensorial experiences to children 
who do not respond well to traditional oral teaching methods. ICT also 
helps such teachers to keep abreast of the latest happenings in their 
fields of expertise, and more effectively to research pedagogy for stu-
dents not served by the regular curriculum.
In the school itself ICT complements classroom- based pedagogy 
that relies a lot on activities to stimulate learning and reflection. These 
activities range from session- long intra- class activities (such as debates, 
presentations and so on) to exhibitions and project work of longer 
duration (ranging from a couple of days to a month). One of the main 
activities is the school- wide, two- day exhibition on a common theme, 
preparations for which begin weeks beforehand. These activities are 
showcased to the outside world through regular updates on the school’s 
Facebook page, drawing comments and likes from regular visitors 
including alumni and ex- teachers.
This international school has created its own intranet social net-
working website that aims to give the experience of a public social 
networking site in a controlled environment. ‘Relate’, as the website is 
called, is open only to the staff and students of the school; entry is con-
trolled by the school through login usernames and passwords. Further, 
as the school provides every student with an email ID when admitted, 
the sign-up site is accessed through this email ID. It works as a forum 
for students and teachers to interact with and among one another for 
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academic and social purposes. The site mimics the layout of Facebook, 
allowing each user to post on a wall, ‘friend’ other members, create 
groups and forums and start chat conversations. However, usage is care-
fully monitored, with a prominent notice informing members of the 
appropriate ‘etiquette’ to be followed in the site and the consequences of 
breaching rules of conduct.
The main objective of this internal social networking site is 
to make sure that children, especially those in fifth to ninth grade, 
receive coaching and instruction on how to use an external social 
networking site such as Facebook responsibly. Further, the manage-
ment and teachers view this simulation of a social networking site as 
a two- way learning experience, in which both sides gain knowledge 
through ICT.
Students and teachers use this website in different ways and for 
various purposes. Social greetings for festivals or other holidays are 
common among students. Staff members also ‘friend’ other members of 
staff and have social interactions on this site. Teachers also use the web-
site to comment on curricular events, such as projects and exhibitions 
conducted by the students. In turn, students conduct polls on issues of 
interest among other students and teachers, giving them a taste of the 
democratic process. Last but not least, homework assignments have 
also been posted on the site for students to complete, with immediate 
clarifications made possible through chat with the respective faculty 
members. Along with facilitating interactions among members, ‘Relate’ 
also allows users to post videos (mostly educational and only posted by 
teachers), appropriate photographs (posted by students and teachers) 
and links to external sources such as websites and blogs.
However, as the management themselves agree, though ‘Relate’ is 
open for all students from the fifth grade upwards, and is completely vol-
untary, they see it being used more by middle-school children than older 
students. Further, there seems to be a difference in the pattern of how 
the girls use the site compared to the boys. Most postings on Relate by 
girl students were related to paintings and creative design, while those by 
boys leaned towards sports such as football, basketball and even baseball.
The sign- in page of this networking site is shown in Fig. 6.1 below.
Extensive usage of ICT has also challenged the school’s IT team, 
which is now scrambling to keep pace with ICT- related challenges 
such as cyber bullying, posting of inappropriate pictures and other 
media on the common social networking platform and general use of 
the internet for purposes other than classroom or education- related 
research.
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Conclusion
This chapter started by considering the two seemingly disparate case 
studies of Ranjith and Pandian. However, viewing the same case studies 
again, with a deeper understanding of how the macro- structure of edu-
cation and other socio- economic factors influence this seemingly micro- 
level use of social media in everyday life, reveals the issues underlying 
the exploration. To comprehend these fully the diversity of schools in 
the area, ranging from expensive, fee- paying affluent schools to free 
government schools serving the lowest-income migrant workers from 
other states, had to be reviewed. We can now see why this introduc-
tion was so important, since almost every aspect of social media use in 
the school system seems to differ systematically along this spectrum, 
from the most cosmopolitan schools to the most local. The use of social 
media in this context reflects the attitudes not only of teachers but also 
of pupils, as well as the expectations and aspirations of parents. In turn 
this reflects the wider context of a field site in which the imposition of a 
new IT complex also reflects a top- down imposition of ideas – as indeed 
does a ‘knowledge economy’ itself. Even if these are at times poorly 
understood, it is clear that all sectors of the population, even those 
with the lowest incomes, recognise that their children’s futures will be 
enhanced if somehow education can also mean access to technology and 
Fig. 6.1 The log- in page of an intraschool networking site
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skills related to IT. In a sense everyone at Panchagrami has embraced 
the concept of a knowledge economy at some level or other.
In this chapter we have also explored the implications that this has 
on the presence of social media in schools, starting from the attitude 
that these schools have towards mobile phones and access to technolo-
gies and progressing to personal connections on social media between 
teachers and students. The categorisation of social media and technol-
ogy as useful educational tools, and as distractions by some teachers, 
also had to be considered in order to understand why the teachers in 
affluent schools frowned upon certain social media, while those work-
ing in less affluent schools encouraged its use.33 This kind of categori-
sation was also apparent in how the students’ parents viewed social 
media. While parents from lower socio- economic classes who sent their 
children to the less affluent schools saw their child’s engagement with 
social media as an exhibition of a technical competence needed to sur-
vive in the knowledge economy that Panchagrami had grown into, upper 
middle- class parents viewed social media as a distraction to education. 
This is in a way similar to how social media was viewed in the respective 
schools that their children attended.
However, it was evident that the idea of understanding and han-
dling social media was still a confusing mix throughout the school sys-
tem. None of the schools had a clearly defined social media policy and, 
although some had an internet policy, there was no mention of social 
media. Rules regarding social media were constantly in flux, as the 
schools grappled with the ever- changing issues it raised. Finally, while 
all schools acknowledged the inescapable, pervasive presence of social 
media, not everything was discussed proactively and acted upon by 
these schools.
While some students were friending teachers on Facebook, in afflu-
ent schools anxiety, confusion and caution were common among teach-
ers with respect to friending students, or even asking them for technical 
help. In less affluent schools, on the other hand, friending on social 
media was encouraged and even acted upon. The business of friend-
ing teachers was more visible among the middle school students, aged 
between 12 and 15; older students hesitated to do so, due to concerns 
about constant surveillance.34 Such concerns were much more apparent 
in the case of WhatsApp, with both parties reluctant to connect since 
that involved exchanging personal phone numbers. Such reservations 
were also visible in the schools’ practice of discouraging teachers from 
sharing phone numbers with students’ parents, fearing possible distur-
bance and invasion of privacy.
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Privacy in these cases was layered, based on the social media in 
question. Whereas Facebook was still viewed as a legitimate platform 
for official institutional communication, WhatsApp was seen as a pri-
vate channel and was consequently discouraged, since it allowed one- 
to- one interaction with teachers.35 While Facebook and WhatsApp 
seemed to be the platforms most discussed within these circles, 
Twitter appeared virtually invisible, with the exception of one very 
affluent international school. However, even this school used Twitter 
along with other platforms. Twitter was not as popular as Facebook 
or WhatsApp among students in affluent schools, a trend that dif-
fers from the use of Twitter among students in the UK field site, The 
Glades.36
In addition, while friending between genders was apparent in 
affluent schools, only male teachers friended male students in the less 
affluent schools – the result of socio- cultural issues surrounding female 
students’ access to social media or even mobile phones. The deeper we 
probe, the more we realise that schools’ perceptions about social media 
are relative to the socio- cultural aspects of a wider society, which in turn 
influence the schools themselves.
Most significant is the process by which the schools handle these 
apparently relative perceptions of social media, often by adopting con-
tradictory practices. The last case study of a social media platform that 
an affluent school had created for its students is noteworthy. In this 
instance an affluent school that actually discourages, cautions and 
frowns upon its younger students using social media has ended up cre-
ating another social media platform strategically to combat and drive 
their students away from Facebook. In contrast less affluent schools, 
though they encourage and support social media, do not have the eco-
nomic resources required to create a new platform for their use. The 
striking contradiction that emerges here is the use of social media by 
systems of education that frown upon it, juxtaposed with the non- use of 
social media by systems of education that in reality support it.
In conclusion, social media is an unprecedented develop-
ment which schools are coming to terms with by constantly testing 
and experimenting with it. They all seem to be handling it in their 
own style, which in reality is relative to the socio- cultural scenario 
in which they are embedded  – as was very apparent in the cases of 
Ranjith and Pandian.
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7
Conclusion: social media and  
its continuing complexities
Sundararajan, a 57- year- old dealer in auto spare parts, is from an upper 
caste, upper middle- class Hindu background. He owns a couple of two- 
bedroom apartments in one of the multi- storeyed apartment complexes 
in Panchagrami. His intention was to rent out one of his apartments, but 
only to an upper-caste, strictly vegetarian Hindu. Initially Sundararajan 
tried the classified section in the local newspapers, but he was not happy 
with the responses he received. He later met with a few upper- caste 
Hindu neighbours in the same apartment complex and asked them to 
post his rental ad on their networks on Facebook and WhatsApp. A cou-
ple of months later, Sundararajan noted in an interview that he received 
around ten inquiries from upper-caste vegetarian Hindus in response to 
his neighbours’ postings, and managed to rent his apartment success-
fully to someone he liked. He commented that he was not surprised by 
the response, since he knew that all his neighbours socialised mostly 
with upper-caste Hindus, and had reckoned that their networks on 
Facebook and WhatsApp would be much the same.
Sundararajan’s casual observation was confirmed through both 
interviews and an online visual analysis of upper-caste Hindus’ profiles. 
On average 58 per cent of their friends and contacts were from their 
own communities. Though online friendships with others did occur, 
most were with people whom they already knew offline. When this 
was brought up during interviews, some were surprised, others were 
shocked and yet others rationalised this pattern. But almost everyone 
agreed that while their offline social circles comprised people of other 
castes too, the majority were people from their own communities.
These connections married a caste- based community to an emer-
gent class factor with which it was aligned. Interviews revealed that 
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even within their own caste, their primary contacts were with others 
from the middle classes. Where there were contacts from lower classes, 
these were limited and most tended to be functional rather than social.1 
For example if someone was in touch with their cook, who was from 
their own caste, on WhatsApp (such as Kavitha in Chapter 5, who sent 
WhatsApp voice messages to her cook/ childminder), this was so they 
could discuss what needed to be cooked for dinner. It was not really a 
social process of establishing a peer-to-peer friendship, which involved 
forwarding jokes, memes and other visuals intended as a part of build-
ing sociality.
Such a pattern was also visible in the social media contacts of 
Panchagrami’s long- term residents. Their contacts, even from within their 
own villages, mostly were from their own socio- economic class. Strategic 
use of their networks, as in the case of Sundararajan, was also evident; in 
Chapter 5, for example, we explored how Darshan and Naga, two young 
men from the lower socio- economic class, used their online networks to 
secure jobs for youngsters of their community in the lower echelons of the 
IT sector. While Sundararjan’s use of his network was for purely personal 
ends, the use of networks by Darshan and Naga was geared towards help-
ing the aspirations and development of their community.2 Yet both ended 
up using their networks to serve their own purposes.
Apart from class or caste, other forms of online network homoph-
ily3 also exist. However, these tend to be the result of more of an uncon-
scious choice influenced by offline contacts. Such network homophily 
reinforces a sense of ‘online otherness’, where each group views every-
one else as an ‘other’. The socio- cultural dynamics of Panchagrami, as 
seen in Chapter 1, automatically contribute to this concept of ‘otherness’, 
in a context where most interactions arise out of in- group associations. 
Interactions between the upper middle- class  IT/ non- IT workers and 
the long- term village residents (irrespective of their class) are transac-
tional  –  interactions that could happen in the market place over buy-
ing and selling, for example. This trend continued online too. Although 
the ‘otherness’ is not demonstrated explicitly, the in- group associations 
automatically lead to it.
While social continuity4 in India (as seen in Chapter 1) has been 
explored in rural and urban spaces, this book explores such continuity 
between the offline and online space; the context for this exploration is 
a space that is in transition from a rural to an urban landscape.
In a way this also corresponds to the initial setup of the field site 
itself, which offered two distinct categories: namely the newer IT resi-
dents and the long- term resident villagers.
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The first chapter provided the background to the area in which the 
study is situated – a place that has seen a radical juxtaposition of the 
infrastructure to sustain a massive knowledge economy with a tradi-
tional rural space dominated by agriculture. Panchagrami is now under-
going massive changes, not only in infrastructure, but also with respect 
to other socio- economic factors. These create the basis for a complex 
situation, characterised by dynamism and change – one where tradition 
meets modernity and the local meets the global.
While informal and indirect classifications based on class exist 
between the incoming residents, who primarily comprise the workforce of 
the IT companies and their associated services, and the long- term resident 
villagers, people in Panchagrami are also categorised by the traditional 
endogamous category of caste.5 As shown in the first chapter, this cate-
gory of caste comprises different dimensions, for example endogamous 
marriage practices, occupational hierarchies etc., which have long been 
studied by anthropologists.6 Today caste also incorporates a whole series 
of government labels (Other Castes, Backward Castes, Other Backward 
Castes, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes) and ordering principles 
that have been placed alongside the more traditional categories and labels.
The ethnography suggests that social media has become a series 
of platforms through which such social categories or divisions manifest 
themselves. Rather than a progressive emancipation from such social 
categories, we more commonly observe their reassertion online.
The first chapter dealt with the traditional social categories of long- 
term residents in the village. The general rise in the economic prosperity 
of these long- term residents (due to property and land deals), along with 
their proximity to the IT sector, changing aspirations and the greater 
affordability of communication technologies have naturally led to an 
increased use of phones7 (both non- smartphones and smartphones) and 
social media by this group. Their usage is consequently closer to the 
practices of the IT sector than to villagers in other regions.
The first chapter also revealed the IT sector as an ecosystem8 that 
encompasses several occupational categories, ranging from highly 
skilled IT employees to semi- skilled workers to drivers and office main-
tenance staff, which in itself provides employment opportunities for 
various socio- economic groups. When people belonging to these diverse 
occupational classes move into the area and settle alongside long- term 
residents, the result is a dynamic interplay between different social cat-
egories and their use of social media. Chapter 2 thus provided details 
on the history of social media and the use of social media by the various 
groups at Panchagrami.
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By this point it is already clear that in Panchagrami a discussion of 
social media will always involve a complicated mixture of at least caste 
and class. Contrary to expectations that saw social media as a poten-
tial panacea creating equality, or at least digital equality, there is little 
evidence that social media at Panchagrami offers equality of any kind, 
social or digital. While the increased affordability of communication 
technologies has offered most people (at least most men) the chance to 
be on social media, i.e. there is an equality of presence, simply to be pres-
ent on social media does not necessarily lead to any wider equality. This 
general observation that online equality does not lead to offline equality 
is common to many of our field sites.9
Unlike some other field sites, however, issues of affordability 
remain pertinent for this site. As discussed in Chapter 2, while afford-
able pre- paid data cards have allowed even those from the lower socio- 
economic class to access social media, in practice these groups spend 
their pre- paid (‘pay as you go’) monthly internet bandwidth in the first 
20– 22 days, and therefore go without any internet connection for the 
last eight to ten days of a month. Similarly, approximately 84 per cent of 
this group’s postings are done in the first 15 days following a recharge of 
their pay-as-you-go plan. The time cycle of their internet recharge coin-
cides, not surprisingly, with their monthly pay cycle. For the lower socio- 
economic classes, therefore, even a presence on social media on all the 
days of the month cannot be taken for granted.
Chapters 2 to 6 also presented clear evidence that most interac-
tion through social media occurs within the different socio- economic 
groups and not between them. This becomes apparent when we observe 
the kind of interactions that take place between the middle/ upper mid-
dle class and the lower classes. As discussed earlier, these are mostly 
transactional and functional, not intended for socialisation. Not many 
upper middle- class individuals encouraged their driver or cook to for-
ward them jokes, irrespective of the caste from which the latter came, 
as was apparent in the apprehension felt by Sindhu in receiving a mes-
sage from her male domestic help (Chapter 2). Though this might ini-
tially appear to be a gender issue, class plays an important role as well. 
In Kavitha’s case, interacting with her cook/ childminder, who was from 
her own caste, illustrated that class influences the kind of communica-
tion (functional or social) even in intra- caste communications. As the 
gap between the classes increases, irrespective of the caste group, com-
munication on social media becomes more functional rather than social.
While it may look like the continuity from offline to online 
space, influenced by caste and class, is pronounced through network 
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homophily, in fact the same social categories, coupled with kinship, help 
us see the common threads of activities and responses (such as their 
visual culture, network conformance etc.) on social media by the people 
of Panchagrami. In a way this is influenced by a deeper Tamil culture, 
leading us to see commonalities rather than similarities between the dif-
ferent social categories – or between the supergroups of IT workers and 
long- term villagers. So the conclusion that on social media people largely 
keep within their established social groups does not preclude a separate 
conclusion that there is a surprising degree of commonality with respect 
to how people, across the whole spectrum of caste and class, have been 
impacted by social media. Thus the ethnography also shows fewer dif-
ferences in the use of social media between the professionals in the IT 
sector and villagers than was originally predicted.
One of the most apparent commonalities in social media postings 
between these groups is their devotion to two public genres for which 
Tamil Nadu is well known, namely cinema and politics. This becomes 
clear from the analysis of their visual postings on Facebook in Chapter 
3. The upper socio- economic classes constantly share posts on cin-
ema, which they might describe on their pages as ‘intelligent’ articles 
on cinema and political news, and sometimes as political satire. The 
lower middle and lower socio- economic classes tend to be more explicit 
about their passion for cinema and politics by posting visuals of their 
favourite actor or actress, or images of the political party they support, 
on Facebook. Further, these groups generally tend to be more explicit 
when it comes to posting political satires in the form of trolling on their 
Facebook pages.
Chapter 3 also revealed other visual genres, which have easily 
migrated from prior offline precedents. For example the commonality 
in posting pictures of themselves was spread across all social classes.10 
This was explored through both solo portfolio images as well as through 
group images. Irrespective of the classes, the pictures posted by women 
tended to follow certain conservative social norms with respect to 
clothing and posing for pictures. Mixed gender posing by single men 
and women for social media photographs most often involved a group 
rather than a couple. Even in the upper middle class, posing in pairs was 
accepted only if the parents knew of the offline friendships of their chil-
dren, and were sure that it was not a romantic relationship.
Another common theme is the development of an offline practice 
of offering good wishes to people into an online form of daily greetings 
such as good morning or good night – usually accompanied by scenic 
or religious images. While some saw this as part of building sociality 
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online, others connected it to building karma points and expressing 
positivity in their lives.
What was also evident was how much the visuals conformed to 
their networks’ expectations. The posting of neutral images, such as 
greetings or images that do not necessarily express dissent, was fre-
quently found on users’ Facebook profiles, as well as in communication 
with different groups on WhatsApp. Understanding the necessity for 
social conformance and non- confrontation with their networks, people 
also strategically crafted their visual communication, as seen in the 
cases of Jyotsna and Sagayam. Even if they wanted to express dissent, 
most expressed it through private chats or through silence (in which 
not commenting or liking on the post becomes a response). As seen in 
Chapter 2, one way of expressing dissent and opinions contrary to the 
normative expectations was through the use of multiple profiles or fake 
identities. All these diverse selves were authentic for these users, com-
ing together to form their identity.
The dominating field of communication at Panchagrami – one 
that cuts right across all groups – is that of kinship. This was evident 
in Chapters 5 and 6, but more specifically in Chapter 4, which focused 
on communication within the immediate and extended family. The 
true essence of multiple media covered in this chapter reveals another 
example of tradition manifesting itself through these modern tools of 
communication. Hierarchy based on age, the formal relationship that 
one family member holds with another, the nature of the media itself, 
the placement of each member in the kinship system – all contribute to 
determining the medium of communication one has to choose to com-
municate within a family circle. While the closest family, and espe-
cially communication with elders, might still warrant voice-based 
communication (due to various factors including age, hierarchy, lit-
eracy, love etc.), we see from the cases of Raghavan, Ravi’s mother, 
Shobana, Lakshmi and Rahul and Sukrithi’s parents that communi-
cation with extended family has moved to family-based WhatsApp 
groups. This might shift to communication over Facebook when the 
purpose is to inform a wider kin network (and others) about events 
in the family, although people like Raghavan feel these changes are 
impersonal and disrespectful to the elderly.
What happens between kin networks is a complex interplay among 
the concepts of polymedia11, scalable sociality12 and media  multiplexity,13 
as seen in Chapter 4. Social media, especially Facebook, seems to act 
as a performative medium (through likes and comments) where family 
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members come together in order to perform and portray an image of a 
unified and ideal family to their wider network of friends on Facebook. 
However, this is not actually a reflection of the familial use of social 
media. Facebook is used as a strategic, outward- facing tool with a perfor-
mative role; it is not given the same importance as WhatsApp for commu-
nication within the family. It is therefore not surprising that Raghavan 
shows anger when Facebook is used for intra- family communication.
Within family circles, the role of Facebook as a public, less inti-
mate medium for intra- family communication is seen in the differ-
ent rationale expressed with respect to certain intimate postings. For 
example some postings exhibit a more traditional rationale, such as 
avoiding posting pictures of a new baby on Facebook until at least a cou-
ple of months after its birth, for fear of attracting the evil eye. During 
this time, however, pictures of a newborn baby are shared privately 
over WhatsApp. Although Facebook might reach extended kin, it is still 
public, and therefore the perceived fear of it also reaching non- kin net-
works and of visibility to a wider world poses a problem. Such a fear is 
absent in the case of WhatsApp, however, which explains the prefer-
ence for the latter.
We can also see how traditional and normative order is 
 re- established through new media. This was specifically visible on the 
impact that it had on gender norms. A constant surveillance or impos-
ing of restrictions upon women accessing social media by kin and fam-
ily circles was in effect influenced by caste- based ideals and normative 
discourses. Fear of inter- caste marriages and romance was prevalent in 
the lower middle and lower socio- economic classes, influencing their 
members to restrict young, unmarried female relatives from accessing 
phones and social media. Restrictions were of various kinds. Some took 
hard forms through surveillance and the outright banning of mobile 
phones and social media usage, while others allowed the use of social 
media only within the safe space of women’s homes and further con-
trolled it through time- restricted access.
Space, both physical and online, here assumes a masculine form. 
The idea of banning social media is based on a perception that social 
media is a masculine space;14 accessing it exposes young women to 
unwanted distractions and may bring family honour into disrepute. The 
same idea may also be applied to physical space: inside one’s home is 
assumed to be safe, whereas outside the home is perceived as a mas-
culine space, and thus dangerous for young women wanting to access 
social media. Such a concept also in a way extends to time- based 
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restrictions on social media access. The idea that young women should 
not access social media after 8 pm or 9 pm is also governed by a percep-
tion that after that time they could be exploited. Here the intersection of 
both time and space assumes a masculine form.
Such restrictions do not allow women from these social groups 
onto social media. This has an indirect effect on young men of these 
groups, in a way driving network heterogeneity and increasing friend-
ships across class and caste. Traditionally the search for cross- gender 
contacts and relationships was very localised, involving people you 
might otherwise see in everyday life offline. But the effect of social 
media has been to create a kind of force field, throwing these men out 
from the traditional centre into a wider circle of contacts. As attempts to 
friend local women are unsuccessful, young men look further, to their 
educational institutions or workplaces, or even other states and coun-
tries, to find less conservative women. They may never speak a word 
to them offline, but they can express friendship and feel less shy in this 
more private space of social media.
Though the activities of the different classes on social media might 
seem distinct from each other, all of them commonly use social media to 
gain respectability and maintain their family honour. While the upper 
middle class may do this through performing as an ideal family unit on 
social media, members of the lower middle class and the lower socio- 
economic class believe that they can best maintain family honour by 
restricting young female relatives in their access to social media.
Also significant in the way people addressed each other on social 
media was the use of fictive kin terms. The concept of fictive kin spans 
all socio- economic groups. While addressing friends in fictive kin terms 
is a common practice, both online and offline, addressing relatives as 
friends was also seen among the middle classes. Both tend to be influ-
enced by normative discourses on kinship and friendship in the larger 
Tamil society.
Chapter 5 made explicit a core theme of this study, showcasing how 
social media has radically challenged the boundaries of work and non- 
work and constantly undermined them. While taking work home is seen 
as a social conformance to expectations of the modern workplace, man-
aging non- work matters at work is generally viewed with disapproval. 
However, such ‘dissent’ actually conforms to the historical ideology of 
work in south India, where traditionally such boundaries did not exist; 
constant interactions with the non- work space were considered a part of 
everyday sociality. Historically any such dichotomy in an Indian context 
was never as rigidly imposed across the world of work as it may have 
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been in other regions. This is manifested through a paradox in the work 
system, which allows for work– non- work boundaries to be constantly 
redrawn through opportunities for circumventing such impositions.
This discussion of work and non- work boundaries is situated in the 
context of the sudden transformation of Panchagrami: what had been a 
traditional agricultural setting was developed to meet the needs of the 
modern formal workplace. A complex interplay between caste and kin-
ship (fictive kin) occurs in the search for lower ranking positions in the 
modern work environment. The role of social media in such a process 
(recruiting, communication etc.) was discussed in Chapter 5. While this 
may particularly be the case for lower-class socio- economic groups, the 
role of social media in facilitating constant communication between the 
work and non- work spheres throughout the day, and so undermining the 
work and non- work boundaries for higher-class socio- economic groups, 
was also examined with respect to kinship in Chapter 5. Although this 
works in a different manner for long- term villagers and professional IT 
workers, the general way in which people use social media to oppose 
recent attempts to separate work from non- work is common to all 
communities.
Issues of hierarchy, which featured prominently in Chapter 4, also 
manifested themselves in Chapter 6, which was concerned with school 
education. Here we find social media exposing tensions in how both 
teachers and students understand and orient themselves to these new 
media for social communication. The uncertainty and ambivalence over 
how to align the traditional hierarchy of a teacher– student relationship 
with the new situation of being a ‘friend’ on Facebook were issues of con-
cern for schools at Panchagrami. Attitudes and responses vary between 
the diverse socio- economic groups and also between different school 
administrations. For the affluent schools that cater to the higher socio- 
economic class groups, the prevailing concern is whether social media 
might be a distraction to their students. For the less affluent schools that 
cater to the lower socio- economic class groups, however, technology 
and social media are both symbols of social mobility; they hope that 
proficiency in both within a knowledge economy will lead to prosperity.
As a result, teachers in the less affluent schools view friending stu-
dents on social media as a visible encouragement of their students’ aspi-
rations. For a student from a lower socio- economic class background, 
friending a teacher might lead to showcasing his/ her own intelligence, 
thus gaining him/her approval in the classroom. For students and teach-
ers in affluent schools, however, friending each other might lead to a 
lack of privacy due to the breakdown of established hierarchy. For both 
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schools this is a fluid and rapidly changing area, leading to a continual 
testing of waters in both directions.
This chapter on education effectively reinforces findings discov-
ered throughout the ethnography. On the one hand it showcases the 
persistent online differences in class and caste, and therefore more 
generally of inequality. This combines both a caste distinction, which 
remains absolute as long as people practice caste endogamy, and a class 
distinction, which is more scalable. But at the same time we see that the 
areas of concern within social media usage, revealed by kinship in pre-
vious chapters and by the triangle of teachers, students and parents in 
Chapter 6, are common to all.
Taking this as a whole we are still confronted by a key question: 
does social media matter at all? An answer to this question has to start 
by confronting a key finding in Chapter 4.
Not all kinds of social media assume importance when it comes 
to the set of relationships that are most significant to most people at 
Panchagrami – namely the family with whom they live their lives. Such 
a realization is a valuable corrective to the natural tendency to ascribe 
a major role to social media, having chosen it as the subject of research, 
irrespective of the situation. Perhaps the most eloquent testimony to the 
limits of social media is that Facebook may be used explicitly to demon-
strate the love that exists within families to the wider family, or to those 
who live outside of the family, but it is never used to express that love 
within families. This might seem to be contradicted by the familial use of 
WhatsApp, but actually this is because WhatsApp is often viewed as an 
extension of a scalable messaging service rather than as a social media, 
as seen in Chapter  2. This also in a way showcases how social media 
tends to be categorised at Panchagrami. Twitter is considered the most 
elite and the most public platform; it is followed by Facebook, which 
allows the friending of strangers, and then by WhatsApp, which, though 
scalable, is still seen as a private platform, with interest group members 
being viewed as acquaintances. This directly speaks to both the notions 
of polymedia15 and scalable sociality.16
Overall even the term ‘social media’ has a different connotation 
in this Indian case from many of the other studies. In some countries 
today social media simply means that which extends out from individual 
and dyadic communication to encompass the ability to deal with a wider 
group audience. In India, however, ‘social’ is synonymous with society, 
which is tightly organised by traditional principles such as kinship, age, 
gender, class and caste. In other words society is tightly ordered accord-
ing to groups; understanding how social media is used there also means 
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understanding the way any media is socialised into these pre- ordained 
groups. The theory of scalable sociality suggests that early social media 
was a scaling down to groups from public broadcasting, while recent 
social media is a scaling up to groups from dyadic communication. But 
in this region of south India social media is principally about group com-
munication – simply because social networking here has always been 
about group communication.
This point is perhaps most powerfully established by the fact that 
it contradicts the original intentions of this research project, and the 
premise that was associated with the initial choice of location. This was 
not merely the juxtaposition of traditional and modern, which is taking 
place very widely across India. This was bringing in 200,000 IT workers 
to live among villages and fields within the course of ten years. The scale 
is extraordinary, the speed is extraordinary and the difference between 
these two communities is extraordinary. It seemed obvious and inevita-
ble that this juxtaposition would have dominated the book throughout. 
Yet this was India; and given the openness of the ethnographic method, 
our perception of the true use and consequences of social media quickly 
changed.
It became evident that, notwithstanding this juxtaposition of the 
ultra- modern with highly traditional rural structures, what mattered 
just as much is what these two groups have in common. All the popula-
tion of Panchagrami, both long established and recently arrived, remains 
organised through a distinctly Indian system of order, values and social 
categories, from caste, class and the extended family to hierarchies of 
age and gender. Everything here was already intensely socialised. All 
conspires to make these ‘social media’ more often a reflection of these 
wider Indian sensibilities and structures, which remain rather different 
from those found in other societies.
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 33 Jeffrey, R. and Doron, A. 2013; Smyth, T. N., Kumar, S., Medhi, I. and Toyama, K. April 2010. 
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 35 Jeffrey, R. and Doron, A. 2013.
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Doron, A. 2013. 
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 46 http:// en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ Tethering
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‘Gods, priests and purity: on the relation between Hinduism and the caste system.’ Man: 
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sidered.’ Contribution to Indian Sociology Delhi 11(2): 245– 70; Gough, E. K. 1955. ‘The social 
structure of a Tanjore village.’  in McKim, M. ed. Village India, Chicago, IL: University of 
Chicago Press; Gough, K. 1973. ‘Harijans in Thanjavur.’ Imperialism and revolution in South 
Asia. New York: Monthly Review Press, 222– 45.
 61 Though this cannot be strictly termed as ‘sharing’ one mobile device, as it only relates to bor-
rowing for a specific time. However, the sharing of mobile devices does take place in India; 
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and time: Mobile communication practices, New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction, 231– 50.
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cyberspace.’ Economic and Political Weekly: 19– 21; Tenhunen, S. 2014. ‘Mobile telephony, 
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  The associations of a mobile phone with romance and sexual liaisons were not unique 
to India but were also found in the context of Jamaica; see Miller, D. and Slater, D. 2005. 
‘Comparative Ethnography of New Media’, in Curran, J. P. and Gurevitch, M., eds. Mass 
Media and Society, 4th edition. London: Hodder Arnold.
 63 Laughey, D. 2007; Gottdiener, M. 2015.
 64 All of them declined to friend me for fear of being exposed to other men through my research 
Facebook profile.
 65 Families of people working in the IT sector, entrepreneurs or those in other skilled jobs.
 66 Rangaswamy, N. and Arora, P. 2015. ‘Digital Romance in the Indian City’, in The City and 
South Asia. Cambridge, MA: Harvard South Asia Institute.
 67 Sharing media was also visible, even with limited technical capabilities in mobile phones. 
Please refer to Smyth, T. N. et al. 2010.
 68 Case studies of which will form part of the discussion on families in Chapter 4.
 69 Several normative discourses on relationship were prevalent in this group which consti-
tuted the elderly.
 70 http:// blogs.ucl.ac.uk/ global- social- media/ 2013/ 12/ 15/ non- resident- indians/ 
 71 It was very difficult to gauge the extent of multiple/ fake profiles on Facebook at 
Panchagrami, since not everyone was forthcoming with this information. For authen-
tic multiple profiles that a person might create to establish his or her identity in two dif-
ferent social networks see http:// blogs.ucl.ac.uk/ global- social- media/ 2014/ 04/ 11/ 
who- am- i- the- case- of- caste- related- profiles- on- facebook/ 
 72 The project still saw WhatsApp as a social media platform.
 73 As discussed in the Q1 survey.
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Miller, D. et al. 2016.
 75 Madianou, M. and Miller, D. 2013. ‘Polymedia: Towards a new theory of digital media in 
interpersonal communication.’ International Journal of Cultural Studies 16(2): 169– 87.
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polymedia was very strong at Panchagrami. Madianou, M. and Miller, D. 2013.
 77 In a way this refers to the idea of ‘scalable sociality’ described in Miller, D. et al. 2016.
 78 http:// www.dnaindia.com/ scitech/ report- whatsapp- user- base- crosses- 70- million- in- 
india- 2031465
 79 These groups varied in size and form. They might be, for example, personal, professional, 
spiritual, hobby groups etc.
 80 Miller, D. et al. 2016.
 81 More on this is dealt with in Chapter 4, which discusses the impact of WhatsApp in family 
circles.
 82 Lakshmi does not do this with her mother- in- law, who is already criticising her for being a 
working mother and leaving her children without maternal care.
 83 See Appadurai, A.  1988.  The social life of things:  Commodities in cultural perspective. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
 84 ‘Perceived’ because somehow many failed to appreciate that it was equally true that their 
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 85 However, as stated earlier, they were comparatively much more active than men of their 
age on Facebook.
 86 For more on romance through WhatsApp from a female perspective, please refer to Costa, 
E. 2016. Social Media in Southeast Turkey. London: UCL Press, 206.
 87 https:// en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ Kitty_ party
 88 http:// blogs.ucl.ac.uk/ global- social- media/ 2015/ 04/ 17/ women- entrepreneurs- whatsapp/ 
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P.  2008. ‘Engaging the YouTube Google- eyed generation:  Strategies for using Web 2.0 in 
teaching and learning.’ The Electronic Journal of e- Learning 6(2): 119– 30.
 26 A similar finding was discussed by Roblyer, M. D. et al. 2010. ‘Findings on Facebook in 
higher education: A comparison of college faculty and student uses and perceptions of 
social networking sites.’ The Internet and Higher Education 13(3): 134– 40. Here the college 
faculty believed social networking sites to have only a social function and no instructional 
purpose.
 27 As discussed in earlier chapters, young unmarried women belonging to certain classes 
were restricted from using smartphones, which were the primary means of accessing social 
media. For a general idea of masculinity and education in India see Jeffrey, C., Jeffery, 
P. and Jeffery, R. 2008. Degrees without freedom? Education, masculinities and unemploy-
ment in north India. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press.
 28 Members of the lower socio- economic classes viewed the internet as a symbol of knowledge. 
For them acquiring the skill to use it signified potential freedom from everyday struggles. 
For an idea of how the internet in itself can be viewed as a symbol of potential freedom see 
Miller, D. and Slater, D. 2000. The Internet: an ethnographic approach. Oxford: Berg.
 29 Digital Video Disc – https:// en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ DVD
 30 Buckingham, D.  2013.  ‘Digital Childhoods? New Media and Children’s Culture.’ Beyond 
technology: children's learning in the age of digital culture. Cambridge: Polity Press.
 31 For a discussion of the issues surrounding the act of friending students from a teacher’s per-
spective in a university environment see Raynes- Goldie, K. and Lloyd, C. 2014. ‘Unfriending 
Facebook? Challenges From an Educator’s Perspective’, in Kent, M. and Leaver, T., eds. An 
education in Facebook? Higher education and the world’s largest social network. Oxford: 
Routledge. 153– 61.
 32 The teachers referred to articles such as http:// archive.indianexpress.com/ news/ explain- 
how- children- open- facebook- other- accounts- delhi- high- court- to- govt/ 1107592/ , in which 
18 seems to be the stipulated age to open a Facebook account. However, the association of 
Facebook activity with the concluding age for compulsory education, namely 14 years, was 
also apparent, as discussed earlier in this chapter.
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 33 Such views are also related to informal education that could be gained through social 
media. This is discussed in a comparative perspective by Miller, D. et al. 2016.
 34 More about surveillance is discussed by Miller, D. et al. 2016. This work also explores why in 
certain countries social media was seen as a platform for surveillance by schools, conclud-
ing that in China it was apparently so, due to the functionalities offered by Chinese social 
media platforms.
 35 During the latter part of the field work an official WhatsApp group for a couple of schools 
seemed to be created, with one official school phone number.
 36 Miller, D. et al. 2016. 
Chapter 7
 1 Though one can always argue that even such functional interactions could be considered a 
part of sociality. The idea here is to stress that such exchanges were not seen as a peer-to-
peer process of building sociality.
 2 Although it indirectly resulted in Darshan and Naga acquiring status and respect within 
their own community, their gesture was ultimately for the benefit of their community.
 3 McPherson, M. 2001.
 4 Mandelbaum, D. G. 1970. Society in India: Continuity and change, vol.1. Los Angeles, CA: 
University of California Press; Mayer, A. 1996. ‘Caste in an Indian village: change and conti-
nuity 1954– 1992’, in Fuller, C. J. ed. Caste today. New York: Oxford University Press. 32– 64.
 5 Beteille, A. 1996; Fuller, C. J., ed. 1996.
 6 Fuller, C. J. ed. 1996.
 7 Jeffrey, R. and Doron, A. 2013.  Cell phone nation:  How mobile phones have revolutionized 
business, politics and ordinary life in India. New Delhi: Hachette.
 8 Chapter 5 gives a more in- depth view of the IT sector at Panchagrami.
 9 Miller, D. et al. 2016.
 10 This could take the form of selfies or posed photographs taken by others. Though selfies do 
not have an offline precedent, the idea of posting pictures of oneself does have a continuity 
with an offline practice.
 11 Madianou, M.  and Miller, D.  2012.  Migration and new media:  Transnational families and 
polymedia. Oxford: Routledge.
 12 Miller, D. et al. 2016.
 13 Rainie, H. and Wellman, B. 2012. Networked: The new social operating system. Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press. 58.
 14 Laughey, D. 2007; Gottdiener, M. et al. 2015
 15 Madianou, M. and Miller, D. 2013.
 16 Miller, D. et al. 2016.
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was once a space dominated by agriculture has resulted in 
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tensions have emerged in response to this juxtaposition, 
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work and school, and analyses the influence of class, caste, 
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